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Primordial Prophecy 

Mingling the Basic Traits of Theater, Modern Dance, Ballet, and Folk Dance 

to Create a Diversified Performance 

Preface: The Inspiration of Primordial Prophecy: Jean Giraudoux's Ondine 

The production, Primordial Prophecy, was inspired by the play 0ndine, wrillen 

by Jean Giraudoux in 1939 (English version by Maurice Valency, 1954). Giraudoux 

adapted his play from a story written by German Romantic writer, Fredrich Heinrich 

Freiherr de La Motte-Gouge titled Undine, which recounts the medieval tale of elemental 

spirits who represent the various aspects of nature (Lemaitre L29). While Giraudoux's 

story is similar lo the medieval legend, he chose to vary the style and teU the tale in 

dramatic form. 

Because the play is the inspiration for the production Primordial Prophecy. and 

because it is liberally referenced throughout this document. a description of the principal 

characters and a brief synopsis of the story are provided. 

Ondine: The Characters 

0ndine: A sixteen-year-old water spirit adopted by human parents. 

Ritter Hans van Wittenstein: The knight-errant who falls in love with Ondine and 

marries her. 

Princess Bertha: The fiancee of Hans. 



Auguste: A fisherman and the stepfalher of Ondine. 

Eugenie: The fisherman 's wife and stepmother of Ondine. 

The King of the Sea (Old One): An eternal, powerful water spirit and tbe uncle of 

Ondinc. 

The Ondines: Eternal water spirits and Ondine' s sisters. 

Ondine: The Story 
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Al Princess Bertha's request, Hans journeys to the Black Forest in MedJcval 

Germany bent on performing some noble deed to prove himselJ worthy of her hand in 

marriage. Meanwhile, Ondine frolics in a storm, wbich she and the other waler spirits 

created in a nearby lake. Ondine's adoptive human parents, Auguste and Eugenie, call to 

her and demand that she return home. Ondine is not eager Lo end her mischievous 

escapade and hesitates to comply. As Auguste and Eugenie command her to obey their 

wishes, Hans appears on their doorstep and asks for shelter afler a long adventure. The 

fisherman and his wife are happy to extend tbei r hospitality and welcome the knight into 

their humble home. 

Sixteen-year-old Ondine suddenly appears and is immediately smitten by the 

handsome man. She and Hans fall in love with each other at first sight. Hans forgets his 

pledge to Bertha and makes plans to marry Ondine as soon as possible. Her human 

parents have reservations and the members of her water spirit family emphatically do not 

approve: They know the devious ways of earthly men. Consequently, The King of the 

Sea prophesizes Hans' betrayal and binds Ondine to a pact before she is allowed to marry 

the man. According to the pact, Hans will die after betraying Ondine. Additionally, she 

will forget her love for him and return to the sea with no memory of their Jjfe together. 



Unable to believe that Hans would be unfaithful to ber, she rejects the validity of the 

King' s prophecy, makes the pact, and marries Hans. 
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After five years of marriage, Ondine' s failure to adjust as an earthly human wife 

and a'> a lady at court causes Hans to seek tbe company of his former fiancee, Princess 

Bertha. Heartbroken, Ondine returns to the sea. Meanwhile, as Hans and Princess Bertha 

prepare for thei r wedding day, a fisherman captures Ond.ine in his net. He brings this 

unusual creature to the town magistrates who interrogate her and find enough evidence Lo 

try her as a sorceress. 

During an interlude with Princess Bertha. Hans learns of Ondine ' s capture. He 

rushes to court. In an attempt Lo invalidate the pact and save Hans' life, Ondine testifies 

that she, rather than Hans, was the first to be unfaithful. Even though she is condemned 

as a witch, her first thought is for her beloved. Hans, realiz ing the purity of Oncline's 

love, faJls in love with her all over again and begs her forgiveness. She sadJy accepts his 

apology knowing that she is unable to prevent the inevitable "prophecy" of the King of 

the Sea from coming true. 

As Ondine and Hans attempt to cling to their shared past and their love, be dies 

and vanishes from Ondfoe's memory. The King of the Sea and Ond.ines return Lo take 

their sister back to sea. Ondine does not recognize the body of Hans lying at her feet but 

something inside awakens a desire to be with this beautiful man. She begs the King of 

the Sea, "Oh, I like him so much! Can you bring him back to Life, Old One" (Valency, 

Giraudoux 255)? The King of the Sea retorts to Ondine, "Impossible" (255). Ondine 

exclaim s to The King of the Sea, "What a P.ity! How 1 should have loved him" (255) ! 
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Primordial Prophecy explores Giraudoux·s mingl ing of Lhe real and ideal through 

the symbolic mysticism of ballet and the earthy reality of modern and Gypsy-style social 

dance. Choreography draws upon the styles of various artists to enhance the aesthetic 

appeal of Giraudoux 's story. The artistic styles compliment one another, combining 

drama and dance in the piece, Primordial Prophecy. 
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Introduction: My Artistic and Phi.losophical Process Leading to the Development 
of Primordial Prophecy 

During Dance Theory and Composition class, the professor, Dr. Alice Bloch, 

suggested that I begin to consider the theme and subsequent composition for my graduate 

project. [ began to conceptua]jze portions of a modem and ballet dance, later titled 

"Primordial," as a prototype of my thesis. Tbe piece was performed at the Lindcnwood 

Dance Concert in the Fall of 04-05. It was based on selected choreographic philosophies 

and various dance styles and intended to portray the elements of nature and the 

environment. 

The orjgi_nal composition was to be a tribute to my late father: an abstract 

representation of famil y trips to Florida, prior to his permanent disability. These 

memories of the beach, my family. and my father were the initial inspiration of the piece. 

However, Marsha Parker, Dean of Fine and Performing Arts, stressed that in order to 

fulfill the requirements of the Master of Fine Arts in Theater with a Dance emphasis. my 

graduate project must include a significant theatrical component. I needed to 

demonstrate mastery of the craft such as script analysis and directing. Because I had 

shared my original ideas for "Primordial" with her, she suggested I create a hybrid 

performance piece that inc luded various dance styles and scripted elements. She asked 

me to consider basing the project on the play Ondine, writlen by Jean Giraudoux. 

I began by editing the full -length play to several short scenes, which l felt 

conveyed important and interesting details of the story. Elements of the story which 

stressed tragic discord between man and the unjverse, between the real and the ideal, led 

me to consider choreographic influences or Rudolf Laban, Isadora Duncan, Martha 
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Graham. Doris Humphrey, Erick Hawkins, George Balanchine, and Gypsy-style social 

dance. The stage was now set for me to create my new project, Primordial Prophecy. 

After completing my excerpted script, both the Dean of Fine and Performing Arts 

and the Director of Theater reviewed it, made minor changes, and agreed that it 

represented the core meaning of Giraudoux 's play. The dances would be used, then, 

rather than dialogue, to complete and accentuate the story of Ondine. 

According to Georges Lemaitre. "Ondine's personality undergoes a complete 

transformation capable of feeling the joys and pains that both enrich and torment the 

souls of humans; however she never acquires a soul upon marriage .. . . " Her character 

hardly changes, although she claims to have loved Hans before their union and sacri fices 

her powers upon entering the world of humanity betraying the water spirits" (Lemaitre 

133). My challenge was to communkate the merging of Lhe real and ideal 
I 
on stage 

through narrative and dance. Ondine had to emuJate the emotional desires of humanity 

yet maintain her cosmic aura and her vulnerability in contrast to the imperfections and 

pretenses of the real world. A ll of these ideas became the basic components of 

Primordial Prophecy. Careful analysis made it apparent that the basic traits
2 
of theater, 

modern dance, ballet, and even Gypsy-style social dance could justifiably mingle and 

create a more diverse approach to performance. 

However, obviously, there would be much to evaluate and explore prior to the 

performance of Primordial Prophecy in order to build a strong piece that clearly 

represented the story. For instance, in regard to narrative form, Doris Humphrey, in The 

Art of Making Dances. states: "The function of the word in conjunction with dance is to 
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supply the facts: place, Lime of day, era, identification of people and their purposes, and 

like matters" (Humphrey 127). Humphrey goes on to say: 

It should foUow much the same laws as drama with a situation or a premise, a 
development and a denouement. Hundreds of 'story' dances have been composed 
and delighted their audiences, ranging from the simplest fairy tale to the latest 
Freudian maneuver. They can even be quite abstract, as long as they have a 
progression. [ .. . ] In short, the narrative form has a thread of continuity and 
purpose running through it. Dramatic dances can be for large groups, and run as 
much as an hour or more, or tbey can be solos of four minutes. 'The Emperor 
Jones,' based on Eugene O ' Neil's play of that name, and composed and 
performed by Jose Lim6n, is an elaborate drama for eight men in a number of 
parts, and lasts some thirty minutes. It is about an African-American who became 
Emperor on a remote Caribbean Island who is killed by the natives for his 
arrogant ways. It has the classic dramatic structure of a premise, a development 
and a conclusion (Humphrey 15 J ). 

Seeking Humphrey' s "thread of continuity and purpose running through it," I 

chose specific excerpts primarily from Acts I and ill to convey the literal aspects of 

Primordial Prophecy. In order to pursue "continui ty and purpose" even further, I needed 

to create dances that re layed portions of the story not verbally expressed. The piece bad 

to maintain Humphrey' s "classic dramatic structure of a premise, a development and a 

conclusion" similar to the components of a well-made play. 

The challenge was to make the dance movements apply to the Literal story of 

Ondine, yet depict the theme: the conflict between the real and the ideal. Erick Hawkins 

states: 

When the choreographer presents movement in and for its own sake, the 
movement has its own sign.ificant purpose of filling the audience with wonder and 
delight. But it is not communication- it is before and beyond communkation. It 
simply is! When the choreographer sets out to do more-to use the movements 
not for their own sake but for lhe sake of revealing some theme, some idea, some 
narrative-then be must make the movement into a language and must 
communicate with this language. [ ... ] Each movement invented for the story 
must be as beautiful and fresh as a movement done for its own sake. but it has a 
second necessity. It must serve the purpose and immediacy of the story and only 
that (Cohen 47--48). 
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The dances in Primordial Prophecy communicated the mood and the theme of Ondine 

and served "the purpose and immediacy of the story" by portraying Ondine's ethereaJ 

way of life, her merging with earthly reality. and ultimately ber Lragedy. 

The enlire performance of Primordial Prophecy was approximately one-half hour 

(in accordance with standards for the MFA thesis project). The program design for the 

performance of Primordial Prophecy is as follows: 

( I) "Primordial ," a modem and ballet dance representing my perceived 

abstraction of the prologue/previous action of Onctine (7: 13 minutes); 

(2) Excerpts from Ondine, by Jean Giraudoux, adapted by Maurice Valency from 

Act I (approximately 12:00 minutes); 

(3) "The Betrayal," a Gypsy-style social dance between Hans and Princess Bertha 

on their wedding day symbolic of humanity and their unity stressing "a way of 

life centered on human interests or values" (Merriam-Webster 161) (2: 15 

minutes); 

(4) "The Pact," a ballet dance performed on Pointe portraying Lhe sister Ondines 

initiating the pact between Ondine and the EUng of the Sea (2: 18 minutes); 

(5) "Tbe Last D ance," a lyrical modem jazz dance depicting the final courtship of 

Hans and Ondine (who is now more woman than water spirit) until his dealh 

(3:15 minutes); and, 

(6) Excerpts from Ondinc, by Jean Giraudoux, adapted by Maurice Valency from 

Act m (approximately 3:00 minutes). 

Each dance bas a separate meaning and most of them blend the pbiJ.osophical and 

technical approaches of specific choreographers for a mingling of ideas fused with 



personal preferences of choreographic style in this perfom1ance. In addition, certain 

aspects or concepls and elements overlap while others differentiale according to the 

intended message and image appropriate lo the play. 
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The dances in Primordial Prophecy convey the ethereal beauly of lhe ideal 

cosmic world of lhe Ondines and the earthy, emotional realism of the human world 

interacting with each other " leading to disastrous results" (Lemaitre 134). Even if Lhe 

movement qualities are somewhat classical modem and ballet. the subtle artistic variation 

in slyle and approach combining lhese techniques creates a "beautiful, fresh" effecl 

whether the dances are abstract as in ''Primordial" or literal as in "Tbe Pact." The beauty 

of movement in ~rimordial Prophecy does not imply virtuoso technique as the primary 

focus; rather il represents lhe essence of the cosmic qualities of Lhe Ondines and the 

earthy, emotional impact of human love relationships "serving the purpose and 

immediacy of the story" (Cohen 48). 

The story of Ondine lends itself very well to representation in modem dance and a 

modernist approach Lo balleL. Even though Poinle work is contrary to barefoot dancing, 

stylistically lhese two forms of dance may be combined according to how the 

director/choreographer wishes to presenl lhe performance. I incorporated modern and 

elhnic dance Lo represent the natural and realistic elements of the story and Pointe Lo 

represent the mystical and ethereal beings. 

In Primordial Prophecy, the dances do not represent primeval styles but the 

fundamental nature of both contemporary modern and ballet technique. According to 

Blom and Chaplin: 

A dance in Lhe primeval style would have movements lbat are sparse, direct, 
intense, awkward, and unelaboraled. They are lean, taut, animalistic, and full of 
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wonder. naivete, and mystery. We are not moving as ancient man did, for we 
really do not know how he moved. What we are doing is distilling the essence of, 
working through our interpretation of 'as if for the first time,' and thus trying to 
achjeve a primeval style and effect (l 52). 

Sandra Cerny Minton in Choreography: A Basic Approach Using Improvisation, 

says, "Abstraction . . . may refer to the process of presenting the core or essence of the 

real thing in the work of art" (Minton l 11 ). Most of the choreography in Primordial 

Prophecy represents this definjtion of abstraction and expresses the basic literal meaning 

of the play, Ondine. For instance, Lbe excerpts, selected primarily from Acts I and III, 

represent the core of the story. The choreography enhances the I iteral by use of the 

abstract. Blom and Chaplin stress: 

Any abstraction contains the essence of an image, feeling. or idea, and conveys 
the artist' s intent at some level of perception-sometimes obviously, sometimes 
sublly. Dance abstracts from behavior, tangible things, gestures, other works of 
art, images, emotions, symbols, stories, pedestrian movement, et al . A successful 
dance, representational or not, reaches some connection, touches some awareness 
within, such that you can see the dance and know in your gut what it is about even 
though you may not be able to say what it is that you know so clearly ( 125-126). 

In order Lo understand my process of integrating dance in Giraudoux' s story of 

Ondine, it is necessary Lo explore some of the philosophical and techrucal concepts 

specific to choreographers who influenced the project. Primordial Prophecy uses 

choreographic concepts influenced by a number of artists, including Rudolf Von Laban, 

Isadora Duncan. Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, Erick Hawkins, and George 

Balanchine. It is also necessary to relay the rationale for incorporating Gypsy-sLyle social 

dance in this piece, as wcl1. General overviews of lhe approaches and techniques of the 

choreographers are provided below: 
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• Rudolf Laban focused on moyemenl itselJ as an art form emphasizing Ejforr and 

geometrical shapes, such as the Icosahedron, directions in space, and the vertical, 

horizontal, and sagital planes; 

• Isadora Duncan stressed naturalism in dress and movement focusing on arcs, 

curves, waves, runs, walks, skips, and leaps; 

• Martha Graham used her knowledge of psychologica'I real ism and focused on the 

core of human emotion (positive or negative) via contract and release technjque, 

levels, knee work, angles, curves, spiral, and shift of weight; 

• Doris Humphrey used fall and recovery technique by finding the "arc between 

two deaths" focusing on a medium between balance and unbalance. She also 

developed the first methodological written guide to creating choreography for 

beginning to professional choreographers, focusing on developing individuality 

regardless of style; 

• Erick Hawkins (who also focused on ps.ycbological realism) developed a 

nonlinear style (softening Graham technique) based on "the balance of doing and 

not doing in the muscles (contraction and 'decontrnction')" emphasizing that 

movement is initiated and controlled from the pelvis (Celichowska 45); 

• George Balanchine created a new approach to classical ballet technique 

(neoclassicism) by focusing on the modem perspectives of abstraction of line and 

design with no outward emotional content; and, 

• The Gypsy-style social dance (stemming from my ethnic background) is symbol ic 

of humanity and is characterized by fast, syncopated step dancing. Usually 

performed at ceremonial celebrations, it is similar in style to the celebratory step 
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dancing or many otber cultures throughout bistory. Therefore, jL does not 

represent specific ethnicity or the characters or perfonners but the overaU desire 

of humans to unite based on their emotional needs and shared interests. 

The artistic and philosophical approach of each choreographer and how he or she 

influenced my decisions for the project comprise the following section of the text. 

Rudolf Laban 

Austro-Hungarian Rudolf Von Laban ( 1879 - l 958) developed a method for the 

creation, notation ("Labanotation"), and analysis or all dance and gestured movement. 

According to Valerie Preston-Dunlop in Rudolf Von Laban, An Extraordinary Life, "The 

young Laban was influenced by the dance of the Sufie (Muslim lay) brotherhood and saw 

it as the conquest of the forces of nature through movement" (2). Laban therefore felt 

ordinary people could transcend the mundane through the ecstasy of dancing (2). Laban 

was "a man inspired to become deeply involved in art-making through disturbing 

spiritual experience" (8). Laban wrote in bis autobiography that "in the heart of the 'land 

of sjlence (psychic realm)' stands the swinging temple in which all sorrows and joys, al l 

sufferings and dangers, all struggles and deliverances meet and move together" (Preston

Dunlop 8). Preston-Dunlop further elaborates: 

Living in harmony with nature and the cosmos were essential features or Laban 's 
spiritual sources and of Oedenkoven's philosophy .... 3 They achieved it through 
living the simple life absolutely. growing their own vegetables. cooking their own 
food. weaving plain cloth and making it into simple saris and cloaks. They 
danced outside, shoeless or with soft homemade sandals in order to feel the earth, 
minimal clothing and sometimes none-although Laban himselr was never naked, 
nor did he regard it as necessary. The ground was to be touched, the air to be 
breathed, the wind to be felt on the skin, the night sky to be danced with (28-29). 

Giraudoux 's philosophy seems to be consistent with Laban's in that they both search 

beyond humanity to Lhe cosmos for creative ideas. 
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In 1900, Laban, like other artists who us-ed spiritual experiences as incentives. 

planted tbe firsl seeds for absolute dance as the art of movement of the body and soul (9) . 

He enrolled in the Ecoles de Beaux Arts and became acquainted with Rosicrucian ideals 

and practices wilb an aim to "restore in all splendors the cult of the ideal with Lradition as 

a base and beauty as a means" ( I 0-1 I). Preston-Dunlop further states: 

The cult of the ideal was concentrated in the doctrine of the order, where mystic 
art, beauty, and idealism were preached and practiced, using subjects such as 
legends, myths. alJegories, dreams, paraphrases of the great poets, and lyricism. 
Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo were revered for using Lbe mystical 
proportion of Lhe prominenL Golden Section. Harmony was a virtue sought within 
the art object. Harmony was also to become a keystone in Laban's theory and 
practice of movement; so too was the Golden Section (l l ). 

Laban turned to the rhythms of the body and its movement in hope of 

transcending the mundane through dance (22, 66). Therefore, according to Professor 

Calvin Jarrell , "Laban's focus on movement itself, without music, is the beginning of 

scientific modernism defining dance movement as an equal art form that can stand alone 

on its own merit" (JarrclJ). Preston-Dunlop continues, "Laban's study of relationship of 

inner intent to movement itself became known as Eukinetics: Lbe study of the rhythm and 

dynamics of movement" (277-278). "Eukinetics led to Laban's discovery of Effort and 

the four motion factors that underlie it: Space ,consisting of indirect and direct, Time 

consisting of sustained and sudden, Weight consisting of light and strong, and Flow 

consisting of bound and free movement" (277). Laban's exploration of movement also 

led to Choreutics: the study of the spatial forms of movement (277). 

His study of Eukinetics and Choreutics al so led him to determine thal lbe four 

functions of lhe psyche consisting of intuition, .sensing, thinking, and feeling di1·ectJy 

relate lo the four motion factors consisting of space, time, weight, and energy (Preston-
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Dunlop 3). This perspective served as a working model for the oneness of the 

body/psyche in human movement expression (Preston-Dunlop 3). This philosophy 

directly related to the movement performed to non-metered music in portions of 

"Primordial" and aU of "The Last Dance," because the dancers bad to internally fee l the 

rhythm while thinking about the movement as they intuitively sensed each other in 

conjunction with tbe Oow of the music. 

Laban searched for harmony using movement expression lo acqu_ire oneness of 

the body and psyche using the cosmos as inspiration. SimiJarly, Giraudoux searched for 

harmony using written expression with the hope of combining the cosmic with the real lo 

solve the world's problems. Unfortunately, the two do not successfully co-mingle: man 

cannot become the cosmos (Lemaitre 134). Both artists used the quest for knowledge of 

the unknown to expand creativity. In this sense, Primordial Prophecy expanded 

creativity by going beyond the individuaJ processes of theater and dance. 

Professor Jarrell stated, "Laban not only created Labanotation and dance notation 

(see Appendix D), he developed movement phrases and dances based on geometrical 

shapes including the Icosahedron directions in spacc4 with Lbe high, middle, and low 

levels, and vertical , horizontal, and sagital planes"5 (Jarrell). (See Appendix E for further 

ex planalion of Laban's concepts.) The Icosahedron is a structure formed by twen't y 

equilateral triangular faces. "When Lbe comers of the three planes are connected, they 

form an Icosahedron, a geometric model from which various spaliaJ scaJes and forms can 

be explored" (Bartenieff 9). 

For example, such movement as the cartwheel and tilt are in the Vertical Plane 

(door plane). The forward/backward roll, flip. and any forward and backward ci rcular 
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movement are in the Sagital Plane (wheel plane). The Horizontal Plane (table plane) can 

be thought of as a compact disc and encompasses the pirouette (the CD looking al it from 

the side) or horizontal tum (the CD looking at iL from the top) (JarrelJ ). 

In the dances "Primordial" and "The Last Dance" both Laban Movement Analysis 

("LMA") and Bartinieff Fundamentals are important regarding compositional technique. 

"LMA deals with movement performance by addressing dynamics, spatial awareness and 

expression, wbjle Bartenieff Fundamentals concentrates on the specifics of the body, 

improving alignment and ease of movement" (Bloch). 

These dances concentrate on the directions in space of the Icosahedron and the 

vertical, sagitaJ, and horizontal planes (see "Dances" section). However. since Laban 

Movement Analysis encompasses all ordinary gestures and dance movement, it appLies to 

other dances ("The Betrayal" and "the Pact") and to the theatrical gesture and movement 

on stage as well. The choreography also focuses on the six "Patterns of Total Body 

Connectivity" outlined by Peggy Hackney. in her book Making Connections: Total Body 

Integration Through Bartenieff Fundamentals. These six patterns are Breath, Core-Distal 

Connectivity (Naval Radiation), Head-Tail Connectivity, Upper-Lower Connectivity, 

Body Half Connectivity, and Cross-Lateral Connectivity (see Appendix E) (218). 

Isadora Duncan 

Another forerunner of modern dance, Isadora Duncan (1877 - 1927), embodied 

the concept of individual freedom both in her life and in her art, forsaking the unnatural 

turned-out positions of balJet (Au 89). SirniJar to Laban's search for "the wisdom to be 

found through the study of all the phenomena of circles existing in nature and in life" and 

Giraudoux's merging of the real and ideal. she found "ideas in natural phenomena such 
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a<, the movement of wind and waves creating design (see Appendix G)" (Au 89). Duncan 

once stated, "The true dance must be the transmission of Lhe earth' s energy through the 

body," and she felt that dance stemmed from the solar plexus, the "central spring" of 

movement (Jowitt 90, 76). 

According to Deborah Jowitl, Time and the Dancing Image, Duncan's dancing 

drew upon ordinary actions such as wallcing, running, slapping, and jumping: the normal 

"movement repertory" of human beings. She made three-dimensional worlds of patterns 

on stage built on these simple, eloquent actions along with light walLZ steps and leaps 

(71). She danced barefoot i_n a tunic (without a corset) and used simple lighting (the 

colors of dawn and dusk). She danced a member of the chorus, even if she performed a 

solo in a piece. Duncan also studied ancient Greek paintings and statutes as well as 

gymnastics in her quest to better understand the laws of motion and incorporated these 

aspects into her work (77 - 84). 

Jowitt states, "After Duncan entered onto the stage, she would quietly stand for a 

while listening to the music, swaying slightly as if waiting for a wave to gather force 

inside her, and then embark on phrases bujlt of simple, eloquent walks, runs, light waltz 

steps, skips, and leaps" (71 ). Duncan' s demeanor exemplified Giraudoux's description of 

Ondine being one with nature along with the other water spirits as if "waiting for a wave 

to gather force inside her." Duncan once wrote, "Waves-love waves-I've been writing 

about dance waves, sound waves, light waves- all the same-... " and trus concept 

motivated her dances as line, paltern, and gesture (Jowitt 91 ). Like other artists of the 

time who sought inspiration in the cosmos, she contemplated a "theory of dance capable 

of connecting her to Lhe processes of the universe" (91 ). 
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In Primordial Prophecy, some of Duncan's perspectives were instituted inlo the 

modern/ballet dance ("Primordial") and lhe ballet dance ("The Pact") reflecli.ng her 

natural, light and graceful movement. They convey the cosmic freedom of the water 

spirils within their natural habitat and portray natural elements such as the waves of the 

sea, whirlpools, and wind. Although ballet is inconsistent with Duncan' s philosophy of 

naturalness, some of the ballel movement mirrors the modem movement thereby 

blending concepts and elements. 

Martha Graham 

Pioneer in modem dance Martha Graham ( 1894 - l 991 ) used her creali ve essence 

to develop her formal lechnique over decades. Accordi.ng to Maureen Needham, 

Graham's falher had a significan.t influence on her: 

Martha Graham was the daughter of a physician who specialized in mental 
disorders and described llim as inspiring both awe and fear in her. Graham 
described how, when she was young, her father caught her in a lie. She could nol 
figure out how he knew she was lying, so she asked him bow. Her father replied, 
'Movement never lies.' This may have influenced Graham' s later life as a 
choreographer utilizing body language to convey interior emotional life; she used 
her powerful knowledge of nonverbal communication to portray her stage 
character's fictional experience ( 1 ). 

Like Graham, I used what I believed to be appropriate movement qualities and gesture in 

Primordial Prophecy to relay Giraudoux's story of Ondine and the internal feelings of 

the characters. 

In her autohiography, Blood Memory. Graham states that she "based her 

technique on the pulsation of life representative of the pulsation of breath-breathing in 

is a release and breathing out is a contraction" (46). She developed her technique based 

on the concepts of contract and release, psychological realism, knee work, use of angles, 
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curves, shift of weight, spiral, and percussion, later incorporating formal ballet training as 

well (Horosko 75). 

Some of Graham' s technique is evident in "Primordial" not only wilh Llie shaping 

of the body but, sometimes, with spatial patterns pertaining to curves, spiral. angles, knee 

work, and shjft of weight, some of which also apply lo portions of the other dances. In 

order to portray an absLrnction of the cosmic water world of Ondinc, I used Graham's 

concept of imagery, focusing on Lhe elements of nature and ethereal water spirits in their 

environment (waves of the sea flake], rocks, sea creatures, and whirlpool depicting the 

departure of Ondine). 

Doris Humphrey 

Doris Humphrey (1895 - 1959) is another pioneer of modern dance who 

influenced my process during lhe creation of Primordial Prophecy. She developed fall 

and recovery technique stressing recovery (rebound) as a necessary element of the fall in 

modern dance. because she felt "equilibrium was the crux of her problem" (Hawkins 11). 

According to Alma M. Hawkins in Modem Dance in Higher Education, "Humphrey 

thought of motion as an ' arc between two deaths,' and evolved the principle that the 

fundamental rhythm of movement was tbe alternation between balance and unbalance, 

between fall and recovery, or falJfog to and rebounding from gravity" ( 11 ). 

Humphrey's "arch between two deaths" is also analogous lo the merging o f Lhe 

polar ends of the real and ideal in Giraudoux ' s story of Ondine, and the ability of the 

water spirits to trnnscend from their balanced cosmic world to the real ity of our 

unbalanced human world. However, unlike Doris Humphrey, as well as Erick Hawkins, 

who searched for a functional medium between balance and unbalance-or fall and 
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recovery-for artistic expression, Giraudoux artistically stressed the impending disaster of 

mingling the two polar extremities of a cosmically balanced and unbalanced real world 

(Lemaitre 134). 

ln order to present the illusion of the water spirits undersea. Lhe balance of 

classical balJet had to merge with Humphrey's modern dance concept of fall and recovery 

in a delicately safe yet effective manner. ln Primordial Prophecy, the ethereal qualities 

undersea were differentiated from reality through Humphrey's principle of " finding the 

arc between two deaths" : the balance and off-balance necessary for fall and recovery 

technique. I used this technique, because the water spirits were meant to look as if they 

defied the laws of gravity by lightly yet powerfully moving in their aquatic world, neither 

fully contracted nor fully released. 

Humphrey was the first choreographer to develop a written theory of approach to 

choreography in her book entitled The Art of Making Dances. It served as a guide for 

creating modem dance, which was a relatively new art fonn (Humphrey 19). In Doris 

Humphrey: An Artist First, she stated that she felt that as an artist, a choreographer must 

be "fascinated with aJl manifestations of form and shape, someone who is searching to 

discover and invent" (Humphrey, Doris Humphrey: An Artist First 257). She strnssed 

that "her ideas are not intended to be a formula; they do not pretend to be a magic brew 

for success" (Humphrey 19). 6 She added, "They worked for her and may work for others 

provided there is that mysterious ingredient, talent" (19). She defined Form as stressing 

continuity and pacing in dance consisting of: 

( I) ABA (one style, then another, then back to the original style possibly with 

variations, e.g., day, night, day). The overall form for Primordial Prophecy is 
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ABA: narralive, dance, narrative. Most of the dances are choreographed in ABA 

and narrative formal as weU; 

(2) Narrative (story dance or accumulaLive abstraction); 

(3) Reoccurring theme (repeat idea or variation in theme); 

(4) Su.ite (sort unrelated parts and put together); and, 

(5) Broken Form (del iberately i!Jogical) (Humphrey 150 - L56). 

One of Humphrey' s favorite sayings is. "All dances are too long'' (Humphrey, 

Doris Humphrey: An Artist First 258). We have all experienced dances that seem 

exciting and enjoyable at first but after ten m.inutes, attention wanders due to 

choreographic structure or the dancers' inability to convey the choreographer's intent. 

With this in mind, I changed the music for the modern and ballet dance "Primordial" not 

only for better timing rhythmically but to shorten the dance because sometimes an extra 

minute is one minute too long. 

Erick Hawkins 

According to Renata Celichowska in The Erick Hawk.ins Modem Dance 

Technique, "Hawkins developed his own nonlinear, softened style, derived from Graham 

technique, known as Hawkins' technique," which was " influenced by Zen Buddhism, 

Greek, and Southwest Indian" (xix). Celichowska says, "After Hawkins became injured, 

he studied kinesiology and how it pertains to movement and dance, deterrruning that ' the 

balance of the opposites of the Y in and Yang, the balance of doing and not doing' 

correlates to the way we move our muscles and bones" (2). 
7 

He sLressed the importance of "ini tiating and controlling movement Crom the 

body's center of gravity located in the pelvis" (23). His choreography expressed the 
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human condition in an epic mode accentuating the myth ic Greek root (xviii). Hawkins 

technique is not based upon a standard series of exercises; however, those who have 

ballet training and/or Graham-based modem dance technjque might recognize many 

familiar shapes (79). 

ln Primordial Prophecy, I utilized Hawkins' concept of softening Graham's style 

for a more light and curved approach, especially in the dances "Primordial" and "The 

Pact" I did so to give the water spirits a more e legant, enchanting, and ethereal effect. It 

still incorporated variations of Graham's concept of "S" shaped curves and shaping only 

without as much emphasis on contraction and percussion. This conceptualization of arcs 

and curves overlapped with Duncan tcchruque. 

Ideally. Hawkins preferred that dance have the appearance of effortless movement 

(54). ln order to achieve this effect, "the principles of momentum define the force of 

motion acquired by a moving body as a result of the continuance of its motions, similar to 

·coasting of a bicycle without having to peddle, ' therefore the movement continues 

beyond the ini tial application of force" (54). Celichowska describes Hawkins' imagery 

as follows: 

Just as there are no straight lines in the body, there are no straight lines in human 
movement, for all human movement describes arcs and curves; therefore, 
momentum in the body also manifests itself in curved pallerns. For example, 
when a dancer executes a straight-legged swing of the leg front, side, or back, the 
distal end of the moving leg, i.e., the toes, will describe a curve in the air. 1n a 
two-dimensional plane, these curved pathways can connect either along an "S" 
shaped path, or along a circular or looping path . When these curves are 
considered three-dimensionally, the number of curved pathways a movement can 
describe becomes vast (55 - 56). 

Hawkins' imagery applies to most of the choreography in Primordial Prophecy 

consisting of curves, waves, curved pathways, and circular patlerns. Elements of 
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Hawkins' "softening of Graham Lechnique" and his philosophy of "neither succumbing to 

graviLy nor completely auempling to defy it" are more evident in the dances portraying 

the waler spirits. "Primordial" and "The Pact" use this technique by depicting Lhe water 

spirits in Lbeir natural habitat, while "The Betrayal" focuses on the circuJar patterns of 

social step dancing. 

However. "The Lasl Dance," a sorrowful duet between Hans and Ondine, 

emphasizes a slightly more linear structure in an altempt to differenLiate their tragic love 

from the other dances without as many curves that imply pleasure, or, in the case of the 

waler spirits, the serenity of perfocl harmony. But there are still some curves and circular 

pallems in the choreography representative of their futile atlempt to hold onto happier 

memories of their courtship and marriage. 

Hawkins' imagery also applies to the blocking on stage for the excerpts from Act 

I of Ondine consisting of the circular movement of Ondine and Hans as Lbey become 

acquainted with each other and fall in love. However, the blocking on stage for the 

actress portraying Ondine, as she relays excerpts from Act Ill, is more linear in f asruon 

implying animosity or regret. But her character still employs some circular movement on 

stage symbolic of Ondinc's intui ti ve recollection of Hans and her fading memory Lbat 

embraces her love for him. 

Hawkins states, "Contraction and 'decontraction ' are principles that involve the 

balance of doing and not doing in the muscles" and describes this muscular acti vity as 

follows: 

Every person, and therefore every dance studenL, is always in between the 
extreme states of contraction and decontraction of the muscles. Complete 
contraction of all the muscles in the body creates a catatonic state, and complete 
decontraction of all muscles is similar to fainting L .•• ]. Every person needs to 



find the correct place on this scale of conlracLion/decontraclion to do whal is 
needed lo be done (Cel ichowska 45). 
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Hawkins· eonccpl of movement pertaining lo the idea of contraction and 

decontraction, or doing and not doing, projects the cosmic image of the water spirits in 

both the modern and ballet sections, similar Lo Humphrey's idea of "motion as the arc 

between two deaths" (Hawkins 11 ). According to Celichowska, '·A common Hawkins 

image that makes use of an acti ve dccontraction is the image of the limbs acting as 

tassels, so if the muscles in the arms and legs are allowed to deconlract sufficiently, they 

will respond organically to movement initiated from the torso" (51 ). This philosophical 

concept applies to Lbe choreography in the opening standing section of "Primordial" with 

arm movement initiated from the torso followed by flowing arms--or from a silting 

position with Oowing arms, hands, and fingers, rather than arm movement alone with a 

stationary torso. His definition of "complete contraction and complete decontraction" of 

the muscles also correlates to Laban's defrnition of extreme free now, or collapse, and 

ex treme bound flow, or restricted state of movement qual ities due to a catatonic state. 

FolJ owing are a series of quotes stating what Hawkins "considers being the most 

beauti ful dance," followed by some of my comments regarding bow his concepts apply to 

the artistic and phiJosophical development of Primordial Prophecy (Celichowska 138 -

139): 

• "Dance that senses itself instant by instant." Portions of some of the 

dances in Primordial Prophecy rely on non-metered music and guided 

improvisation focusing on the importance of feeling the desired mood or 

effect necessary to convey the story of Ondine through movement. 
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• ''Dance that has reached such a height of subtly it can stand still." Except 

for the Gypsy-style social dance, portions of the dances in Primordial 

Prophecy are based on subtle yet intriguing movement or stillness portraying 

the ethereal qualities of the water spirits and the doomed love of Ondioe and 

Hans. 

• "Dance that loves time, time as a sensed duration, and all the subtle 

asymmetrical diversions of time, and yet always the pulse of time." 

Portions of "Primordial" and all of "The Last Dance" rely on "time as a 

sensed duration" based on the imemal awareness of movement in conjunction 

with tbe pulse of time in the music and lyrics of the song. 

• ''Dance that uses virtuosity onJy in the service of poetry not as acrobatics 

misconceived as art." Tbe modem portion of "Primordial" included ballet 

technique, pirouettes, leaps, a cartwheel, and roll s to the fl oor not for 

virtuosity's sake but to accentuate Lbe story of Onctine through dance 

movement which included a Hawkins' flair. Likewise. the ballet portions of 

"Primorctial" and "The Pact" also "serviced the poetry" of the story of Ondine 

and incorporated a delicate Hawkins' influence pertaining to the now of the 

torso and arms. 

• ''Dance that knows dance is a metaphor of existence."8 All of the dances 

in Primordial Prophecy play on Hawkins' philosophy of "dance as a 

metaphor of existence." Tbey are based upon the various component parts of 

the story of Ondine. (The water spin ts and human couples in the piece depict 

each world' s way of life as a "metaphor of existence.") 
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George Balanchine 

"George Balanchine (1905- 1983) created his frrst dances in the experimentalist 

era that followed the Russian Revolutjon" (Garafola l ). He left Russia permanenlly in 

1924 to choreograph for migrant companjes and eventually settled in the United States 

(Garafola l). He is best known for his plotless neoclassical ballets with unelaborated 

costumes and scenery so the audience can focus solely on the dancing (Jowitt 143 - 144). 

Balanchine developed his method of choreography by combini ng a modernist 

approach with classical ballet lechnique using abstraction of movement without open 

emotion in bjs works (Garafola I). In Ondine, the cosmic water spirits have no souJs but 

have reasoning and display no open emotion or humanity (Lemaitre 129). With this in 

mind, J asked the students portraying the water spirits to display a look of serenity as they 

represented oneness with their environment rather than open emotion. (We as human 

beings find it difficult to portray cosmic beings without some emotional interpretation 

from stage or the audience.) Even though the majority of Balanchine's abstract ballets 

did not focus on narrative format, his conceptualization of line and design, with no open 

emotional content, correlated to the cosmic image of the water spiri ts. 

Further , Balanchine incorporated a modern approach by aUowing his dancers to 

sometimes "veer off in terms of placement and the vertical plumb line" (Jowitt 265). 

Most of the baUet choreography in Primordial Prophecy was classical and included 

Balanchine's neoclassical approach to line and design in floor pattern and off-centered 

Pointe work, placement that sligbtJy "veers off the vertical plumb line". In this way, 

Bal.anchine ' s off-centered neoclassical approach suited the portrayal of the motional 



elements of the sea and its creaLures in the performance more freely than the placed 

verticali ty of slandard classical ballet technique. 
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Balanchine was motivated by the elements of music, such as rhythm, phrasing, 

and timing, to develop dances because they enhanced his senses and creati vily in the 

choreographic process (Au 144). ln "The Pact," which was symbolic of the waler spirits 

initialing the pact between Ondine and the King of the Sea, the movement was inspired 

by the music of Saint-Saens, Le Cam aval Des Animaux, Lhe original instrumental, and 

Aquarium, with varied "rhythm, phrasing. and timing," to simulate the elements of the 

sea world. 

Balanchine's originality in philosophical and artistic approach was demonsLrnted 

by the fact that he occasiona!Jy choreographed around his dancers' preferences, abil ities, 

and injuri.es for the best presentation possible. According to Jowitt, "Balanchine 

answered to no one concerning artistic maUers" (266). He was known Lo ask, "Which leg 

would you rather lift, dear? Which way do you want to turn" (266)? Jowitl cooLioues, 

"Dancers new lo roles often inspired him to alter choreography, or even reconsider issues 

of ballet technique" (266). 

I incorporated Balanchine's artistic approach and occasiona1ly choreographed 

around dancers' preferences, abilj ties, and injuries. I al lowed them, in the prototype of 

"Primordial," to choreograph three sets of e ight, for both the ballet and modem sections, 

using technical concepts already in the work. This idea worked well so I kept their 

choreography for the fi nal presentation of Primordial Prophe9. The ballet dancers on 

Pointe placed a sma!J amount of choreography downstage to compensate for the demands 
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of a raised stage and their concerns for safety--two of them were recovering from 

previous inJunes. 

Gypsy-Style Social Dance 

The Gypsy-style social dance "The Betrayal" represented the reality of humanity 

portrayed through social dance and the human desire of compatible couples to reunite. 

The real-world marriage between Hans and Princess Bertha was symbolic of earthly 

compatibility. Ceremonial step dancing worked well in this piece, because, no matter 

what style or ethnicity, it was celebratory and re presented an appropriate way to portray 

Hans and Princess Bertha's encounter on their wedding day. Blom and Chapl in state: 

Cultural style reD.ects the social customs, religious beliefs, and philosophical 
ideals of a specific group of people- their notions of beauty, good, desirability, 
power, truth, virtue. It is influenced by ethnic body type, by collective body 
image, and by environment. The national dances of a people are a refinement of 
their movement tendencies. [ ... ] The choreographer can use any cultural style as 
raw material for choreography without trying to reproduce authentic ethnic 
movement. In making an artistic statement he is merely utilizing the flavor of a 
specific style within his own stylistic approach [ ... ] (150 - I 51 ). 

The dancers performed to a taped version of an old ad-libbed, fast-paced Gypsy 

song with improvised guitar music, played without Lhe lower two strings for sound effect. 

Gypsy dance consists of generally improvised syncopated, quick footwork emphasiz ing 

striking of the feet, skips, flowing arms, some snapping, pas de bouree and cha cha or 

mamba type movement, circular patterns, and occasional shimmies for women--who 

usually dance in a separated fashion around men. "The Betrayal," slightly personalized 

by lhe dancers, is not literal interpretation of the Gypsy culture or ethnic background but 

appropriate to Hans and Princess Bertha in context of tbe story. 

The essence of the dance not only denoted human social interaction but also the 

conceptualization of human relationshi ps built o n trust and faith in one another without 
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the cosmic interference that Ondine had. This d ance was meant to be different from the 

other dances in Primordial Prophecy that represented the cosmic Life of the water spirits 

and tbe doomed love of Hans and Ondine. I also incorporated this dance, with its livelier 

pace and merrier mood, to break the monotony of choreographic styl.e. 

The Gypsy-style social dancing in this p iece does not specifically represent the 

race of the characters, geographical location in Lhe play, or cultural diversity of the 

performers. However, the play Ondine was set in and around a Black Forest i11 Medieval 

Germany. Due to the migration of people from all countries, Gypsies and other races 

bave been very much a part of the Germanic culture and history. 

As a girl, learning Gypsy dancing was difficult for me at first, but now, after 

tbfrty-five years, I simply feel the movement without intellectualizing how to improvise 

the steps into a dance. I real ized that Gypsy-style step dancing might a lso be difficult or 

challenging for performers not familiar with the methodology and im provisation, 

especially for tap dancers wishing to make the footwork more precise. So, the dancers in 

the production became accustomed to the style by my permitting them to slightly 

manipuJate the dance and personalize it for a more natural effect as they performed. 

Even though the performers may have found this dance somewhat challenging, because 

of the unfamiliarity and difficulty of the style, syncopated rhythm, foo twork without 

specific counts and set choreograph y, they personalized it and performed quite well. 
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Dances 

In Primordial Prophecy, I examined the various approaches of classic 

choreographers Rudolf Laban, Isadora Duncan, Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, Erick 

Hawk.ins, and George Balanchine as motivation for creating and developing my own 

approach to choreography.9 The performance also included a Gypsy-slyle social dance. 

After exploring the basic trails of theses methodologies and experimenting with Lhe 

movement itself, barefoot and on Pointe, I formulated four dances that augmented the 

narrative, to tell the story of Ondine. A direct approach to teaching assured appropriate 

presentation of my academic learning, safety in execution, and ease of transitional flow 

Lhroughoul the dance. In rehearsals, I would demonstrale the movement, make 

corrections, and analyze the studenls as a choreographer to offer praise, helpful cri ticism, 

and suggestions.10 

"Primordial" 

The dance "Primordial ," presented prior to any dialogue from tbe play as the 

prologue/previous action of Ondine, represented the beauty of movement for its own 

sake, an abstraction of the cosmic, mythical water spirits in their natural habitat. 

Choreographic styles combined in "Primordial" were modem dance and classical bal let 

witb a slightly abstract flair. Certain movement qualities overlapped for an aquatic 

effect 

The natural underwater-type movement combined with advanced technique in this 

dance was difficull lo master due to this blending of styles. It began with the modern 

dancers portraying the water spirits in a sitting position with graceful waving arms, 

fingers, and torso movement that gradually elongated and rose lo the middle and upper 
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levels. The modern portion also had several tecbnical aspects to it such as layout, 

cabriole, multiple pirouettes and turns, off-centered balances, leaps, a cartwheel, and rolls 

to the Ooor. The ballet section, on Pointe, included waving anns, Graham "S" shapes, 

Laban counter-tension pull from right forward high to left back deep (instead of 

arabesque), backs to the audience, abstract line and design in spatial paths, and off

centered plumb li.ne with no outward emotion. [l provided an enhanced picture of the 

world as seen by the principle character. 

After the initial composition, the dance was set with specific counts to music for 

timing and rhythm of the movement. The opening phrases were performed in the sitting 

position to non-metered music. In the prototype of "Primordial," the effect of the music 

in conjunction with the movement was enchanting, but the dancers had some difficul ty 

syncbronjzing solely by relying on inner awareness and cues in the music for timing. 

Due to the structure of the choreography, it was not necessary for the dancers to rise from 

a seated position simultaneously to non-metered music. Because of the difficulty this 

presented, I decided upon a more synchronous method and changed the music from 

Semantic Spaces by Delerium, in the preview version, to Flatlands by Delerium, so that 

the dancers would have a more specific meter to count the movement for better flow and 

timing. 

All of the modem choreography in the piece emphasized Laban technique using 

effort and the Icosahedron directions in space from low, middle, to high levels and 

included the vertical, horizontal, and sagital planes. In "Primordial," examples of the 

vertical (door) plane were the cartwheel and till, whereas pirouettes and the initiation of 



the rolls to the Ooor represented the horizontal (table) plane, and Lhe forward and 

backward movement of the torso demonstrated the sagilal (wheel) plane. 
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This abstract dance of Ondine as one with the sea and the cosmos correlated to 

Laban's theory of seeking the universe and transcending Lhe mundane: the beauty of 

movement [or its own sake. At the end of the dance when Ondine left the lake to return 

home, it became more literal with whirlpool-style movements that signified Ondine's 

reluctance to obey her adoptive parents. As the King and Queen of the Sea exited, the 

retrograde retraced Ondine' s movement to the beginning o [ the dance for the opening of 

the play. 

Tbe modern and ballet dance "Primordial" also included Laban's effort qualities 

of direct and indirect space. sudden and sustained time, strong and light weight, and free 

and bound flow movement. Most of the movement stressed tbe later elements 

emphasizing tbe exquisite characteristics of the water spirits and their ethereal qualities 

underwater. 

The water spirits, Ondine, and both tbe King and Queen of the Sea elegantly 

executed ordinary actions such as walking, running, skipping, and jwnping a la Isadora 

Duncan and were symbolic of their natural, cosmic freedom as they played in a storm, 

which they created. Since the cosmic water spirits were capable of fluidly moving from 

their ideal environment to the world of humans. the idea was to make them appear 

ethereal yet earthy at the same time. 

Although ballet goes against Duncan 's philosophy of naturalness, some of the 

balletic movement mirrored the modem movement, thereby blending concepts and 

elements in "Primordial." The ballet section had somewhat of a modemisLic 
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Duncanesque [lair that incorporated waves and swaying movement from the torso, along 

with walks, runs, waltz steps, leaps, and demi contretemps in place of skips which flowed 

into classical ballet technique. 

The dancers representing the sister Ondines did not have a leader and performed 

the movement as a group similar to Duncan's concept of dancing the chorus. When 

Ondine's adoptive parents called her inside, she became a soloist and protagonist for the 

open.mg of a narrative section of lhe piece. 

Along with the obvious influence of Lab.an and Duncan, Martha Graham's 

technique was also evident in the dances in Primordial Prophecy. In order to represent 

an abstraction of the cosmic sea world of Ondinc and the elements of nature in 

"Primordial," 1 began with Graham's concept of imagery to depict water spirits, ocean 

waves, sea creatures, rock formations, mermaids, and a whirlpool. I envisioned modern 

dance aspects of Graham technique consisting of "S" shaped curves, spiral, shift of 

weight--especially in the off-centered balances, rolJs to the floor, cartwheel, and 

sequential turns--some contraction and release, and rolling on the knees. Graham 

angularity was more pronounced in the diagonal spatial Door patterns than in the shaping 

of the body and was executed with a softened percussion. Some of the ballet 

choreography for the sister Ondines also induded Graham "S" shaped arms, shift of 

weight, and an off-centered plumb line in order to merge certain qualities indicative of 

the water spirits in their aquatic environment. 

Doris Humphrey 's technique also influenced my choreography. In "Primordial," 

the appearance of fall and recovery technique created a finished picture depicting the 



undersea movement of the water spirits and fils well with Giraudoux ' s concept of 

merging the ideal (balance) and real (unbalance) as a basis for artistic expression. 
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Tbe Hawkins' influence softened Graham movement in "Primordial" for a more 

graceful and elegant line that bestowed an enraptured, effortless effecl as the water spirits 

Li ved in harmony within their cosmic sea world. Hawkins' imagery of arcs, curves, and 

"S" shaped, circular, or looping paths was used Ito portray tbe habitat of the water spirits 

in tbe lake and the elements that created waves and other similar-type movement patterns. 

In "Primordial ," tbe neoclassical ballet section represented the three sister 

Ondines gathered in their cosmic world, similar to a school of fisb, swimming zigzag in 

between rocks performing elegant movement. The classical ballet section had a modern 

flair in some of the movement and incorporated the abstraction of line and design in 

spatial paths with no outward emotion similar to the approach of George Balanchine. 

The intention was not to .greatly alter the qualities of classical ballet bul to 

enhance the movement to reflect Ondine with subtle bints of earthy modern movemenl. 

The Ondines were on Pointe to suggest a perfect, yet unattainable, mythical and 

otherworldl y image of the cosmos playing on Giraudoux ' s concept of the ideal. 

"The Betrayal" 

The effort qualities of this dance stressed more free flowing movement, direct 

space, sudden time, and strong weight due to the striking of the feet. However, despite 

the fast, syncopated footwork there was an overall execution of lightness and 0ow in arm 

and body movement. It was in contrast to the lyrical modem and ballet dances portraying 

the water spirits within their sea world babital and the more linear and sorrowful modern 

jazz duet. 
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This dance symbolized human emotions: the need for people to unite with one 

another socially and share interests, particularly in marriage. Drawn together by the 

pretentiousness of the Court, Hans and Princess Bertha plan lo marry because they are 

socially compatible and share many common interests. The Gypsy-style social dance 

performed by Hans and Princess Bertha represented communal interests regarding buman 

relationships. 

"The Pad" 

While "The Pact" encompassed cerlain movement qualities of the water spirits, it 

had a heavier motif: it presented via movement rather than dialogue, the pact between 

Ondine and the King of the Sea. George Balanchine' s approach to classical ballet and 

subtle variations of Martha Graham's concepts were combined to highlight the mystical 

qualities of the water spirits and their desire to return to cosmic harmony. 

The overall line, design, and spatial concepts porlrayed the paradox of the pact: 

Ondine would return to her former life if Hans betrayed her in lhe future. The circle of 

three dancers going right symbolized the acceleration of the present, while the line o.f 

three dancers moving in a circular fashion to the left symbolized the past returning 

Ondine to sea with no memory of her love for Hans. The linear c ircle to the left 

represented a sort of mirror image of the three sister Ondines as the past; however, not all 

of the material was a mirror image of the movement. Portions of this choreography 

included the representation of a mermaid or fish, per Valency's referral to Ondine as a 

" fish" (Valency xix). This analogy also created an abstract three-dimensional formation 

on stage pertaining to Laban' s dfreclions in space and shape flow and had the same basic 
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effort qual ities of "Primordial" of indirect space, sustaiaed Lime, lighL weighl, and bound 

flow movement. 

Two dancers instead of three performed in a circle to the right representi ng the 

present and were able to do so because their choreography was the same. However, since 

the linear circle had variations in choreography it was necessary to have three dancers for 

that section. As the Ondines representing the past exited off stage, the dancers going to 

the right representing the present ended the dance by performing pique turns in a cirde 

ending in a soutenu balance and reverence. Afterward, they exited upstage waving 

sinuous arms to pass the curse to Hans as he entered stage left, overcome by the presence 

of Ondine si tting in despair stage right. 

"The Last Dance" 

'The Last Dance" was a final duet between Ondine, at the moment when she is 

more woman than water spirit, and Hans, Jover and betrayer, in the moments before his 

death. This dance represented a mood of human loss overlaid with cosrrtic doom and 

conveyed Giraudoux's perspective of the ' ' incompatibility of uniting the real and ideal" 

(Lemaitre 134 ). It was an emotional ly dramatic lyrical modern jazz dance, more linear in 

style, which focused on Laban technique and Bartenieff Fundamentals, Lo differentiate it 

from the light-hearted waves, arcs, and curves symbol ic of the harmony of the water 

spirits and the cosmos. However. the Laban effort qualities in "The Last Dance" 

consisted mostly of indirect space, with some direct space, sustained Lime, light weight, 

and bound flow movement similar to the other dances with the water spirits, even though 

the style was more linear and gestured to represent human sorrow. 
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In "The Lasl Dance," the music ("The Old Gypsy Song of Loss") was a tape of an 

aulhentic improvised lyrical Gypsy song that did nol have a counl specific meter only a 

melody with background guitar. The soulful, innate rhythm js stylistically similar to Lhe 

hymns of Gregorian chants. The song was three minutes and fifteen seconds long. so the 

dancers learned the adagio movement relying on their internal Liming in order to perform 

the duet without a specific meter by listening to the music and lyrics for cues. In this 

way, they were able to use their emotional responses to the music and singing as a way to 

follow physically the rhythm and feel the mood . 

From personal experience, I know Lbat after a certain amount of rehearsal, the 

liming of tbe dance becomes innate even without the music. However, it is important to 

structure the choreography in such a way that the dancers rely on their internal timing as 

well as the music, so Lhey can slow down or speed up to complete the piece as designed. 

For instance, the choreography toward the end of this dance required Hans to hold out his 

hand for Oodine, who danced several movements behind him. He waited in stillness to 

embrace her for an improvised ending. The lyrics and musical ity of the song both 

changed at its end and cued the dancers to embrace, touch cheeks, and improvise other 

movement. The end of the piece was made more personal untiJ Hans died and Ondine 

fainted. 

The performance resumed with The Ki ng of Lhe Sea and water spiri ts coaxing 

Ondine, with no memory of her past, to return Lo their harmonious cosmic sea world and 

forget the perilous earth with humans, because " it is no place for her" (Giraudoux 183). 
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Theatrical and Technical Processes 

Developmental Process 

I was responsible for the creation, organization, demonstration, and informal 

understudying of Primordial Prophecy based on the play Ondine. After I read and 

studied Ondine and Valency's description of Giraudoux's perspectives regarding women 

and tbe merging of the real and ideal, I determined how to combine dance and narrative. 

11 I titled the piece Primordial Prophecy because it implied "ancient foretelling." Since 

The King of the Sea was a very old and wise be ing capable of predicting the future of 

Ondine and Hans, the title, Primordial Prophecy, reflected tbe core element of the play 

with an ominous connotation. 

After choosing excerpts from Acts I and ill of Ondjne, it became necessary to edit 

them in order to stay within the allotted time frame of one-half hour. It was necessary to 

relay the bare essentials of the story in a cohesive fashion and expand it through dance. 

The Dean of Fine and Performing Arts and the Director of Theater both approved the 

"script" with a few revisions. I was required to create a preview performance of one of 

the dance sections of the piece. The prologue/previous action, "Primordial." was 

performed in the dance concert at the end of the Fall semester. M y professors saw the 

performance and approved the project as proposed. 

Directing 

Approach 

Before proceeding with casting and directing, a formal analysis of the narrative 

portion of the script was required (see Appendix A). I then began creating the remaining 



dances necessary to complete tbe piece. It was also necessary Lo cboose music that 

corresponded with the dances and conveyed the mood and theme of the play. 
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Casting would prove to be a complex proposition because of the various sk.ills 

required by the cast: dancing in various styles, acting, and chanting off stage. Rather 

than hold an open call for the individual performers, I invited students to participate. 1 

also asked my niece to be a member of the cast as one or the singers of:f-stage. Because 

the students in all areas of performing arts were so busy, I had permission to invite 

dancers on Pointe from the community to participate, if a suffic ient number of 

Lindenwood students were unavai lable. 

Music 

I cbose techno contemporary, ethnic, and classical music because, stylistically and 

instrumentally, I felt that the styles, compositions, sounds , and tempos Cit the dances, 

narrative, and the moods of Ondioe. Listed below are the songs: 

Delerium, Semantic Spaces, Flatlands (techno contemporary, instrumental) 
Nasta, Old Gypsy Dance Song (folk) 
Saint-Saens, Le Carnaval Des Animaux (original instrumental), 

Aquarium (classical) 
Nasta. Old Gypsy Song of the Loss of a Loved One (folk) 

Costumes 

Costume Designers 

I was also responsible for designing and/or selecting the appropriate atti re for the 

dancers and actors of Ondine. There were no monies available from Linden wood for 

costumes and neitber my cast members nor I were in a position to spend much- if any

money on buying or building costume pieces. Therefore, I arranged for a student in the 

Fashion Design program to sew costumes for the Ondines for one hundred dollars. She 
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used a simplicity pauem thal I purchased previously for the protolype and my selection of 

a sheer cabal t blue fabric for Lhese cosLUmes. 

For Lbe preview showing of "Primordial," Lhe mother of one of Lhe dancers was 

kind enough to sew five dark green costumes from a simplic ity patlem for that 

performance at no charge. In the final production, two of Lhe modem dancers 

representing the King and Queen of the Sea wore those costumes in Lhe updated version 

of "Primordial ." I also bought six sheer pinkish colored ponchos for the baUel dancers 

portraying tbe sister waler spirits that they wore around their waists as sarongs. 

The Lindenwood costume shop manager assisted in arranging the appropriate 

costumes for the actors representing Hans, Princess Bertha, Auguste, and Eugenie. I 

suggested that the actor/dancer portraying Hans carry a sLage sword during the actual 

narrati ve scenes. I also asked Lhat he switch to black jazz pants and a white medieval

style tunic for the Gypsy-style social dance and thal the actress portraying Prince Bertha 

wear a lacey knit contemporary off-white dress and character shoes. This scene 

represented their wedding. 

Costume Plot for Primordial Prophecy 

• Oodine, Water Spirit: 

Sheer knit cobalt blue two-piece outfit that consisted of a one-shoulder top 

and a single-piece pair o f pants that wrapped around Lhe waist and tied. 

Worn with a black leotard and tan tights. Barefoot. 

• Hans, Knight-errant: 

Black jazz pants, tan burlap/tweed lun.ic with a yellow knight emblem and 

an epee-style stage sword. Barefoot. 
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- Black jazz pants, long-sleeved white tunic. Barefoot. 

• Tbe King of tbe Sea: 

Sheer knit dark green single-piece pair of pants that wrapped around 

the waist and tied. Worn witb a black unitard. Barefoot. 

(Voice only for the perfonnance.) 

• Princess Bertha: 

Full -length lacy kn.it off-white dress. 

Black high-heeled character shoes. 

• Queen of the Sea: 

Sheer dark green two-piece outfil tbat consisted of a one-shoulder top and 

a single-piece pair of pants that wrapped around the waist and tied. Worn 

with a black leotard and tan tigh ts. Barefoot. 

• Sister Ondines: 

Pink leotard, pink tights, and sheer two-toned pink poncho with silver 

beads and fringe. Worn by two characters around their waists as sarongs. 

Coral , pink, or l ight blue leotard with sheer two-toned pink and light blue 

poncho with silver beads and fringe. Worn by three characters around 

their waists as sarongs. 

- Tbey worn their own Pointe shoes. 

Rehearsals and Showings 

Unfortunately, there were a number of schedule conflicts around which to work. 

It was extremely difftcull to arrange regular days/ times convenient for everyone. Some 

students had to work outside of rehearsals on their own time after learn.ing their parts. 
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Because the script had very distinct segments, I tried as best as I could to set a schedule 

tbal did not require the entire company to attend each rehearsal. I told the cast. however, 

that the time would com e when attendance at every subsequent rehearsal would be 

mandatory. Please see Appenclix J - Rehearsal Correspondence for further information 

regarding rehearsals. 

• When: 
Time: 
Place: 

• When: 
Time: 
Place: 

Weekly Rehearsals 

Tuesdays and Thursdays 
5:45 p.m. to 7: 15 p.m. 
Harmon Hall (Dance Studio) 

Monthly Showings 

W ednesday (usually) 
8:00p.m. 
Performance Arena (Dance S tudio) 

Lighting 

According Lo tbe student ligbting technic ian, there would be limited lighting 

available due to insufficient technical support T his did not presem a problem because 

my intent was to keep ligbting simple yet elegant in order to portray the natural elements 

of the sea with mystical overtures, mood, and tbe natural Lighting of the medieval period. 

The main Lighting colors that I chose for Primordial Prophecy were Blue, Pink, 

Salmon, Purple, and Soft While . Below is a brief outline of the lighting specifications 

provided to the student lighting technician (for more details. see Appendix K - Technical 

Correspondence): 

• "Primordial" was a modem and balle t dance that represented Ond.ine ' s life at 

sea. The mood was mystical and serene .. First modern section - blue with pink 
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highlights. Pointe section - pink with blue bighLighLs. Second modern secLion -

blue with pink highlights. 

• Excerpts from Ondine, Act I, depicted a fisherman's bouse with a modest, 

homey effect - soft white with a salmon hue. 

• "The Betrayal" was a Gypsy-style social dance between Hans and Princess 

Bertha on their wedding day. The mood was sensual - sofl white light with a 

deeper salmon hue. 

• "The Pact" was a bal let dance of the sister Ondines ini liating the pact at the 

sea king' s command. The mood was mysterious and ominous - purple with 

salmon highlights. 

• 'The Last Dance" was a final modern duet between Hans and Ondiae. 

Passionate, sad, and ominous - purple and pink - more purple intensity toward 

the end of the dance. 

• "Excerpts Erom Ondine," Act ill, closed the performance. Otherworldly and 

tragic - blue, purple, and pink. 

Program Layout 

After toying with various options for the layout of the program. the MFA 

committee and I agreed that it would be more practical to keep the play synopsis on one 

page, the presentational order on the next pages, and lastly the acknowledgements (sec 

Appendix H - Program). 
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Set Design and Props 

Due to Lhe further abstraction of the piece, and the mystical mood effect of the 

black-box theater, there was no set design. The epee sword prop was provided to 

accentuate the knight's costume during the medieval time period. 

Charcoal Drawing 

Originally, for the opening act of Primor:dial Prophecy, I created a charcoal 

drawing that served as a window overlooking the nearby lake, to wbicb Auguste and 

Eugenie referred in the excerpts. Medieval homes had cutout windows only with 

coverings that could be lifted, so peering outdoors would not have been hampered by 

superfluous woodwork. 

The framed drawing was about 37 inches high by 42 inches wide. I used a picture 

of a real waterfall from a heal th calendar that looked somewhat mystical as a model, and, 

consequently, the effect was realistic yet surreal, appropriate to the mood of Primordial 

Prophecy based on the story of Ondjne. 

Because of the properties of charcoal--the necessity of broad rather than defined 

strokes and lines-it was a good medium to use to convey the mystical quality l was 

seeking for the drawing. However, due to unforeseen circumstances, tbe loss of two 

actors portraying Auguste and Eugenie, the set became more abstract and the drawing 

was not used. 

Epee Sword 

The Professor of Theater History and Scenic Design assisted in obtaining a stage 

sword that be had previously made, suitable for the actor portraying tbe knight-errant 

Hans. It simulated an elegant, epee sword, with a long point, that medjeval knights easily 

attached to a belt loop or belt for quick access and was appropriate to the theme. The 
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epee is "a modern derivative of the original dueling sword, lhe rapier (fencing sword)" 

("Epee" 1). 12 

Upon entering the fisherman's doorstep, Haas raised the sword in the air as a 

noble gesture of acknowledgement and/or introduction only, pointed it to the ground, and 

put ii in his loop afterward. He did not wear the sword in the dance scenes with Princess 

Bertha and Ondine because they depicted private interludes; further, it might be 

dangerous if worn during the dances. There were no other props because they were not 

necessary to relay the core elements of Ondine in this piece. 

Stage Manager 

Even though the stage manager was not assigned until right before tech rehearsal, 

he was a great help in organizing activities during tech and dress rehearsals, and the final 

presentations. Not only did be stage-manage Primordial Prophecy he also filled in as the 

voice of Auguste off stage. 

Advertising 

There were two graduate projects presented in performance and both were based 

in dance. The advertising consisted of in-house flyers and word-of-mouth only. The 

flyers were designed to promote lhe event and both pieces lo be presented. The other 

director and I collaborated in the design and she fol lowed lhrough with the layout and 

formal. 

Sound 

I served as the sound technician for the performance of Primordial Prophecy. 

One of the cast members recorded all the musical pieces on one CD, which made the 
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technical aspecL of executing the sound more logical and systematic, otherwise it would 

have been confusing for someone as technically inept as I to handle efficienlly. 

Load In/Strike 

The lighting technic ian, stage manager, the other MFA candidate, whose 

performance piece was on the same bill as Primordial Prophecy, and l handled l11e 

majority of load in one week prior lo lhe two presentations. In addition lo moving 

several lighting instruments, the most important part of the process was bringing in and 

laying the Marley dance floor in Jelkyl Theatre. 

Members of the cast of Primordial Prophecy took responsibility for cleaning the 

green room and dressing rooms. The respective casts removed the props and costumes. 

Finally, various cast members and the directors look up the Marley Ooor and rvced it as 

before in the dance stud_io. 

Tech, Blocking, Dress Rehearsal, and Performance Schedules 

Please see Appendix J - Rehearsal Correspondence for detailed scheduling 

information. An overview of Lhe dates and times are as fo11ows: 

• When: 
Time: 
Place: 

• When: 
T ime: 
Place: 

• When: 
Time: 
Place: 

Tech and Blocking Rehearsal Date and Time 

Tuesday, May 3, 2005 
6:00 p.m. (Call 5:00 p.m.) 
Jelkyl Theater 

Tech and Dress Rehearsal Date and Time 

Thursday, May 5, 2005 
6:00 p.m. (Call 5:00 p.m.) 
Jelkyl Theater 

Dress Rehearsal Date and Time 

Saturday. May 7, 2005 
l :30 p.m. (Call 12:00 p.m.) 
Jelkyl Theater 



• When: 
Time: 
Place: 

• When: 
Time: 
Place: 

Performance Dates and Times 

Saturday, May 07, 2005 
7:30 p.m. (CalJ 6:00 p.m.) 
Jelkyl Theater 

Sunday, May 08, 2005 
2:00 p.m. (CaU l2:30 p.rn .) 
Jelkyl Theater 
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Primordial Prophecy was first in the run. The Dean of Fine and Performing Arts 

and the Associate Director of Dance alternated for each performance as the voice of 

Eugenie and the sister Ondines. My niece was also a voice of the sisters and she and the 

alternate professor chanted a short hymn together. The stage manager doubled as the 

voice of Auguste. Despite minor mistakes such as line dropping and improper execution 

of some of the dance movement, the cast did a remarkably good job. 

Directing 

Difficulties and Conflicts 

Unfortunately, it was difficult to find actors for Primordial Prophecy because 

there were so many tbeatTical productions in process. I made accommodations for missed 

rehearsals, replaced a student with a schedule confl ict, and made the choice to cast a 

young woman who had experienced a li fe-altering personal tragedy. I understudied Lhe 

acting portion of her role in case it became impossible to perform. 

Some of Lhe dancers were not able to attend every rehearsal due to business or 

personal conflicts. I allowed this flex ibility in attendance because some of the performers 

knew their choreography, because they had presented it i_n the Fall Dance Concert, or 

they were skilled enough to learn the material quickly. 

For the new ballet dance on Pointe, "Tbe Pact,'' I demonstrated on Pointe during 

the rehearsals, then supplied a typed sheet of the choreography: I used somewhat 
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complicated choreographic paltems and spacing. I provided lhese notes so that T could 

watch the performers for specific timing and movement patterns, and so that they could 

reference their notes, after learning their parts, in order to rehearse outside of class. 

(Unfortunately, one of the dancers left the show and subsequent adjustments in the 

choreography bad Lo be made.) 

Scheduling and commitment seemed Lo present two serious difficulties in the 

process. The large number of events on lhe Spring Fine and Performing Arls calendar 

precipitated part of the problem regarding schedules, so talented students often found 

themselves over-commitled. While the MFA thesis project was of the utmost imporlance 

to me, it was not always the top priority of the undergraduate students involved. This 

was particularly evidenl on the date of the scheduled final showing before tech week. 

The dancers performing the Gypsy-style social dance worked with the music on 

their own after learning the footwork. They were able to apply this traditional style of 

dance and improvisation as if they were Gypsies-with fas t syncopation, graceful nowing 

arms, and shimmying of the shoulders by the woman. T knew that these particular 

talented dancers could pick up the technique and incorporate their personal touches after 

learning the basic movements. 

A conflict arose due to the scheduled dance concert one week prior to the 

presentation of Primordial Prophecy. Many of the performers were also cast in this 

concert and performances coincided with the mandatory showing scheduled by the Dean 

of Fine and Performing Arts and Associate Professor of Dance. In essence, these two 

members of my committee stated that it was mandatory for the performers to run 

Primordial Prophecy to insure smooth transitions from acting to dancing and to make 
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last-minule corrections before the final performance. This final run occurred one hour 

before the performers' call Lime. 

This was not an ideal situation but there was no allemalive: lhe regularly 

scheduled dance concert prohibited some performers from attending an earlier practice. I 

requested that Lbe performers rehearse after the dance concert, but the professors fell that 

they needed a rest between shows, so I had to agree reluctanlly with their decision. The 

tech and blocking rehearsals also presented a problem for some students regarding 

attendance and, as a consequence, some of them were not able to participaLe in the final 

showing. In order to maintain posilivc morale for a good performance, it became 

necessary Lo bend the ruJes a little regarding attendance at dress rehearsal. The sludents 

in question had demonstrated their ability to perform successfull y in the piece. 

These performers were not under contract and were not receiving college credit: 

they volunteered to participate in Primordial Prophecy. In the future, it would benefit all 

involved to find a way to bind the performers to the project, i.e., sign a contract and 

receive course or work-and-learn crectit. 

It is necessary to build a team spirit as well as promote the idea of integrity

honoring a commitment. A benefit beyond the joy of performing should be considered to 

fasten commitment to a project of this type. 

Because all the tech students were engaged in other projects, both MFA 

candidates directing the projects had to run the sound for the performances. I was not 

able to read the off-stage lines of Eugenic as planned. Members of my committee 

stepped in to assist. An unfortunate fall coming oul of tbe light and sound booth after the 

first dress rehearsal postponed the start of the second dress rebearsal.13 The mistakes in 
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the first dress rehearsal were corrected in the second dress rehearsal and I stated, ··AIJ I 

ever asked is that you do your best and this is the best that I have seen you do. Y ou did a 

great job!" The cast ultimately did give a very fine performance of Primordial Prophecy 

in spite of all the obstacles that we all had encountered. 

Disciplinary Strategy for Improved Attendance and Morale 

All of the perfonners were responsible young adults trained in dance and/or 

theater. They should have a fairly well-developed work ethic especially regarding 

attendance at rehearsals. This was not always the case. As a graduate student, I did not 

feel that it was my place to discipline undergraduate students who volunteered to 

participate in Primordial Prophecy. I stressed the importance of mastering the material 

(whether in scheduled and/or extra rehearsals). I supplied them with as much 

documentation as possible to insure that they were prepared for the performance. In 

future projects, I will try to teach students to understand the importance of honoring 

commitment, but r w ill also find a way to offer additional benefits to participants, like 

grades or future performance opportunities. A teacher associated with a project such as 

this shou ld not have to take time for disciplinary strategies: students must be responsible 

for their own behavior. Teachers may apply the methodologies and necessary materials 

to the students for their educational needs but the students must apply themselves by 

attending rehearsals and doing the work in order to learn. In some cases, it may be 

necessary for teachers to bend the rules depending on the circumstances or tutor outside 

of class in order to help some students succeed but, even then ultimately, it is up to the 

student to persevere. 

The student performers in Primordial Prophecy did not receive college cred it for 

their participation. As a result, f decided to be as nexible as possible and 110 1 impose 
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sanctions on individuals who failed to honor lhe·ir commitment 111 full. I did not feel that 

I should change my artistic and philosophical approach to Primordial Prophecy due to 

lack of attendance. 

My focus as an MFA candidate was on my preferred artistic approach rather than 

on disciplining adult students. For this very reason, I chose to understudy the modem 

dance, the Gypsy-style social dance, "The Pact," as an extra on Pointe, and the excerpts 

of Eugenie, in case a crisis should arise due to the inability of a student to perform for on 

reason or another. This was a considerable amount to widerstudy on top of directing and 

choreographing. But, based on the outcome of the rehearsal process and my knowledge 

of the material as a performer, it seemed to be a better alternative to insure a concrete 

presentation than trading my artistic approach for disciplinary actions. 

One final comment: it was difficult, at times, for me to explain a process or 

technique because of the varied levels of training of the student performers. I tried to 

adapt my teaching style and methodologies to accommodate my undergraduate cast. The 

difficulties I mentioned in this section forced me to make adjustments but l know all 

participants worked together to create a successful performance of Primordial Prophecy. 

Suggestions 

My principle suggestion to improve the thesis process and project is for the 

faculty to assign a group of undergraduate students lo a project or select a group of 

students from which the MF A student may select a cast. In either case, the undergraduate 

partic ipants wiU earn course or work-and-learn credit. ln this way, everyone bas a stake 

in the project' s success. 

The MFA thesis project is-and should be arti stically demanding and complex. 

A graduate student' s focus should be on the process and creati ve design rather than 
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whether or not student perfon11ers wi ll regularl y attend rehearsals and showings. An al I

volunteer cast is not necessari ly a panacea. lt can produce an inordinate amount of stress 

in an already stressful situation. 

A syllabus for this "course" could be created in concert between the graduate 

student and faculty and should include, among other things: goals and objectives, 

specific expectations of the participants, and criteria for assessment, or for a student's 

grade. 1n this way, all performers would be invested and receive at the end of the 

process--more than applause, "thank you," and tokens of appreciation from the graduate 

student--tangible expressions of success or failure produced by thei r efforts. As a result, 

the graduate s tudent would be less encumbered and readily available to concentrate his or 

her effort on the creative process. 
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Reflection 

The primary focus of my thesis has been to apply my educational experi ences to 

an academic process that reflects a professional level of work. I utilized mostly a direct 

instruction methodology based on teaching concepts and skills w ith the teacher as the 

center of explicit instruction (Eggen, Kauchak 270). 

While combining basic components of theater and dance permitted more creative 

diversity, it was necessary to rely on a " thread of continuity and purpose" for clarity of 

presentation. Primordial Prophecy had to tell the core elements of Ondine through 

narrative and dance with a relevant "premise, development, and conclusion." The theme 

had to depict Giraudoux's mingling of the real and ideal leading to disaster, and the mood 

and movement of the cosmic and real worlds had to overlap yet remain distinctly 

different. 

As with a ll academic processes, the pathway of learning may not always be 

smooth: it may sometimes be fraught with obstacles making it necessary to rely on 

common sense and intuition as well as formal educational and profess.ional training. 

Such was the case in Primordial Prophecy. The research, preparation, development, and 

performances went well. Many of the students were quite dedicated, however some of 

them had attendance difficulties due to conflicting schedules. Also, during the final 

stage of the process, a couple of students were excused from the performance (for 

personal reasons) which resulted i11 the need to make adjustments as quickly and 

e fficiently as possible. 

AU of the performers i11 Primordial Prophecy were multitaJented. Everyone 

worked hard during rehearsals and many students put in extra effort on thei r own ti me. It 
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was not necessary fo r all o f the cast members to be present fo r every rehearsal. 0 r 

course, prior to tech week, it became mandatory for al l cast members to attend every 

rehearsal thereafter until the final performance. 

While most students worked well together and practiced independently, some of 

them were more dedicated than others. Cast members took directions and corrections 

well and asked me appropriate questions when necessary. When it came down to tech 

week for the perfonnance of Primordial Prophecy, all cast members put forth the extra 

effort to insure a good perfom,ance. Overall, everyone's morale remained high despite 

some mishaps and difficulties, and despite the fact that two cast members left the show 

very, very late in the process. Their departure required me to make adjustments and the 

remaining cast members admirably accommodated late changes. 

The cliche "The show must go on" re lates to the overall dedication of the 

Lindenwood Primordial Prophecy cast and professors who applied not only their talents 

but also their understanding, appreciation, and compassion as artists to insure that the 

show reflected my efforts as a choreographer and director. 

AJthough 1 wished to present Primordial Prophecy as originally designed, 

common sense dictated that it would be wise to have more than one option available. ln 

the future, if I were to reset Primordial Prophecy as a theater and dance performance in 

its entirety, then the original program would remain virtually unchanged knowing that in 

a crisis certain modifications may be an alternative for performance. 

However, s ince "moderni sm" continuously changes with the times, it is likely that 

over the years Primordial Prophecy may reflect the same material in yet a more 
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contemporary manner. Even so, the piece should stiU reflect my artistic and 

philosophical ideas, which are based on my education, personal experience, and training. 

Creating Primordial Prophecy--researchjng the artists. incorporating my artistic 

and philosophical ideas, and staging the perfonnance--has been enlightening. I learned 

that, while structure is necessary, a project coordinator must be flexible and able to adapt 

to unforeseen circumstances. I learned that young and/or inexperienced perfom1ers may 

need more than the pure joy of perfonning to solidify their commitment to a project. T 

learned to trust my instincts, to listen to suggestions, and to consider the impact those 

recommendations could have on the project. I learned ways to blend theatrical and dance 

conventions into an exciting new production. 

Overall, l enjoyed working with the cast and crew and appreciate their time and 

effort in making Primordial Prophecy a good performance. I would like to extend 

special thanks to the theater and dance departments for providing their input, time, space, 

and effort throughout the creation, development, rehearsals, and performances of 

Prim.ordial Prophecy. 
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Endnotes 

Valency elaborates: 

Ondine, in realjly, represents a man of good family engaged to a brunette of his 
own class but he becomes infatuated with a blonde or an inferior class and marries 
her instead. His wife cannol adjust to societal expectations so he goes back lo his 
first love who is socially most acceptable. He is now in a predicament and cannot 
Live without the blond; Lbe brunette is indispensable to his happiness, and, torn 
apart by these two loves, the man dies. Psychologically, the audience has 
something real to which they can relate pertaining to human relationships leading 
to marriage. The difference on the subject is that the blond girl in this case is not 
a chorus girl or a waitress, but a fish L . .. 1. (xviii, xix). 

L ... ] As men, we love Ondine always, but we cannot do without Bertha. 
We Lake Ondine into our arms, hoping to find Bertha. We marry Bertha, looking 
for Ondine. And so at every moment we deceive them, the ideal and the real, the 
one with the other. (xxi). 

Roget's II The New Thesaurus defines essence as: "A basic trait or set of traits 

diat define and establish tbe character of something. For example: Free enterprise is the 

essence of capitalism" [170].) [ntegrating my personal and academic knowledge to 

pursue diversity (with a "thread of continuity") in performance is the essence (or basic 

trait) of Primordial Prophecy. 

3 Trus was part of a group that purchased land in Munich during 1.900 in order to 

establish a colony. The central philosophy of the group was LO li ve tire in the spirit or Lhe 

artist as a work of art (Preston-Dunlop 28). 

4 Laban labeled the directions in space of the lcosabedron and tbe planes that they 

encompass. The directions are: place high, center, and place deep. The sagital plane 

directions consist of: forward high, forward middle, forward deep; back high, back 

middle, and back deep. The horjzontal plane directions consist of: left forward high, left 

forward middle, and Jeft forward deep; right forward high, right forward middle, and 

right forward deep; left back high, left back middle, and left back deep; right back high, 
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right back middJe, and right back deep. The verlical plane directions consist of: bigh 

left, middle left, and deep left; high right, middle right, and deep righl. 

5 According to Peggy Hackney in her book, Making Connections: Total Body 

Integration Through Bartenieff Fundamentals: 

6 

Our world has three cardinal dimensions. Each d imension contains two 
directions, which are opposite poles. The vertical dimension is up/down, sagital 
is forward/backward, and horizontal left/right or sideward open/sideward closed" 
(224). 

Planes-Movement in the three cardinal planes is movement that invests in two 
spatial pulls at the same time; for instance up and le ft in the vertical plane. Each 
plane is like a Oat cycle, or rectangle. These planes form the internal structure of 
Lhe Icosahedron. The Vertical Plane combines up/down and right/left; the Sagital 
Plane combines forward/backward and up/down, and the Horizontal Plane 
combines right/lefL and forward/backward (225). 

Humpbrey' s approach to creating choreography by choosing a method of form 

and shape is a general guide for developing a dance and i t may apply to any style. After 

creating a composition, the choreographer may expand the material by experimenting 

with the concepts and elements of dance and by exploring further abstraction through 

various manipulations. Some types of choreographic man.ipulation are theme and 

variation, a sequence consisting of a movement phrase repealed a number of times wilh 

di~fferent shadings, and motif and development, any number of different movements or 

phrases devc1oped organically by manipulating the motif (Blom and Chaplin 99). 

7 The concepts of T' ai Chi also apply to the opposites of Yin and Yang and the 

balance of doing and not doing. This philosophy can also be incorporated into the 

movement of dance. W ith only a semester of T'ai Chi, my knowledge is limited; 

however, the .idea of using shift of weight, lightness, and soft, breathy movement was part 

of this training. It enhanced my understanding of how it Lhese concepts correla te to some 
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of Hawkins' technique. I used the .imagery of these concepts lo develop choreography 

for the ethereal water spirits. Like masters of T'ai Chi, the Ondines are elegant and 

graceful but are also capable of destroying an adversary, if necessary. 

8 Renata Celichowska comments in her book, The Erick Hawkins Modern Dance 

Technique: 

9 

10 

Art and education for Hawkins were inseparable, because he feels that one was 
essential Lo the other, much in the same way that aesthetics and technique exist 
side-by-side (141 ). For example, Hawkins states, 'Aesthetics brings I ife lo 
technique and education and education and technique bolster aesthetic 
expression.' 'It is onJy through the fulfillment of both of these aspects that dance 
can become a metaphor for an artist' s existence' ( 141). 

Jan Erkert, Harnessing the Wind, states: 

Today's generation of teachers bas been trained by a variety of teachers working 
out of numerous styles. Most dancers today have not apprenticed with one master 
for their entire training. Today's teachers reach beyond the classic modem 
techniques [ . . . ] by exploring an eclectic (diverse) technique, selecting whatever 
they consider best f:rom various sources. Rather than relying oa the classic 
techniques, these teachers are building innovative approaches to technique, 
incorporating old materials and adding new technologies and theories. These new 
hybrids will take dance into the future (Erkert 5). 

As a forty-six-year-old dancer, teacher, and choreographer, I stated to students: 

"Please use your own bodies for determining the amount of plie, turnout, and shaping 

necessary to execute the movement rather than mimic my body type." 

11 In Four French Novelists, Georges Lemaitre summarizes Jean Giraudoux 's image 

of women as "essentially kind and weak." Lemaitre relays: 

Giraudoux met intelligent, harmonious, and sweet women, but as he approached 
nearer that was the end. ' In the case of women as with all the rest of the universe 
it is wiser-and more tactful-to look on the pleasanL surface than to pry into the 
secrets hidden underneath. ' 'A woman herself ought not to attempt to go out of 
her way to seek happiness but must find contentment in a superficial existence.' 
'Women commit a sacrilege when they go in search of happiness ... they must 
wait for it without complaining and without suffering.' ' [ . . . ]They have to 
apportion to each week a Ullle hope, to each month a little happiness: the 
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purchase of a novel, a game of tennis, a passage in a quartet played by a favorite 
musician.' 'So they will be salisf:ied, like the Gypsies who keep traveling on and 
on along the road and yet rejoice at every milestone' (287 - 288). 

There continues to be fantastkal ideals perceived by some of the public that 

differs from the realism regarding Gypsy culture and life. Gypsies change with rea)jty 

and the societal expectations of the lime and, occasionally, search for the ideals of the 

universe, just like everyone else. Therefore, in Primordial Prophecy, the Gypsy-style 

social dance between Hans and Princes Bertha, as well as other styles, could portray 

humanity and the human desire to achieve harmony and happiness through matrimony 

and ceremonial celebration. Lemaitre continues: 

12 

13 

This evocation may not correspond to any actual living type-it seems rather to 
be a blending of features taken from reality with the more or less fanciful 
imaginings of Giraudoux the man. But, the blending is so skil lfully achieved that 
it is very difficull to tell where the junction takes place. His female characters 
have a double origin of warmth and spontaneity of nature, along with the remote 
and almost immaterial charm that onJy unreal creatures can possess. The humans 
in Giraudoux's works represent individuals of many nations such as France, 
Germany, England, North America, South America, the Modern Orient, Ancient 
Greece, and Judea for a motley, cosmopolitan blend of perspective (288). 

According to an article entitled "Epee (fencing)," by Wikipedia encyclopedia: 

The epee evolved from civilian weapons such as the rapier in the late 15th century, 
and the true dueJing sword of the 18th and early 19th centuries, before becoming 
known as a sport fencing weapon in the 191h cenLUry" (2). 

An incident occurred while I was trying my best to handle sound, despite my 

technical ineptness, during dress rehearsal after the firs! showing: 

During the dress rehearsal, due to the stress of directing an MFA performance, 
trying to handle sound, and the sudden total darkness of the control room, prior Lo 
my descent downstairs to speak with the Primordial Prophecy cast, I 
uncontrollably fell acutely injuring myself. (Just as I was making my descent 
downstairs, the room became completely dark after the technician said, "It is okay 
to go downstairs and speak with your cast.") Subsequently, I fell down seven 
steep stairs in the dark, hit into Lhe closed door at the bottom, and collapsed 
primarily on my right leg. So much for hurt pride-despite mishap, everything 



continued as scheduled and the second dress rehearsal and subsequent 
perfom,ances went well! 
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After the weekend, the Director of Athletics kindly took time out of his busy 
schedule to work on my firing muscles and thereby brought significant pain re lief, 
and the student athletic tratners electric stemmed and iced my calf as well. It also 
took several chiropractic treatments, at my expense, lo adjust the misalignment 
and alleviate the pain stemming from the aftermath o r the fa ll. Although these 
injuries prevented me from dancing for about three months, I am, fortunately, 
recovering with minimal weakness and stiffi1ess, although it will take some time 
and effort to recondit ion. 
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SCENE BREAKDOWN OJ◄ 

ONDINE 

Bv: Jean Giraudoux, 1939 (Comic Tragedy) 

Scttmi:. Mcd11.:val Times (licrmany) 

E ly I 

Ondine: She ts an mnoccnt l b-year-old waler spirit/mennaid searching and yearning to r her tn1c destmy m life. 
She 1s the ideal specuncn of the cosmos- na ive. honest. and unprepared tor the real11y of humarusm. She and 
Princess Bertha arc switched at birth 

Ritter Hans Von Wittenstcjn: He is a krnght of ordinary sL,tUic and personality symbolic of tl1c reality of 
humanism. 

Au!!USrc: lie 1s Ondmc·s adopuve fothcr. an hom:st, hospitable. hard-\\orking fisl11:rrnan. who rs a good fat he r. 

Eugenie: Ondim· ·s adoptive mother. an honest. hospit:Jb lc. and hard-working w1 fo of the fisherman, who is a goon 
mother. 

TI1e K.im.! of the Sea: lie 1s King of the Sea (and kmg o f the watt:r spirits). and as such he 1s bond by ancient water 
folk law and way of life 10 keep order and peace among his kmd. I le is prophetic. powerful. patro nizing. and 
unyie lding once bis ruling hns been declared 

Ondines: O nd,nc' s more soplusticated s isters water spm ts/memia1ds who are hond to water folk hfestyk. 

Princess Benno: She is not m the ploy witl1 nam1tive but dances with Hons on tJ1cir weudmg day we ll 11110 the s1.0ry 
of Ondiue. She is brought up as royally (a lady at court). the adopted doughier of 1hc king, ratl1er than as her true 
~!!If. the daug.h1cr of a fisherman_ She and Ondinc are swucbed at birth. 

Pr('1·1n11.~ ,trrion. O,ufinl! i., at Sl!ll with lwr u·a/er fr1//.. jflm1(1• pri1>r to her adopti,·c• parems cal/mg h ,·r 111suft• tJl/111/ 

tht• l'IOrm. het:111,s,, it is r11111oy111g to hl'I' step {athl'r that s/11: Is "worshippi11)! "11. 

ACT ] 

Director' s Beat One 

locitinJ! Aceion (see scene handout) 

Action: Auguste is be fuddled and concemt:<l that Ondine is oul in the stom1 and queries Eugenie 
criticizing Ondinc's foolishness. Eugenie assesses that Ondjnc 1s safe and mocks Aug uste"s 
concern, chidjng him in order to convince him that she is safe by saving. ''She can see i11 Lhe 
dark.'' Eugenic is perplexed by Ondine·s unique capabilities and clarifies her concern and 
iJJTiat.e111ent by ridiculing and chnstising whal she is doing. She reprimands Ondi11e for playing in 
the stonn nncl coerces/appeals her to come inside. because "She is annoying her father:· AugusLe 
angrily commands/coerces Ondine to obey h1.:r motber·s request. 
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Eugenie - 10 - She wants Orn.line to be a no m1al girl and wants Auguste to realize lba1 Ondine is 
not ord inary. EO - Ondine continues lo <lo unusual feats in Lhc slom1. an<l Auguste ignores 
Ondine·s pleasure and safety while these feats in the stomi. 

Activitv: A uguste and Eugenie are engaged in conversation about Ondine's strange activity 
outside in the storm. They move closer to lhe window upstage right for a c loser look and to 
order Ondine back inside their home. 

Director Beat Two 

Act.ion: Riner Hans Von Wiuenstein approac hes the fisbcnnan ·s threshold. c licking his heels 
a lerting them so he can make his acquaintance and astound U1em with his presence. Auguste 
humbly bows accepting the knight' s introductio n, Likewise, introducing himself and Eugenic. 
who courtesies. Auguste appeals to Hans to accept bis hospitality and bids him to tell what sent 
him into the Black fores!. Condescendingly/mockingly. Hans clari fies that a beautiful woman 
with a beautifu l name. Bertha (whom he wors hips) has that honor. Augm,te conciliates that 
Bertha is a beautifu l name and deduces Lhat it must be Princess Bertha. 

Hans - 10 - He is in search of dangers worthy of a t...,i.ight's conquest lo please Bertha by 
showing his courage and bravery as a knighl worthy o f a~ldn.g for her hand in marriage. EO -
Ile finds only a humble fisherman and his w ife and decides to ask lhem for room and board for 
the night. 

Auguste - JO - He wonders why a knight is traveling in the Black Forest alone. EO - Hans is 
vague about his reasons for traveling alone in the Black forest and elaborates o nly on the 
flawlessness of Princess Bertha, 

Acti vity: H.ans clicks his heels and introduces himself on the threshold stage le~, w hile Auguste 
bows and introduces himself and Eugenic (who courtesies) upstage right. They move center 
downstage to engage in conversation. 

Director's Beal Three 

Turning Point (sec scene handout) 

Action: Auguste is astounded to see Ondine s tanding motionless on the thresho ld and chides her. 
Ondine beco mes aroused and mesmerized by Hans' "beauty" and stresses her amazement by 
exclaiming. ' ·How beautiful he is !'' 

Auguste - 10 - He wishes tbal Ondine were more discreet. He wants his daug hter to be more 
lady-like and de licate. EO - Ondine is innocently blunt, outspoken. and detcnnined. 
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Ondinr- 10 - She wants lo please her parents huL docs not quite understand how to, or why they 
do not let her say and do as she pleases. EO - Auguste has a hard time understanding Ondine's 
free and ou~i>okcn manner and demeanor. 

Activitv: Ondine opens the door stage left s lowly and appears on the Lbreshold. She siands there 
motionless for a moment. Auguste. Eugenie. and Hans tum to look at her, and Auguste 
reprimands her for rudt:ly staring and being blunt. 

Director's Beat Four 

Action: Auguste clarifies who Ondine is and makes amends for her bad manners by berating 
her. Ondine, aroused. fl irts and flatters Hans. Again, Auguste chides/berates/scolds/chastises 
her. Tantalizingly, Ondine innocently elucidates her arousal by exclaiming, 'Tm trembling from 
head to fool." .Her father excuses ber by explaining that she is only s ixteen. Now, Ondine 
understands why she is a girl deducing that the reason is because •'men are so beautiful. '. 

Auguste - JO - He wishes that Ondine were more like other girls ber age---demure and gent le. 
EO - Ondine is outspoken and blunt about her feelings. 

Ondine- IO-She wants Hans to notice how excited she is over bim, and she wants him to 
respond to her. EO - He has not responded to her yet and her father keeps trying to keep her 
quiet. 

Activity: Ondine moves inside a litter closer downstage for a better look at Hans, placing both of 
her hands on her chest, because her hear1 is racing. Auguste waves his hand toward Ondinc 
acknowledging her as his daughter. points his finger al ber as a warning, and shakes his bead in 
disbelief at Hans for forgiveness. Hans smiles in amusement. Eugenie shakes her head in 
disbelief. embarrassed. They rem ain downstage center staring at Ondine. 

Director's Beat Five 

Action: Auguste is displeased w:ith Ondine's decorum and reprimands her. but she 
contests/challenges her father by clarifying that she is not embarrassing their guest, because be 
likes her. and queries whaL his name is. Again. Auguste corrects and reprimands Ondine. Hans 
conciliates with Ondine's request and clarifies who he is by acquainting himsel r. 

Auguste - 10 - He wishes that Ondi.ne would mind him. EO- She continuously challenges hi s 
auU10rity. 

Ondme - 10 - She wants lo speak w ith Hans. EO - Her fa ther keeps trying lo shut her up. 

Hans - 10 - He is smitten wi th Ondine and desires to speak with her. EO - Auguste keeps 
reprimandLng his daughter 's poor manners. 
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Activity: 0ndine comes c loser downstage lelt to speak with Hans. Auguste slands ready lo 
intervene. Eugenie nods agreeing with Auguste about 0 ndinc embarrass ing I I ans. Hans smiles 
at 0ndinc facing her. 

Director's Beal Six 

Action: 0ndinc attempts to coun Hans by querying/boosting why he has come alluding 
convincingly/enchantingly that it is to take her away. Auguste continues to 
reprimand/scold/berate her. 0ndine dares to dodge her father by warning him that she knows of 
someone who can c lear her confusion over men. She is motivated to find ou1 and dramatizes that 
she will do so. 

0ndiae - 10 - She is cager to 11n<l out Hans' motives because it must include her. She does not 
quite understand men , because she has refused to listen to the warnings elicited by the King of 
the Sea. She plans to lis ten now. E0 - A uguste scolds her and sends her to her room. 

Auguste - 10 - He is embarrassed by 0ndinc's outspoken behavior and wishes she would obey 
him by going to her roo m. E0 - 0ndine conti nues to embarrass and disobey him by running out 
mto the darkness. 

Activity: 0ndine looks into Hans' face as Auguste pu ts his hand on her shoulder to stop her. 
llans looks at Ondine with concealed pleasure. Eugenic is patiently letting her husband handle 
0ndine but shows her disapproval with facial gestures and movement. 

Director's Beal Seven 

Action: I I ans makes amends by channing Auguste complimenting his proper upbringing o r 
0ndiac. Auguste declaims that he scolds her often enough covering for 0ndinc 's disobedience. 
Eugenie humbly deduces that H ans must be hu ngry and criticizes ber manners for not showing 
her guest comfort. Hans aflim1s that he is s tarved, and Auguste is delighted to announce that 
they have smoked a ham. Eugenie elucidates that the ham is i_n the cellar and excuses Auguste 
and herscl f. 

Hans - 10 - He is curio us aboul 0ndine. E0 - Eugenie stops fur ther conversation with Auguste 
aboul 0ndinc by mentioning what is for dinne r. 

Auguste - 10 He wants to make a good impression on the knight despite 0ndinc·s blunt 
mannerisms. E0 - 0ndine has prevented them from showing the knighl proper hosp ital ity. 

Eugenic - 10 She does not wam the knight inquiring too much ahoul 0ndine. because he is 
engaged LO Princess Be rtha. and 0ndinc is smitten with him-nor 10 mention her pecu liar way:,. 
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She aJso wants lo be hospitable. EO - The knight 1s o bviously curious about Ondine, and 
Ondinc has prevented her from being hospitable. 

Activity: Hans, Auguste. and Eugenie converse center downstage. unti l H ans a nd Eugenie 
excuse themselves to gel the ham from the cellar. They exit through the cellar door stage ,ight as 
Hans stands where he is watching them leave. 

Director' s Beat Eight 

Action: Oncline m akes amends for her previous hasty departure by reacquainting herself with 
Hans. Hans Hatters Ondine by telli ng her thaL she bas a pretty name. Ondine flatters Hans in 
return by :flirtatiously confirming that her name is beautiful along wit]1 the name Hans. Naively. 
she cbannjngly and seductively enchants Hans suggesting that if J1e does not love her, she will 
die. Hans teasingly chaUenges Ondine's determination to unite one another by saying, "Fifteen 
minutes ago, you didn' t even know] existed." Ondine channingly motivates Hans lo snare her, 
because she says, ''l want to be caught." 

Ondine - 10 - She desires/loves Hans and wants him l o return her love. EO - Hans has not 
openly confessed hjs desire/love for her. 

Hans -10 - He is not sure ifOndine is tmly serious about her confession of Jove, because her 
parents previously confumed that she is only s ixteen and does not realize what she is saying. 
Ondine does not know that he is already engaged to another woman. He knows tJ1at he shou ld 
return home to marry Bertha. EO - Ondine continues to manLrely and openly confess her love 
suggesting be feels the same way, and he is feeling motivated to do so, not bringing up the 
subject of Bertha and chaJJenging Ondine to continue with her confession. 

Activity: Onrune comes in noiselessly stage left. and stands just behind Hans center downstage. 
He does not bear ber until she speaks. Ondine reacquaints herself, and Hans Lelis her that her 
name is pretty without turning. To con1jnue conversing, Ondi11e steps forward downstage and 
Hans steps aside stage right to intimately speal w ith one another. 

Director's Beat Nine 

Action: Hans checks/confirms that she wants to be caught " in spite of her mysterious friend 
outside." Ondine clarifies that she did not learn anything that she does not already know. She 
ridicules/defames "The Old One" by cautioning/enlightening Hans tbat he is dangerous. Hans 
queries/prods/prompts Ondine to elucidate wb,at she means by clarifying about whom she is 
speaking. Olldine clarifies that she means the King of the Sea confessing that she is afraid o r 
som ething, chaJlenging Hans to ask more. By doi11g this she dominates Hans as the damsel i11 
distress. Hans prods Ondine for more infom1ation. and she enlightens/verifies that she is afraid 
he wi ll deceive her, because that is what lhe sea king said. 
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Ondjne - 10 - She is afraid that the sea king might be right about Hans. but she foels differently. 
She still does 1101 know if Hans truly loves her, ifhc believes she loves him. or ifhe believes how 
dangerous "The Old One" really is. EO - Hans <locs not openJy express his feelings towar<l her 
or express fear of"The Old One." Hans does not respond to Ondine's expressed fear of his 
future deception predicted by the sea king. 

Hans - 10 - He feels that Ondine's fears are silly and cute- the imaginations or a girl. EO 
Ondine realistically displays fear of the dangerous sea king who predicts .his deception. 

Activity - Hans and Ondine converse together center downstage. Ondine moves c loser to Hans 
as they discuss the sea king. Hans embraces O ndine after she says that she is afraid . Ondine 
looks al Hans as she says that she is afraid be will deceive her. 

Director's Beal Tea 

Action: Hans deters Ondinc by changing tbc subject. flauering/fl irting with her. telling her that 
she is beautiful. Ondinc is humble saying she docs not know that she is beautiful. but lures him 
by declaring that she can be beautiful only if she loves him. 

Ondine - 10 - Ondine want'i to know if Hans wi ll be faithful lo her. EO - Hans changes the 
subject Lo her beauty. 

Hans - 10 - l:Je does not want Ondine to pry i nlo bis affairs because he is engaged lo Bertha. He 
[eels Ondine may believe the sea king about hls deception. EO - Ondi:ne changes lhe subject 
from herself back to thei.r potential love for each other. 

Activity: Bans touches Ondine's cheek as he tells her thal she is beautiful. Ondine s t.ares al him 
love struck. 

Director's Beat Eleven 

Action: Hans scrutinizes Ondine and dctermi.nes that she is an odd one. He propels Ond.u.1c 
further by querying if that is aJI the sea king told her. Daring ly, Ondine elucidates that the sea 
ki11g said that if she ever kissed him she would be lost, bewitching Hans. Hans is 
aroused/ inspired to lure/catch Ondine by asking, "And, now are you thinking of itT Ondine 
affirms. " Very much,., entrapping/ensnaring H ans. anticipating his response. Hans 
teases/cautions O□dine, alerting her that there is no hann in thinking, which allures her into 
wanting to kiss him. Ondine daring ly beckons/allures/seduces Hans lo kiss her, going in for the 
calch. 

Ondinc - JO - S he desires to kiss Hans but is afraid of what tht: sea king lold her about being los t 
if she does. EO - Hans teases her about there being no harm in thinking rather than k issing her. 
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Hans - ]0 - I-le is worried that U,e sea king to ld Ondine about BerUia. He is smitten with OncLine 
but does not want to take advantage o f her innocence. EO - Ondine is capturing hjs heart and 
alluring him Lo kiss her. 

Activity: Hans and Ondine remain in an embrace center downstage. 

Director's Beat Twelve 

Action: Auguste and Eugenie return from the cellar and they reprimand, admonish. and chast ise 
Ondine for having no shame embracing Hans. Ondine deters her parents assessing that she has 
not wasted her time, declaimjng the knight is going to marry her, which comes across as a 
delusion to her parents. Auguste makcs amends by excusing Ondinc, because she is a chilcl 
condemning he, for not being mature enough to know about what she is talking. Outline 
re.iterates her love for Hans to conErm/convince everyone that she is sincere. Eugenic makes 
amends by diverting/overlooking Ondine's expression of love saying. "Sbe's young. It's 
nothing." She chastises Ondine telling her to be quiet so her father can speak. 

Auguste - 10 - He does not want Ondine to be taken advantage ofby tbe knight. He wishes that 
Ondine would ohey him acting discreetly, rather than bluntly proclaiming love for the knight. 
EO - He and Eugenie bave already caught I-Jans and Ondinc emhnicing and feel that Hans is 
taking advantage of her innocence. Ondine continues to profess that she loves tbe knight. 

Eugenie - IO - She neither wants the knight to take advantage o f Ondine' s innocence, nor the 
knigh1 to find out about Ondine's strange;: powers in connection wi th the sea world. EO - She 
and A uguste have caught them embracing, and Ondine is na:ive enough to teU Hans Lhe truth 
about her powers and sea Ii fe. 

Activity: Hans and Ondinc arc embracing center downstage as Auguste and Eugenie enter .from 
the cellar stage right. lrnmcdiately afterward (because Auguste reprimands Ondine). they 
separate moving back a little stage lefl, so Auguste and Eugenie can stand next to them s tage 
right. They are now alJ center downstage. 

Director's Beat Thirteen 

Action: Auguste e lucidates that the knight is engaged to Princess Bertha to deter Ondine from 
loving bim. He prompts tbt: kni ght lo tell the 'truth to Ondine. Ondine resis ts/rebukes her father 
by checki.ng with Hans exclaiming, "]L' s not so at all?" She hopes to coax bjm into denial. 
Hans attempts to ease the truth appealing understamling from Omline. Ondine induces or 
prompts Hans to tell the truth. Hans confirms there is a Bertha but denw1ciates her. He conJides 
there was a Bertha covering for his misleading Ondine. Ondine is ,mgry and challenges, 
denunciates, hcrates, discredits Hans as a typical man- a deceiver. Hans correctc; her and begs 
her to understand. Ondine attacks and demeans him convincing him to "st;;iy away or she w ill 
throw herself in lht! lake." By dramatizing thi s. she cmshes and torments him. Hans tries to 
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conciliate by concealing his fom1er love for Bertha. Ondine is frustrated and chastises Hans 
dramatizing that he lies. She eschews (avo ids) him by running into Lhc rain. 

Auguste - 10 - He wants Ondine to realize that the knight is already engaged to Bertha so she 
does not get hurt. EO - On dine denies the truth questioning Hans. L-:1 ans con Ii m,s that there 
was a Bertha but denies loving her any more. Ondine is hurt. 

Ondine - 10 - Ondine wants Hans to love her and nobody else. EO - She learns of Hans· 
engagement to Princess Bertha from her father. 

Hans - IO - Hans is falling in .love with Ondine but does not know how her parents wil l accept 
it, since they know of Princess Bertha. He is afraid Ondine would be angry and hurt if she finds 
out about Bertha. EO - Her pa.rents throw Princess Bertha in Ondine's face making him look 
like a deceiver. Ondi.ne is angry and hurt o ver the truth and tells Hans that he is a deceiver. 

Activity: Hans moves closer to Ondinc center downstage (towards stage left) lo explain about 
Bertha. Ondinc backs away in anger and runs out the door s tage left . Auguste. Eugenic, and 
Hans remain center downstage. 

Director's Beat Fourteen 

Action: Hans evaluates the s ituation. deducing an understanding and queries whether Ondine is 
actually their daughter. Eugenie confirms that she is not. Auguste affim1s, elucidating that they 
had a daughter stolen from the cradle. Hans queries prodding/prompting for more information. 
Auguste eluci.dates that they fow1d Ondi.ne the day their daughter d isappeared. adopting her as 
lheir own. 

Auguste - IO- He wants Ondine to be his daughter and nobody else ' s. Ho does uot want 
Ondine to belong to the sea world. He wants to protecc Ondine. EO - He confesses that Ondine 
is not his daughter stating they found her by the edge of the lake the day their daughter 
disappeared. The knight does not seem honorable and he may not be able to pro tect Ondine. or 
the knight from the King of the Sea. 

E ugenie - JO - She does not wan t to loose Ondine. She hopes Lbe krught will s top questioning 
about Ondine' s birth. EO - The knight is interested in Ondine and continues questioning them. 

Hans. - 10 - Hans wants to ask Ondine's parents for penuission to marry her. EO - He finds out 
that Auguste and Eugenie are not really her parents. 

Activitv: They remain center downstage convers ing . Eugenie shakes her head no. A uguste 
waves towards the directio n o f lhe lake stage right. 
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Action: Hans hopes lhal be can charm Ondine's parents by propotuiding he wishes to marry 
their daughter, hoping to induce them to consent. Auguste thwarts. diverts. and deters Hans' 
effort by sayi ng that he already has a hand for t.hat. Hans denies/dodges/retracts the exis tence of 
Bertha. Au!:,'l.lSte reiterates. "The Lady Bertha.'' Hans substantiates his fecli11gs by rebukin g 
Bertha declarin g, "Now that I know Ondine.'· 

Hans - 10 - He has fallen in love with Ondine and desires her parents approval. EO - Auguste 
keeps bringing up Princess Bertha. 

Auguste - JO - He hopes the k-n'ight will back down and not reject the Princess Bertha. EO 
Tbe knight reject,; Bertha and continues to ask for Ondine. 

Activity: Hans opens both palms toward Ondine's parents before asking for Ondine's hand i11 
marriage. They shake their beads no. Hans shrugs his shoulders saying, "Whose hand?" (After 
Auguste exclaims, ' 'Don · 1 you already ha:ve a band for that?") Hans shakes his head no at the 
name Bertha. 

Director's Beat Sixteen 

Action: Auguste crudes the knight for llis deception, appealing/coaxing that he is required to be 
loyal to Lady Bertha. Haus promises/pledge to by loyal to Ondine. He substantiates what he 
says with bis understanding that his quest was Ondine, and nobody else in lhe world. and 
elaborates that he worships her. Eugenie contests by warning Hans that he is making a mistake. 
Hans commands Ondine' s parents c011descending]y to explain why he should not have Onctine. 
hoping lo propel information from them. Auguste avoids/deters Hans inqui ry, cloaking tbe truth 
about Ondi.ne, by admonishing, "She's not ours to give." Hans appeals/beseeches that they 
"mast have some idea who her parents may be." Auguste clarifies/elucidates/educates/warns 
that " there is more than beauty in Ondi ne. There is power. H's not that she's in the storm. She 
is the stonn." Hans patroujzingly -prods/mocks that they are suggesting he apply to the lake for 
permission to marry. Brainwashed, Hans accepts taking the lake to his bosom, if necessary. 

Auguste - TO - He is not only trying to save Hans· reputation and Ondine·s innocence in 
hlllllanisrn, he is tryjng to protect Hans from potential danger stem.ming from the " lake." He 
hopes to deter Hru1s from his quest of Ondine. EO - Hans insists on being loyal only lo Ondine 
not matter wbat warning he gives about Ondine's powers stemming from the lake. 

E ugenie - 10- Like Auguste. she hopes lo de ter Hans from his quest ofOndjne for the same 
reasons. EO - Hans does not take her serious ly when sbc warns him that he is maki ng a mistake. 

Hans - 10- He wants Ondinc·s parents Lo accept his love for Ondinc and give him their blessing 
for her hand in marriage. without stri11gs a1tached. EO - Instead of their blessing. Auguste and 
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Eugenie say that a knigbt is req1.tired ro by loyal. and thal Ondinc is not theirs to give. They warn 
him of Ondine 's strange powers stemming from the lake. 

Activity: E ugenic, Auguste, and Hans remain center downs1age conversing. Auguste puts his 
hand on his chest gladly taki:og the lake to his bosom. Eugenie shakes her head defeated. 

Director's Beal Seventeen 

Action: Eugenie placates the situation by excusing Auguste because he is tired. Eugenie asks 
for permission for both of them to retire for bed freeing Hans to do the same. (She offers to 
show him to his room.) Hans deters her contesting/suggesting that he wi ll stay awake a little 
longer. Eugenie and Hans excuse themselves by saying goodnight. 

Hans - 10 - 1 le wants more detailed infonnation about Ondine. He is not ready for bed. EO -
Ondjnc's parents arc elusive and ask for permission to retire for the night 

Eugenje - TO - She does not want to continue with the discussion of 0.ndine and hopes to deter 
the knight by showing him to his room, before Ondioe returns causing further mishap. EO 
Instead of going to bed, Hans requests to wail where he is. 

Activity: Eugenie, Auguste, aod Hans converse center downstage. Eugenie and Auguste exj1 

upstage left to the bedroom. 

Director's Beat Eighteen 

Action: Hans catches/entraps her. Ondine warns/elucidates that U1ey don't want her to love L,jm. 
Ondine contests what the sea king and her sisters told l1er by denying that anyone can have Hans 
for tbe asking. Hans queries/prods her as to about what they arc talking hoping to propel more 
in rorrnation. 

Hans - 10 - H.ans is in love with On<line and does not want interference from her family. EO -
Her sea world family is interfering. trying lo prevent Ondine from marrying him. by speaking 
poorly of him. 

Ondine- IO - She wants lo believe that Hans wi ll love only her and be true. EO - The King or 
the Sea and her sisters telJ ber otherwi.se. 

Activity: Ondine appears suddenly, and Hans tak.cs her in his arms. Ondine slightly sobs 
looking at Hans. Hans strokes her hair. 
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Action : The First Ondine (voice) sun1111ons/8'pproaches Ondinc daring/abetting her 10 arrange 
the pact. Hans queries, " What pact?" Ondine denies H ans' humanism and verifi cs/ahets that she 
agrees to make the pact. The sister ondines are alarmed and disconcerted that Ondine is bold 
enough to agree to the pact and wam/ch astise her accordingly. Hans assess the situation and 
denies its importance, chiding, "What a foss! Whal a racket!'' Oodine agrees with Hans 
covering the deadly importance of her family' s "noise" accepting the pact. 

The First Ondine (Voice) - JO- She does not understand Ondine·s lack of reasoning and hopes 
she will reconsider her decision 10 make the pact. (The ondines have reasoning but n o souls.) 
EO - Ondine reasons that Hans will not deceive her and agrees to the pact. 

Hans - JO - Hans wishes Ondine's "family'' would not interfere with his plans Lo marry her, 
dissuading their marriage by forcing her into a pact of some kind. EO - Ondioe's •'family" 
continues to cliscredit him and forces her to agree to this m ysterious pact .if she does. 

Ondine - 10 - She hopes that Hans will be as faithfu l as she believes, and I.bat he will not be 
intimidated b y her famj ly's fuss over their marriage and the pact that she must make. 

Activity: Hans and Ondine move farther apart center downstage and listen to the voices of the 
ondines. looking out at tl1e audience (the direction of the lake). 

Director 's Beat Twenty 

Action: Ondine !urns Hans asking, "You're caught my little Hans?" Hypnotized/Enchanted by 
Ondine' s beauty and innocence, he accep ts that he is caught "body and soul." Ondine 
teases/berates fl ans about bow easily he is caugbt. Hans berates her elucidating tha1 it took thirty 
years to catch him. because he has alw ays been drawn to 1J1is forest and lake. He queries if i1 
was she? Ondine confim1s, .. Yes:· and tease/lures/leads/woos him to confess his love for her. 
Hans confinns he loves Oodinc wooing/ensnaring her. Ond.ine appeals/beckons Hans to swear 
that he will never leave her. Hans conciliates and then deters her by reminding her !bat they are 
leaving a l dawn and he must check to see if his horse is bedded properly. Ondine entmsts Hans 
to leave knowing he wiJI return to m arry her. 

Oncline - IO - Ondines m ain concern is that Hans remain faithful lo her throughout their 
marriage. EO - Hans neither likes Ondine alluding to his easy catch nor telling him thal he mus1 
be faithful and never leave her. He becomes d efensive and evasive. 

Hans - 10 - H e has ruflled feathers about her fomily's concern over his fa i1h fulness. He knows 
tha1 they planted a seed o f doubt in Ondinc's mind about hin1. (He is also leery over the pact but 
re fuses to sJ1ow concern to O.ndine and le t i1 ge1 to him.) EO- Ondinc rufnes his feathers furt her 
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by leasing bim aboul how easy it wac; to catch him and forces him lo swear he will never leave 
her. Ondi.ne does not elaborate on the pact and its meaning. 

Activiiv: Hans and Ondine are center downstage. moving closer together as they speak. Hans 
bolds both o f Ondine 's hands as he explains tJ1at all his life he was drawn toward this forest and 
lake. Hans kisses her on the cheek and leaves exiting stage left lo check on his horse. Ondine 
remains center downstage. 

Director's Beat Twenty-One 

Action: The King of the Sea is embroiled that Ondine is going lo leave and marry Hans. He 
admonishes/cautions Oodine with the tone of his voice calling bt:r name. Ondine 
avoids/ frees/releases him by replying, ' 'Farewell, Old One:· The King of the Sea beseechestbegs 
Ondine not lo leave in an attempt to placate her. and call her back home. Again. Ondine 
releases/denunciates him. CaJculating, the King of the Sea attempts to warn/alarm her that tJ1e 
world of men will bring her sorrow. Ondine conlests/dcnies the prophecy. The King of the Sea 
warns/educates Ondine that Hans will deceive her and abandon her. She continues lo adamantly 
deny. contest, and res.ist the prophecy. Provoked, the King o f the Sea pledges to initiate lhe pact 
upon Hans' betrayal ofber. l:fe reiterates/recreates the pact abasi11g Hans. warning that he will 
die and she wi□ forget everything when be deceives her and abandons her. The King of the Sea 
and ondines release Ondine to marry Hans warning her 10 remember. Ondine conciJiates but 
worries over how much she shall have to remember. 

The King of the Sea - IO - He hopes to persuade Ondine not lo marry Hans because the world of 
men will bring her sorrow. EO - Ondine ignores his attempt lo bring her home regardless of his 
tactics. 

Ondines - [0 - They hope Ondine wi.U return home. EO - Ondine refuses to return home. 

Ondine - TO - She wants her family to leave her alone. so she can be happy about her pendi ng 
marriage. EO- Her family continues lo pry in her business forcing her to make the pact. Now. 
she has to worry about the pact if Hans sbould deceive her. 

Activity: Ondine is center downstage facing the audience. She speaks to the au<licnce as if U1e 
King oftbc Sea's voice is coming from them. Lights dim as Ondioe slowly walks off stage, 
exiting upstage left through the bedroom. 

(END OF ACT T) 
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A sliorr fast and .~vncopmerl Gypsy style dance (2: 15)) bel\vee11 f-lans mu/ Bertha will take place 
showing that he wa.s not true to On dine. Ondine will appear 10,vards 1/,e end of the dance and 
f ail 10 the fl.oor against the wall in despair. stage right. 1111know11 to Hans ond Bertha. flans and 
Bertha will ex it stage left as O11di11e stays against the wall as if tie,/ to it. similar 10 her/ate 
before her trial as a sorceress. A short Pointe piece (2: 18 minutes) follows symholi:ing the pact. 
Si... Pointe dancers representing the Ondines will pe1for111 in a circle going 10 the n ght and a line 
going to the left, representing time going.fon vard and the p ast coming hack. to classical mus ic. 
Carnival of Animals. "Aquarium." The line of dancers will exit prior to rite circle pe,.forming 
pique turns sy mholic of finishing the i11itiatio11 of the pact. As the sad Gypsy song begins. Hans 
walk~ on stage to find Ondine against the wall as the O,ulines recede into the background off 
stage ominous6• waving sinewy cirms and hands at Hans. The duel begins with Hans going to 
Ondine and picking her up. Towards the end of the dance, Hems will fall and O11dine will kneel 
beside him. (A lso part o.f climax,) 

ACT n {Excerpts from Act Ill) 

Climax (see scene handout) 

Director's Beat Twentv-Two 

(Htms falls anti dies: Ondine looks about in surprise.) 

Denouement (see scene handout) 

Action: Ondine is confounded and amazed al what she sees, deducing that it is lhe earth. The 
King of the Sea (Sec011d Fishem,an--Tlie Old One) patronizingly confirms that it is the earth, 
brainwashing Ondine that it is no place for her. Ondine resists/contest, "No.'' The King o r tbe 
Sea reiterates for Ondine to leave attempting to brainwash/hypnotize her lo his command. She 
becomes sedated and accepts bis w ill to leave the earth. 

O.ndine - JO - She is confused about her surrmmdi.ngs and how she got there. noticing that sh e is 
on the earth. She wants to know why she is there, and why she feels something is amiss and 
cannot .figure out what it is. She wants to resis t the Ki.ng o f lhe Sea. EO - The King of tbe Sea 
detennines for her what is wrong and that she must leave. She cannot remember why she feels 
something is amiss and can.not resist the wW of the King of the Sea. She accepts his decis ion to 

leave the earth. 

The King or the Sea - JO - He wants Ondinc to leave the earth without a .fight or memory of her 
past lile with R ans. EO - Ondjne is still strong-willed and. even though she does not quite 
understand w hy, she is questioning and resisting his control. 
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Activitv: Hans is lying on Lhe ground center downstage, and Ondine is behind him. The King o f 
tbc Sea appears from stage lefl and stands beside Ond.ine. He places his right hand on her left 
arm to leave. 

Director' s Beat Twentv-Tbree 

Action: Ondine she sees the body of Hans and opposes/resists the sea king, appealing/querying 
who he is. The King ofthe Sea enlightens her. She becomes aroused over his beauti fol name 
and. perplexed as to why he is not moving. The King of the Sea eoJightens/elucidales her that 
Hans is vanquished or dead. The First Ondioe calls Ondine. Ondine opposes her appealing the 
O ld One to ''bring him back to Lifo." The King of the Sea diverts, squashes, and uproots her 
appeal exclaiming, " lmpossible." Ondine still challenges dramatizing, " Whal a pity! How l 
should have loved him!"' S he is dispirited and disheartened but accepts the King of the Sea's 
decision. because she does not remember why she is interested in Hans in the first place. 

The King of the Sea - 10- He wants Ondine to understand the unimportance of Hans· body and 
lo realize U,e importance of her obedience by leaving the earth. EO - Ondine continues 
questioning him about Hans, begging him to bring the man back to life. 

Ondine - 10 - She feels an urge to find out about Hans and bring him back to life. i fpossible, 
but does not quite understand why she could have loved him. EO - The King of the Sea is blunt 
about Hans ' dealh and adamant about not returning him to life. He commands her to leave the 
earth and leave Hans behind. 

Activity: Ondine talces a few steps downstage brealcing the grip oftbe sea king, then stops 
before lhe body of Hans. The King o f the Sea moves closer to Ondine beckoning her to come 
but she stays where she is. 

(Lights dim. c11rtai11.) 
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EXCERPTS FROM ONDlNE. by Jean Giraudoux, adapted by Manrice Valency 
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APPEND!i'. B 

Dance Concepts -- me r:lements of Dance 

THE CONCEPT OF SPACE' 
Place 
Size 
Level 
Direction 
Pathway 
Focus 

sel f space/general space 
big/smal l, far reach/near reach 
high/low 
forward/backward, right/left, up/down 
curved/straight/zigzag 

single focus/multi focus 

THE CONCEPT OF TIME 
Speed fast/slow 
Rhythm pulse/pattern/breath 

THE CONCEPT OF FORCE 
Energy 
Weight 
Flow 

sharp (sudden)/smooth (sustained) 
strong,/1 i ght 
free/bound 

THE CONCEPT OF BODY 
Parts 

Shapes 
Relationshlps 

Balance 

head, neck, arms, wrists, elbows, hands, fingers, pelvis, spine, 
trunk, legs, knees, feet, toes, ankles, heels, shoulders, etc. 
curved/straight, angular/tv11isted, symmetrical/asymmetrical 
body parts to body parts, individuals to groups, body parts tu 

objects, individuals and groups to objects: near/far, meeting/part
ing, alone/connected, mirroring/shadowing, unison/contrast, 
over/under, above/below, around/through, beside/ between, on/ofi, 
gathering/scattering, in/out, etc. 
on balance/off balance 

THE CONCEPT OF MOVEMENT 
Locomotor basic: walk, run, jump, hop, leap, gallop, slide, skip, crawl, rol l 

combined: step-hop, waltz run, schottische, two-step, grapevine, 
jop, prance, sl ither, creep, etc. 

Nonlocomotor bend, twist. stretch, swing, push, pull, fall, melt, sway, turn, spin, 
dodge, kick, poke, lift, carve, curl, lunge, slash, dab, punch, flick, 
float, glide, press, wring, shake, rise, sink, burst, wiggle, etc. 

THE CONCEPT OF FO RM 
Recurring Theme 
ABA 
Abstract 
Narrative 
Suite 
Broken Form 

theme in variation, canon, round 
a :c one phrase, b = differenl phrase 
a geometric form, not representational 
in the form of a story, representational 
moderate beginning, slow center, fast end 
unrelated ideas, often used for humor 

" Hando ut" - Dance Teaching Me t hods - SIOE 
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APPENDIX C - Manipula tion of 
Cho reography 

Ref . Bl o m a nd Chapl in 
The Intimate Act o f Chor eography 
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t:lwrrmp,rophlt; Study: !Jonr.o Gollu~o 
Cons~io11sly Identify omi finlln, 1:11111.rcllJ thing tlmt w ill M rvtl 

os yunr common thronrl. Collt:c·t 1111d croutn rnun)' tl1l111111 o1,11r.r
tnlnlng tu It. C.roat1;1 11 sl11rly empln,vlng lho~u 111 1:(ln l11111 :11<,11 
wllh nn Uf)tlll nttltud11 toward movu111ont. 

'J'hemey!•.<LVarlatJon _vs. Motif and D11velopmtmt 

Even though lhomo 11ml varlotlou is a 1:omposltlunnl st1 uc
ture, end motif en<l dr.volopmont Is n chornogrnpltic. dovit:u, 
they nro so of1on anti cosily confused tltut 11's nccossar.v to 
mak11 tho distinction between thorn ai; d our as possible. 'J'lio 
basic difference betwuon u U1eme 1111d R motir i11 In how they 
are used. Simply put, the thomo iii v111·iod, whilo tho motif is 
developed- what could rnnkn morn fienrm? 

With o theme, tho intornal soquonco romains r.onstunt. (This 
Is how theme end vnrlnlion Ii, umlcrstood aml usod in music.) 
While oach variation 0 11 t he theme givos It A rllfforcnt chur
actor (or fece), lite hash. Ol'dor r,f tho orl3inal Is mlllltorcd. 
011c1i the original theme is prnsonled , lhe seq11encu uf vnriu
tlons can bo changed around, that Is, vorlal iou 3 i;ould ho 
performed after vurlatlon 6 encl followed hy vari.1tlcin 2. Thu 
form nf theme ond v1ll'iatlon cloeR not rnqulre that vurlatiou ?. 
follow v111·ietlon 1. llowevm, a given lnstnm:o mliht rnquil·o 
thnt the ve1 letlon11 do Indeed progrm,s in a ccrtlll11 i;;r.qutmce lo 
convey lhu Intent of a spOl.:ilic ploco: fo1 exnniplc, a lift• 
journey In which tho vnriotions show thu dlfforenl wriys thot n 
child, 11 young womttn, 11ml a old wumun M1uld oxec:utu 11 

given Iheme. 

I
·-· Tho encl rnsult of o theme ond varlotlon iii a b0ll(1Ull1:u (.011 

s lsllng of 11 ,novnmunt phrn!.o repcntml u 1111ml,or of tlllll\S wllh 
dlfforent shudlnqs. Tho eud l'Usull of motif Ol((I dl!Vuluµuwul 
can be any numbor of dirfei ent mr,vcm1mts or plirost•s dcvd 
oped orgonlcully by munipulntl11g 1110 mull!. (Molli urn! d1ivol
opment is oxplai.norl on pp. IO I "'07). Compnru llm grnphlc: il 
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lustralion for theme and variation with tho one for motif and 
doveloprnent (fig. 4 ). 
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As you work through these two categories. the nature of 
their difference will become more apparent. Some discussion 
prior to and after improvising and composing in these catego
ries will help to clarify your understandi ng even further. 

Theme and Variutlon 

A !home is a clear movement sequence that can he usod as a 
basic structure for different variations. This movement se
quonco needs varietv and interest in d irections and level for 
any but the most so-phistic:Rtod runderings. Thero should not 
be any repeats in the theme. Since you may have Ion varia
tions, you certainly do not want to see any one movement 
more than the ten limes, no matter how exciti ng or varied it is. 

Variations koop the same sequence of time and .movemo11l as 
in the origlual theme. but have their own chRracter, color, 
flavor. You can name um;h variation. for exampl~. a withering 
or aloof variation. One way to consider it is by having diffor
ont tyµes of people doing tbe same !homo (sneaky thief, c,ll'O· 

frne three-year-old, soph isticated duchess, and so on). 
The basic ideo of Thome and Variation !s treated somewhat 

differtly in painting, a timeless art, than In music or dance, 
which uru temporal. lnstoud of following a given lime se-
411onco in whir.Ii tho ordor of occLuTencu in thnl sequm1ce is 1· ' 

'.' .. •.•~i _..,,;t~~)~;l1a;;•;·f~J~:r-.. ~~I .( :--~· ~:-, ,/ ,. ..'-~"t. I 
1&%lt;'1\/t~J/-i.v:i:e·J•iilsii~.tn1) .\: ,~~ ., ,; ;. · •., • 

·•;;1~1~M"~Y~i)1!,ti't·t~~' ;1;:v r.~·/,;\tt1 .. , *,i :~·''Y~ ~ / .· 
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inviolate, it is tho spatial order thut is adhered to. Monet's 
Popla1·s series depicts tho same scenr at different times of clay. 
the variations being shown by tho difl'orinq use of light. 
Themn anti variation is fou nd in fol k dunces-the Greok Pan
tozali has five strict and clear variations: while modern ex
amples are often nnt very strict (e.g., Jorume Holil,ins's Wcdtzl, 

Exploiatory Wnrk 
Make u list nf poss.ible m t1vt1111u11t vmlntlons fa.g .. sklppy. 
through the mud). 

lmprov: Vorlutiom on u Tlumm 
Use a set thenm. your own. or tho om~ Rivon hurA: Toke four 
steps forw ard, s tarting 1111 the right foot: s t<•p uul to secnnd 
position pli6: till tu tho right: turn to the right. 

Have evoryomi do the basic theme. Then ropcal whihi Im pro• 
visinH a "dragging" vnrlalion, a "shaky" vorlation. Now try the 
variations lrorn your own list Do not lmpo,e a tilll<' ~tructure 
(or set tempo) on thP variations. Divide the grnup In two One 
group wntches while the other improvlslls 0 11 tlrnir vorialions to 
the given theme. Q 

Choreographic Study: n,omo und Vnl'folion 
Compose a new theme and churnograph four vnrlalions. 

Choreographic Devices 

These have previously lJOcn flxp]Ained os ways of dovelop
lng and fil ling out movemonl seeds. The fi.rst of these Is mollf 
and development, which wo have already differentiated from 
theme and variation (for review, see pp. 99- 100). 

Motif and Development 
In motif and deve!opmtlnl, tho motif itself is manipulated; it 

Is performed upsi<le down, backward. insldo out. lts originul 
sequence {the order of its parts) is not sacred as in theme and 
variation. Fragments of the movement are usod and developed 
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separately, thou put together with no specific regarrl for the 
original sequontial order. But thero Is a definilo sense of form 
that comes from devolopinR tho motif. The form Is often solr
serving, unique to the particular dovolopmenl of that particular 
motif. 

A motif is a single movement or n short movement phrase 
(usually shorter Lhan n Iheme) that is used as u source or a 
spark for development into an integrated gostall. The motif 
can contain the ussence for tho c:omplote piece (see ng. 4). The 
best known example is 13011thove11's Pifth Symphony where 
tho entire piece is built on U1e dornlopment of tho first four 
notes. 

We have dovolopod a sc:hema of s ixtcon possible ways to 
mnnipulate a motif. 1 lern nre somo things lo koep In mind os 
you work through them. Try each manipulation on your move
ment motif. Take n tidbit of limo (ten to twenty seconds) to 
improvise on each beforo going on to the next. As you go along, 
observe other people's solutions so that you can immodiatrly 
see the range and wealth of development these c1m lead to, for 
virtually everyone comes uµ with some internstil1g interprola
lions. It turns Into a game. inventive and mutually supportive. 
II is Important to explore cnch of the Rixtoon wnys in as purn a 
form as possible. wilhuul combinlng any two ways. For ex
ample, don't chonso the spatial range of the original movement 
as a by-product of doing it faster or s lower. To bogin, onc;h 
person comes up with u single movement. a motif. For this 
initial exploration, It shouldn't end whore It began. Keeµ ii 
simple, for oxamplo. a three-quarter arm circle with a twist at 
the end; an opon-cloRing-dropping of the fist; tracing a simple 
spatial pattern ( ./\ , '{... ) In tho air with your lrnncl. 

Sixteen Wo.vs to Monipulnta c1 Motif 
1. Reµetition. Repeal exactly the same. 
2. ftotrogrado. Perform it backward. Start ut tho end and 

fo llow lt back through spncr--liko a movie run backwurd. 
3 Inversio11: upsidP-down ( ./\ bncomcs ......, ) or /o/l'l'OI 
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;,.~::,,.,,: 
"'"'~'~ :',~:&\,• ~ ,. •r.'. 1 ' ' . .1• 

( _...-'\ becomes "- ). For upside-down inversion, you may 
have to He on the floor or stand on your heud. (This con be 
tricky and often impossible. but don't dismiss It on those 
grounds.) 

4. Size: condense/expnnd. Take the motif and Jo il as 
small es you can. Try ii even smaller. Now lake tho movement 
and make ll bigger, as big as you ca11. 

5. Tempo: jastlsloiv/stop. Take the motif 011d do it as fast 
as possible. Try again, even faster. Be careful not lo lot ii get 
smaller. Do It es slowly as you can. Remember tu keep the, 
space constant. the same size it was originally. Find place!- for 
stillness In It. 

6. Rhythm. Vary tho rhyt hm but not tho tempo. The vari
ety and pattern of the boats should be ulterod. not the speed or 
the length of time it takes to oc.comµl!sh . If. for example. the 
originoJ rhythm was J J, try doing It J) J J. 

7 . Qualit.v. Vary the movement quality. Try tho same 
movement quivery, drifting, with erratic tension, etc. 

8. !nslrumenlolion. Perform the movoment with a differ
ent body part : lry sevoral different parts of the body. Lot 
another performer do it. Have a whole group do It. 

9. Porco. Very tho amount of force you use In producing 
the movement. Do It with a great deal of s trength, from begin
ning to end. Now repeat it again, with very little force. gently, 
weakly. Corefu lly try to keep the change in force only. 

10 Background. Chango the design of the rest of the body 
from its original position and repeat U10 motif. Lfll the rost of 
the body be doing something while the molif Is going on. Sil 
instood of sland. Try perhaps I wisting all the rest of you into a 
knot while still performing the regular motif. Add another 
person (maybe having them wrap around you). Add ·10 or 
change tho set, tho lighting. 

11. Staging. Perform it at II different place on tho stage 
and/or with a d ifferent facing to tho audience. sideways or on 
a dlagnonal. 

12. Embel/ishmonl (ornarnentolion). The mov('mcnl itself 
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can have lhe embollishmont {O,A .. little loops or jigjags occur
ring along the path or the movement): or a pnrt of tho uody can 
bo embollished as It is involved in lhe movcnwnt (Rs the arm 
movrs. wiggle the fingers or mako R fist): or try ornbollishing 
both tho bocly and tho path of movemont at the samn time. 

13. Change of Plunes/Leve/s. Chango the motif to a differ
ent plane: the horizontal, tho vNtit;al, the sar.;itlal piano or any 
other sl ice of space. Du II 011 a different level. Trnc:e tho path 
of the gestme end use it os a floor pattern. Move along that. 

1-l. Addili vel/ncorpora!ivc. Additive: While doing the 
original motif, simultaneously executo any kind of jump. turn . . 
or locomotor pattern (triplet, run, .slide). lncorpon1tivo: Make 
tho original motif into a jump. tum , or locomotor patlorn. 
Althou~h this can be tough or impossible with some motifn, 
approach ii wilh a sense or "how can x [original motif] bo 
jumped, turned, moved from place to place?'' A series of 
choss(,s would Im an example of thtt way an Hrc could be 
realized as a locomotor pal.tern. 

15. Frogmentotion. L'se only a pttrl uf tho motif, a11y port. 
Use it us un entity in itselL Use it lo attend to !:l dotail. a part 
worth lsolallag thal might olhorwise be overloukocl. Or use 
several parts of it, but not the whole th ing-such as !he begin
ning third. a Uny piece halfway through, and lhe vory, very 
1md. 

1 (i. Com/JI nation. Comb I nu any of tho above so that they 
happe11 at the same time. This lets you combine afAnltios 
[faqter with smalltirl or Antagonists (faster with larger) for cho
reographic interest and technical chRllenge. Fragmentation is 
particularly eUectivc when comliinod with others. You mny 
cmnbjno three or four manipulations ot the same lime (frag
mentat ion/i nversion/ernuell ishmenl. or invorslon/retrogradol 
slciwer/differont backgrounrl). Variety and comploxity grows as 
you romblno moro and morn manipu lations. 

Play with combining several manipulations at tho smnc 
time; it can bH mental gymnastics, hut fun. And do11't solllu for 
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APPENDIX E 

Definition of 
Laban Movement Anal ysis 

Bartenieff Fundamentals 

WHAT IS LABAN MOVEMENT ANALYSIS? 
LMA is a way of describing and analyzing human move
ment that enables you to understarid and improve your own 
exprcssivity in everyday life as well as in performance. LMA 
can also be applied to other movement-related professions; 
fitness, therapy, non-verbal communication, dance criticism, 
teaching, etc. 

WHAT IS BARTENIEFF FVNDAMENTALSn-q 
BF is a means of increasing ease, efficiency, and expressivity 
in movement. As a form of body re-education, it is useful in 
reducing body tensions in everyday life as well as increasing 
movement range for dancers and athletes. The system in
cludes basic principles of human movement and specific 
exercises that can be practiced on the floor, seated or standing. 
Major goals: balancing the use of both deep and superficial 
muscles by working with simple movement in a relaxed way; 
feeling the whole body by moving in all spatial directions; 
and experiencing the importance of fluid breathing in all 
activities. 

WHAT THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LMA & BF? 
LMA deals with movement performance by addressing 
dynamics, spatial awareness and expression. BF concentrutcs 
on the $pecifics of the body, improving alignment and ease of 
movement. 
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Overvi e w 

A Brief Overview of the Framework 
of Laban Movement Analysis 

La.'":an Movement Analysis provides a rich overview of the scope of movement possibili
ties. These basic elements can be used for generating movement or for describing move
meni. They provide an inroad to understanding movement and for de\·eiopmg movement 
efficiency anci expressiveness. Eacb human being combines these movcmem factoi5 in 

his/her own unique way and organizes them to create phrases and relaLionships which 
reveal personal. artistic. or culrurai style. By understanding these elements we can begin to 
more effectively appreciate whaL human beings have in common and how each of us i:, 
unique. 
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ln m~ ::!11ssroorn or client :;e:-sion, Laban Movement ,.i.,mdys:s approach<.!s cacn n..::~ 

l.mJer:, tanding of movement .i..r1d body function with e xperiences which incorporate ch ange 
1:1 ihe :etn:onship of BODY. EFFORT. SHAPE. and SPACE. As the diagram iHu.,;1.nn.:~. 
a:Yeli when focusing on Lhe BODY area, the ~uppon of the o ther areas is ~iways avaii.rbk 
w a;;J the icarning p,occ~.s. ll is in the PHRASING o( tht elemen~-how they .::re pa t
terned zr.d ::cqul!r.cec together-that the indi\ idual :~ persona!ly expres~ive ano t'onn~ 

RELATIO\SHlPS 

Body 
BODY-··How is the whole body organizcd/coanected'?" •·What is consistenti) 
maintained in the body?'' ''Which body parts are moving?'' "Where in the bod: 
does movement initiate?·' "Ho w does movement spread th rough the bod:,-:'" 
T\°'> full: understand what i.s going on at L"ie BODY level we :m.:s, address all or these 

~ue~uon~ 
Patterns of Tot.ii Body Connectivity-··\Vh;;t puttem of connecuon i~ tirgz.n:zrng 

th~· wht'k boay·, .. The whoic body can be or~anizcd from ,he foi lc w;ng -:onnc-:tiv~ 

~ Bre:.tth- include~ hoLiJ cellular and lung respiration and ts a k-.-:.y 10 lluit.lit) or 
mtwcment. inlcmal shaping. the experience of inner space as t..'u"e.:-<limer:sional. 
<inti a ba;;ic sense of lrust in Bemg. 
Core-Distal Connectivity-includes developing suppon from t.bl! mte:::al 
nm,: 1.lf 1.he ~o--iy (Core Support) and m inimizing ov~r-dcpcndeni:e on extemc1! 

m uscics. This pattern al~o coordinate~ the rciation~hip 01 each limb tO :::emer 
co,c and through center core to lhe Olhcr limhs and out to the wor!<l. 
Head-Tail Connectivit)'-build,- cl sense cf the indivi:hl..11 se,f i:onnccted 

tr:rnugh tbe body's im~mal ven ical. This stage patterns the abi lity ltl gt\·e 
::uention to Lhe \vorld ar.d enjoy a ne~ible. ;)ensuous. supp\1rtive sprne ;:: .. dt 

:hree plane.,;-part1culariy important for level change. 
l!pper-Lower C onnectivity-bu ilds grounding . strength. and in,cntion 

;nmug:h Yielding & P-ushing into tbe eanh. It pauems an abdi t)" to come from 
Lrt.it ]:'.rounded Push to Reach out imo space and enable a Pull without ci;scon
nectir.g from Core: relates tc building a sense o f personai power. Tnis con
nectivi ty p.::ttern stresses pure il iofemora! flexion and extension to prevent 
hi;i-hikinf an&nr suhstitution of low hack usage for femoral joint acuon. Thi:
,tage als0 ernphas:ze pelvic shift in lhe sagitta! .,,nd la tt:rai for d .!ri::, ,,f 
wi.:igh1 shift and ability to travel through ~pace by c;,1nnecting from the ean h 

ir.\o th~ !(!~, .:st pan of ,he pd"i~ 
Body-Half Connectivity-organi1.es the bod~ to be ahie to work with unc 
, 1dc stahle while tht: other s ide: i~ rnobik: pattern:-. ,!dedne:si: tuncoons in Lh.: 

brJin. aids in clarifying i~sut:~. 
'< Cross-Lateral Connectivity--develops diagonal rnnnec.:tions through the 

bod: and gradated rotation in the proximal joint~ to faciiitate ful! three
d1mensicmal movement and ability t0 spira l w ith -:ornpkx level change anc! 
lot:omOLinn. prepares for mu!t[dimensional reiationai thinkmg and corr.m:1-
1-:-ient ~t• a::uor. 
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Body Attitude-··rs there a maintained or habitual ·,a ance· or consteliation~ of bod) 
pan~ from which the indi viduai moves and to which s/he re1umsT See section on Concep1s 
for more discussion cf Body Attitude. 

Act ive/'rle ld Body Parts-.. Whicb body pans are most acli ve in thi. person. and which 
1'd~· parts are frequent!) held. i .e .. nm active!y participa ting in the movemcn1?·· 

Initiation-Follow thro ugh- '"Where in the body does the movement hegins and how 
doe s it fol lov. -through 10 complete the phrase?"' See Concepts of Phra~ing for more t,n 
this topic. 

Sequencing of Movement through the Body 

Simult.aneous-··o o al i ac11vc b0dy parts move a t once?·· ( i.e .. head and hoth han<li; 
make an ac tion at I.he same time) 

Successive-··o oes the mo vement of one pan of the body flow successively into t.i"'le 
movement of the next adj acent body partT (i.e .. a succession w ith 111 one movemer.i 
phrase: shoulder. elbow. wrist . hand) 

Sequent!al- "Does the m0.vement of one part o f the body flow sequemiaily imo other 
non-ad_1acem body pansT (i.e .. a sequence of mo vement of non-adjacenc hody part. \.\'Hhin 

one r,h.rasc: head. leg. and arm mnve-one immediately after the other I 

Effort+-
EFFORT-"What is the dynamic quaUty of the movement-the feeling-tone. the 
texture"?" Effort reflects the m over 's a11irnde toward investing energy in four basic fac
iors: Flow. W eight, T ime, and Space. These inner attitude$ need noi necessanly be con
.:cicius ro he opera1i,·e. Effort change is generally associated with change of mond c,r 

cmmion .:nd_ hence. is an inroad to cxprcss1\·i1y. Effort coordinates the enurc b<-:ing in a 
U) nam ic wa~ Engaging the mover from hisih t::r own inner Effon !ntcnt (perhilp~ fr,)m 
•ma~c.ry. \'Otce . or meiaphor} enl ivens movem~·nr. Each of the fac1o r, is defined hy twP 

""' «lr :::1emer.ts. called Effort Qualities or Effo rt Ejemcms. Man) ad \·erb!- and adjective~ 
, .. ch as ··,hu.rp:· '"::anquil:· or ··commanding"· indicate combinations 0f 1wo. three. or four 
?.ffnn Qualiiles. 

Flow Effort 

F n.>e ---" outp,..,uring 
ilu1J 
re!ea<:ed 

I 

Bound: ,,::._ cc:ncrdl-:c 
carefui 

comained 
l!au1ci reslramed 

Flow i,- ,h,: husciine ··gningnes;.:· the continuity. of the movement ou, o! w~ich the 

il,her l.!ffn n ic:km-:nts {!;ne,f!e and return. Often Flow become~ the majo:- expres~ive ;.1..it e 

- .:r:l. i:-; every day languag:! we sometimes associate flowing mo\·emem \\ ith Free F!ov1. 
't!i Bound Flow is also ··goingncss•· (i.e .. goin2 in a controlled way). f!ov. ;,. frequent! ) 
·:;-.u:t·u to feelings~ither outpouring or containing them. 
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Light: ~ 

Making Connections 

airy 
delicate 
tine touch 

buoyant 

~ 
Weight Effort I 

Strong: ( po werful 

rorceful 
fmn touch 
impact.fol 

Light and Strong :!f~ uwve atlitudes toward using the wdght of your body. 

it 1s aht) possible to be ser.sing the weight of your body as opposed to using the weight oi 
vuur body. The ability to sense the we ight of your body underlies your ability to activei y 
yield weight in:o the earth and push away wi!.h strength. T his sensing of weight also prc
.:ed~:- :he ahlity to rarefy your weight with lightness. 

., 
L, 
I 

We call this quality We.ight Sensing . , 

!• 1, !LJ:<(: po:,;s:h!e to have u pcss cve at~itud~ toward your weight. Tht:st' attitudes have to J,, 
,~ 1th :-.:-aing gravir:, be th~ active force, surrenderi.7g. They are: 

0 

Limp: ~ weak 
wilung 
rlaccid 

Passive Weigbr 

He.tvy: ( total coliap,..
giving in to gn!v1!:, 
--rt' s hopeless: · 

The' W t:ig_ht Effort generall) has to do with your sensauon of Self and your own intemion 
in :111,, ;ng.: whether that inLention is to activate and assen weight, sense weight, or surren
Jer 10 p:i~~i,.: wc::ight 

/ 
Sust.aincci: -

nme Effort -

leisurely 
gradual 
lmgerir.g 
proionging 

/ 

/ 
Sudden: urgent 

quid 
lOSlalll.allc0 u, 

.~!accalO 

Tht' T1111.: Elton hw, LO do with your inner amtude toward the lime you have. not how long 
i! takc::s w J o the movement. (For instance, the same two minutes can be approached a.~ ··! 
have two 1,·hole minutes:· or ''I only have two minutes.'') lt is related to your intuition and 
,en~e or timing wh.:n committing to action. We do nm generally use the words .. fast .. and 
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··s!,)w:· 111r lhe Time Effon a~ tho~e words have to do with clock lime. or rnetr0nomc pt1l~e 
rniher than inner attitude. 

fodirect: } 

Space Effort J-.. 
r::u!t:-focused 

flexible attention 
all-around awareness 
all-encompas~ing 

Direct: ~ sir.gle-fccu~cd 
channeled 
pinpointed 
lazcr-like 

The Space Effon deals with hov. you give attention. not the place ir. space. Both Direct and 
lndirect approaches to paying anention are active. indirecmess is not the same ::is being 
" <;paced out" or out of spact:: i! is giving active attention 10 more than one thing at once 
Bnth types of S pace Effon relate to thinking. 

Shape 

.SHAPE-'"What forms does the bod~· make? Is the shape changing in relation to self 
ar in relation to the environment? How is the Shape changing-what is the major 
quaiity o r elem ent which is influencing its process of change'? 

Basic Forms/Shapes 1 

Th1c, most bai-ic form, the body makes when it is not moving. " Still fNm~:· ar?· 

Linear. Eiongated (Pinl f 
Flat (Wall) 0 
Round. Spherical (Ball} 0 
Twisted. Spiral (Screw) @ 

Tt>rrahedra1 (Pyramid ) .& 

Shape Flow Supporf ~ 

LJnderiying: all shape change is the basic change in Lhe body's forr:1 which happc:ns in the 
process o( breathing. This baseline process of Growing and Shrinking is called Shape 
F'io\\ Support. 

Modes of Shape Change~ ~ --/H ~ 

\'k1de of Shape Change reveals :m inrn::r attitude ;ihout changing ,h..: fom1 l~f the bn.:}
·.·: he tht:r the shape change is sdf-orienteci or environment-oriented. This inner anitudc ne,.:d 
·111, he consc;ou., lO be ooerative. 



---#-- Shap'J F!Ow l" snape change which is at>out the mover and ti'1e mover): s.:har.g-

1:1g h<'Cl'.- ~'1 relationships ~elf-w-self. It creates l: sen~ation that the rnove
me:-11 i~ not ··ob,>uC rr.ak.mg something happen in the environment at all. but ts 
ahn:Jt ·•\·I::: ~cr..:-ing my own body as l am with myself or the v.-orld-my own 
r(:Sponse5 change m1 shape.' · An example is adjusting to get corrJortable. 
Shupe Fio1.1. bring~ acces~ to sc:.lf. the abiiit~ to be in much wi,h the .. in11cr"· 
,,.or!d. 

--fH- Di.re-..:tiorral :Vlo;,ement i~ locaticn. or gual-oriented ~hape change. It creates a 
bridge !o th:! en·.•ironmem. -1 change m~ shape in order to go out to someone 
cbc o r ,ht? u. orkl.'' Dir~tiona! movement can be either spoke-like ( -ff--7 } or 
;i.rc-!ike ' ~ .. F;;r cxampk. I can spoke my hand out from m)' waist to 
re<!ch ~c ~hake ,cmeont:· s hand, or ! can let my arm swing from my side 10 

r;:ach in r:n arc. \),.' ith Directional Mode of Shape Change I am abk to con.act 
the world outsid•;; ..-if myself and accomplish specific tasks such as picking up 
;:. pencil. harruncring a nail. or shooting a bask.eihal!. 

r'j,L_• Carving is ~h-,pc change wtuch is oriented to creating or ..-xperiencing vol
ume !P. rr:tera.:uon ·.vnh the environment. ··I moic or contour or acccmmo
;;at<? ,o the er:\ ircr.mem or other people:· For exampie, as [ Gcscribe a 
~ompkx projeci ,•:itb many pans that interact to create a rounded ·,.·hole. J 

am rrohably r.:-?lding lhe space in front of me with my hands. Or. when ! 
hug s0me0ne. l contour and accommodate my body to theirs in a volumi
r.cu~ wa). Ca:-, ing provide. a quality of movement that leads to integrating 
lh..: ~df and the wcrld : ··: am involved in a co-crcat1ve n:l,uionsbip wi th 
nlhers or the world ... 

Shape Oualities4 

Shape Qualities ,p,:: ;n1ormauon about the attitudinal process ~f chang:ng ,he shap,:- ol 
the bod;. Ev::ry movement is an aclion of shape change ~ Closing to Opening. or 
Oo..-::1,ng to Cio~;ng. e,cn if the mo\ emen1 is very subtle. Opening/Closing is the most gen
~:-a! "'l~atc;=:~fii t1f Shapt! change. 

Thi-.. Opc.:n:ng/Closir,g :an be fel, or spoken about more spi;:cifically ill tem1s ,vhich 
1.k,-c;iht: ··w ward where .. th~ shape! is i.:hanging- ,he essentiai spatial pull whjch is co1,1r. 
:ng tnc t>x;,r.:ssivt: qua!it~ of the movement. These pulls are related to a Dirnen,.,1011J.i 
rnar.nx tn ~puce. 

Sinking t 
// Retreating 

Enclosing n--

:-hc,c ~hap-: Qu<1la1c~ can he done m any ot the Mo,ks uf Shape: Ch,rng:: tlc~c:ibeJ ahm·e. 

L t: . Ri~,ng in Shane_., Vim, I . R1~1111! m Direc11onal mnvemen! I _ . and even R 1•-!llf - -w- - ~ 
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in Carving ~ with Shape F!ov- Support. IL is also possible to record simply a generic 

... r:a.,~ change which Ri~es with clear Shape Flow Support of the hreath. l _k_) 
Fundamentals and Laban ~1ovement Analysis stress investmg in the changing shape irnm 
w ithin as an expressive process. For insrnnce, Spreading is different from s imply amvrng. 
.11 a wide shape. Awareness of this son is particularly importam for dancers who eem to 

get -.tuck in trying to "make the ngh1 shape:· hut are not connecting int.ema!ly to enjo:, the 
forming proce.,s itself. These shape qualitie~ or elements are also laden with personal ~mo

!ional meaning for each individual. as are the Effort Qualities. it i~ wonh spending time 
Nilh each o ne to disco\'er per~onal mea.riing a..<-~ociations. 

Space 
SPACE-"How l.ar~e is the mover's Kinesphere and how is it approachtd/ 
re,·ealed'? Where is the movement going? What are the acth'e SpaliaJ Pull~'? What 
crystalline form is being revealed'? .. Space aspects include information ahoul the 
mover":, own personai movement sphere, 1he Kinc~phere. as we!! a~ whether the 
approacn .o the kines.phere is Cen,ral. Periphernl. or Tram:·,erse. Spatial aspe~l~ a lso 

111dede w·hether the mo vement i. Dimensional. Planar. Diagonal. or Trans .. erse 
Srh1iing. :.ind which ot the major -::rystallin~ fonn, i.~ mos: operat1\·e . Thi~ area i, ,ome

iimes referred io as Space Harmony. 

Kinesphere--"The '-pace 1ha1 1:-: mine·'-the mover's own personal ,:pace ~umiundin~ 

lb t:: body. How large is the mover's ,-pace? ls it small. near the bod~ 1 ® ): mcdfom. al 

ahoui elbow distance away ( @ ): large. as far ai- the mover can reach ( ([) ) Kine5pherc 

is defined physically by :lie dis1.ance that can be reached all a round the body without laking 
<1 ,:tep. Kinesphere ls defined psycholngicaily hy the space the mo\'er :.enscs is her~ er hi:-. 
~he :-pace i-/he effects. 1-'or exampie. even if the acmai movement i;. done u~ing .! :-m;,li 
phys ical k.inespherc. a performer or a iipeaker m ight enlarge hts/ncr p,ychologic..!! kir.r 
~phere to inc iude the whole audience. ··r invite you incc my ~pace. ThiJ: en!ire room is rn~ 

kinesphere. l influence the whole spa.:e." 

Approach to Kinesphere5-"How do l approach my kincsphcre and reveal i,., .. 
(?f" CentraJ-··1s my kine,phcre revealed with movement radiaring out from and 

1: oming. ba~k into the cen!er?" 

0 Peripheral-"ls my kincsphen: :tpproachc_d ti) ,e\·ea!ir.g the edge ~i' rhe k1:w

~phere and maintaining a dis~:mce from !ht: cemer?" 

Q) Tr.ansverse-··1s m) kinl!sphere created wah mo,,e mcnt wh;ch •.;m, c,r , ·.:.·c.:p< 
,hm;.igh L'ie space. revealing the space between the ccnct:r a::id thc edge•:" 

Spatial Pulls---Whcrc is the movement going in spa:::e·~ i-low many aulh in i:p c~ a;e 
~-..·1,ve :- When we clearly !octm.: our:,.cJve!> and our movement spat.ally. "e hdp our hnd
c:,. c,mrdinare movemen; more eas!!y. Spatial Intent. knowing clearly wht::re the ;md~ 

.:1ccnas to go. organm:,~ bod:, connections by eia.ablishing 2 clear pa1hwa:,rgoa! rm ,h:! 
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mov:!me :1t.. These pathways are .. aiive highways" which the body can ride in both venica: 

and off-veruca1 mo, ·ernent. The clearer the Spatial Intent or goal of the movement. th 
more easily the neuron~uscular system can accomplish the action in a fluid way. ln addi
t:on. each individual ha.~ per~onal preferences for orgariizing movement in space. Spac.-;
:.ise contributes to an individual · s s tyle and how s/he relates :n the world just as do Body. 
Effort. and Shape. Fo r instance, some moveis prefer the simplicity and purity of 
Dimensions ·..vhiie others enjoy the spalial dynamism and excitement of Diagonais. 

D imensions6- 0ur world has three cardinal dimensions. Each dimension contains two 
d irections which are opposite poles. (See Figure 60. 1 

-; I:_ Vert.ica!- Up/Down ~ I 
~ - Sagittal- Forward/Backward D Q 

Horizontal-Left/Right or s.ideward open/sideward clo.-eG. ~ ~ 

o;MENSIONS 

UP (HiGH) 

~ 

I 
r..fORWARC: 

l:J 

LEFT SIOE<8 G> RIGh'T SiDE 

BAC!<W~.F;D 

I 
OOWN(LOWl 

Fi!?ure 60. Dimension; 
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Each direction is nne spa;ial p ull. For instance. the vertical dimension has '"up·· as one 
pull and ··down'" as another: the sagittal has •'forward'" as one pull and .. backward·· as 
another: the horizontal has ··nght'" as one puli and "'left"" as the other. Moving with a pure 
, em,t of ··up-ness·· is. for instance. to be moving with one spatial pull, 1.e .. moving up in the 
dimensional cross. Dimensions form the internal structure of the Octahedron. 

Planes-Movement m rhe three cardinai pianes is movement which invests in tw(l 

spmw! pulls at the same time: for instance up and left in the verticai plane (see Figure 61 ). 
Each plane i,; like a flat cycle. or rectangle. These planes fonn the internal structure of the 
k osahedron. 

-;t" Vertical Plane-combines Up/Down and Right/Left ~ ~ 

-%- Sagittal Piane-cornbine;; Forward!Batkward and Up/Down i I 
~ H orizontal Plane- combines Right/Left and Forward/Backward g ~ 

HIGH /'.:I P'>-. HIGH 
LEFT'«! V RIGHT 

LEFT 
i'ORWARO 

r--- - - ------- ---. 
VERTICAL PLANE 

~ 

FORWARD 

~ f!GH 

RIGHT 
FORWA~C 

i.l v 

GJ 

L 
~ 

BACK 
HiGH 

P-LANE-7---,. 
------ - ----Cc...._._J G 

/! 
tJ 

LEFT 
SACK 

◄ _ow 
I.EFT 

V LL~~AO RIGh"T 

■ SACI< 

p 
BACK 
LOW 

Fii ure 6l. Plane.,. 

► I.OW 
RIGHT 



Mak:ng Connecriont 

l>h1~tin:.1!~ D:c.1g.,~;1c.: nio·~ t:n;,:1H t..·onsbt;-.. (!f three 1:qu.a! fpaua, rnd!:,: tor 1n!\tHn"-°~- t,_:~

tnrwa...l-an" n < I l o~ right-ba..:J...;,:ard-up (~ ).Diagonals form the internal s tru.:ture ot tne 

C"t!h~ ( :,;ee F1g:.ire f·: 
i..!:FT 

FOR\NARD 

r.iGH~ 

DIAGONA!.S 
WITl-!i'I TH: CU5E 

RIGn 
FORWAR:i 

~ IGrl 

■ RlGHT 
'111111111 6ACKWAAD 

LOW 

Figure 62. Diagonal,; wnh;r. tht: c.:b~. 

T:-a1:~, t'rsab or par ts of sp irals- Transverse movement invoi1,,t::, threo: 1mequa! ~JJ(,!.· 
·:,,, t;uL·,,. ,•,Jt:,,:arztf,, i:~."zc.11t\t:l!lg :ht·i:- relctionship to each o!her. A generai examph: !::, 
·;·_.-\ i:::w,;: ,, r:il·t'. :;. :-d,u cd to a :nree-dimcnsior:al spiral. In making a spiral. one is always 
,·n.!:;g.11:g. the Verticai, Sagmal. and Horizontal compooems in a gradated proportionate 
~\ .:) . -: :..:lir.g ,1r ~\'. eeping through space. A much more specific example oi LransYerse 
:;1,,v<.:n c·m ~·an be found and prnct;ced in the Laban Space Hannor.y work with Transverse 
S.:3k ~ in :h..: k o:-ahedron. in these scales each movement is a transversal. For instance. a 
ir.ovc,,:::::! t"n:m the rnmer of the Vertical Plane (i.e .. lip-Left ~) to Lile comer of the 

F?~ure n3.. i-nc" ·•rr(!n~, er:--#: 
; nr'C': -Rinf ;, .:nmpo:-;!d 

Sagittal Plane (i.e .. Foiward-Down • l 

has the greatest change i11 the vertical aspect. uie second great
est change in the sagittal aspect. and the least change in the: 
horizontal aspect (sec Figure 63 l. :-.iote that the transversal is 
the movement that is happening between the planar land
mar~. not the landmarks themselves For mere discussion of 
Trar.sversah and a specific discussion of a Transverse Three
Ring. see '·Spatial Pull" :n App~ndix-Concepts. For an ilius
Lration of a Transverse Three-Ring. seep. 58 :ind p. ! 97. 

Crystalline Forms-Movement cm1 be organized w:thi,-, 
,g reveai any of ;J1e folluwmg poiyhedral forms or a 
L"hangmg between them. For a;: iliusirat1on of lhc 

ko~cihedrun, see Figt;re. 6-l. 



Tetrahedron 
Dodecahedron 

Octahedron 
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Cube 

T he has1c elements 0f movement discussed above C-dll be combined in a myriad of differi::nt 
way~. Each person will hiive his/her own unique repcnoire of and preferences for combina
iion~ oi these elcm:::nL,. And each indi\'idua! will also organize anci sequt:n..:e tliesc combina
,ion, into ;,hrase. of movement which are expressive of his/her personal style. Two peopit' 
may have exactly the same elements in their movement. but if they have organized and 
phrased the elements differemly the movement message will not be the !>rune. For ins.ance. 
one person might .initiate his phra-;e with his right ann Spreading and Rising into a large kine
sphere VenicaJ P!ane movement that is Strong and Direct. and end his phrase with a small 
Light. Free-flowing Advancmg into the Sagitta1. Another person might begin his movemem 
with a Free outpouring of Strength Advancing into the Sagittal using the rig.ht arm and thrn 
end by Spreading and Rising imo a Light Direct stabiiity in a large Venicai Plane-. See the 
.->.ppendi=-.-Concert~ which follows for more specifics about phrases and phrasing 

Re!ationships 

Re lationships belwee~ people can be experienced and looked ar in new ways by becomrng 
aware of the quality of the movement in the relationship. To do this. use the above eiement, 

::') 
LJ 

► 
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:•l m,11 c mi:nt Lu hdp :-0u become: aware of the moving quality of eat:h µerson and howl!~
quaiitic~ ··con,c:rsc·· with each other. Look for the interaction in movemenL How 1s me 
r~iat ion~htp est.2bli~hcd'? bit through being in the sarne quality of movement? ls it lhrougr 
,hanng the same Kinesphere or Crystalline form? Notice what is a commonalty and whai 

a.re ,he differences. )\:ot.ice what precedes and follows each major movemenL It is fre
quenu:, 1n the tran!>itt{m moment!\ !.hat relationship is most obvious. For a iarger discuss1.on 
.;f Relut:tin. h:?. ,-~e Ch~-1pt~r 2. 

The;,e !>ymbol~ ror the Still form:- were developed by Leslie Bishko and Pamela Schick. 
Th.:: emirt: area of SHAPE is one of the richest but least fully developed in the 
L:ib:m/B:ir!enieff system. For many years this author, Peggy Hackney. has been work
ing with c:-oHeagucs and encouraging the field to flesh-out this area. Development is on
fwrng in any living system. The footnotes for this section are simply to provide a 
..:hcck-:n pomt ior the wo~k on SHAPE at the time of printing. 

' The ,ymbol shown here for Shape Flow Support 1s used by ,he Laban/Bartenieff 
!nstitute t'f ;\-fovemenr Studies to refer to both basic Growing and Shrinking enabied oy 
!,reoth , which thi~ author has callerl Shape Flow Support) und for Shape Flo"' as .:1 

\ •l ode nf Shap<! rhange (see hclt,w). 
Syr:1b~ll for the Modes uf Shape Change were developed by Peggy Hackney (symbols 
i°:;r Dirc-:tional am.! Carving were developed in collaboration wit..1 Janis Pforsich). Note 
rhat lhe symbol ror Shape Flow as an expressive Mode of Shape Change is slightly dif
\erei:l from the symbol for Shape Flow Support {above). As in the other Modes of 
'-h,:pe Change, the symbol for Shape Flow as an expressive Mode of Shape Change iS 

r:,ctdt: O) allowing the Shapt! Action Slroke (the two slanting lines in the middle o( the 
,:, .nhol) LO cross through the symbol. This author believes that this symbology keeps 
th~ ..:J,,ri t~ ~,r Lhe nature of the expressive Modes clearer and distinguishe$ tht:m from 
,h..:p;! t.hang .. · v.·hich ;~ n10rc brec1th support oriented. NoLe also that the Mode of Shap..: 

Cha:~g-= whk·h this author .:a lb ··carving .. is often rererred to as '"Shaping .. or 
··conLl ,unng ... This author prefers Lo reserve the term ··shaping"· for use Ln a more gen
..:.a! way tor :he larg1: category which includes al l aspects of describing the changing 

!°1'rm ~if th.: hod; . 
J The ~ymbob th!. 2uthnr i~ using for the Shape Quaiities are generic. They give intor-• 

m.nir.n ~bout th.: aaitudinal process of changing the shape of the body through locating 
the e~sentia! spatial pull which is affecting the shape change (i.e .. '·toward where•· the 
shap,! is ..:hanging). They do not indicate a Carving Mode of Shape Change (as these 
, :-,·mbnls do at the Laban/Banenieff Institute of Movement Swdies). ll is thus possible tc 
prescnbe Rising. for ios1ance. without havmg to tell whether that shape change in the 
\·eni..:al i, 1.kme in Shape Flow. Directional. or Car\'l!lg. The >"lode of Shape Change 
,ymboic can he combined with the ~ymbols for Shape Qualities when more specificity 
i, desired. And the symboi for Shape Flow Support may he add when needed (for 

111,tance. Rj~ing in Carving with Shape Flow Support ~ l. 
Tht, auihtir believe~ .. hai this symbology system allows for both generality and spec1-

fi..: i::, in ei,.ht:r prcscripti \'e 0r descnptive writing. For a fu!lei discussion o:" the topic of 
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Shape. ~eaders are referred to the paper. "SHAPE: What" :,; Shaping Up'T. Tim pape1 
was pn!sented in Berlin. Germany in 1993 al the Eurolab Conference ( ihe European 
,r~arnzauon for the advancement of lhe Laban/Bartemeff work). 
vmhol~ for Approach to Kine~phere were developed by Peggy Hackney and Carl Wolz. 

Cmi-s o( Axes-type symt,ols for the Dimension and Planes were deYeloped by Carl Wolz. 



APPENDIX F 

Charcoal Drawing Copy 

By: Luana Ely 

Ref. Picture of a Waterfall and Lake from a Bealth calendar [ 



APPENDIX G 

11 A l 4 R J. T . . 'V qef ~ni tion of Choreut ics 
. e -.u;-u . e rr..SI 2 ta n ::S 

Choreu tics: ·· The study of the spatial organization of the kinesphere and the v,:ay ir 
which the logical forms there from materialize in movements of the body." 
(Preston-Dunlop, 1989, p .133) (Also Choreosophia and C horeology) The Pythagorear. 
tradition provided Laban with several terms which he adopted to give a name to the 
body of mat __ ,a: he ,,va.s devebping. He says in the The Language of Movement, (? . 
v ii) "Choreosophia- an ancient Greek word, from 'choros,' meaning circle, and 
'sophia,' meaning knowledge or wisdom- is the nearest term I have discovered v\·ith 
which to express t.1-te essential ideas of this book. These ideas am.cem the-w~t,p 
be found throu h the stud of all the henomenaClf · existin in nature and i.n 
~" Two related terms 'choreology· and 'cho reutics' were also adopte y aba.r,. 
and have w used by subsequent generations interchangeably with the. term 'Space 
Harmony.' Laban continues to describe 'choreology· as " ... the logic or science of 
circles, which could be understood as a purely geometrical study, but in reality w as 
much more tha.n that It was a kind of grammar and syntax of the language of 
movement, dealing not only with the outer form of movement but aiso with its 
mental and emotional content. This was based on the belief that motion and 
emotion, form and content, body and mind, are inseparably united." (p.viii) E e 
adds th a t '"choreutics,· may be exp lained as the practical study of the vanous forms 
of (more or less) harmonised movement." (p. viii) 

Re12ch Space: 
• "The concept of reach space distinguishes how close to or far away from the bod:' 
movements take place. Three obvious areas of reach are discriminated: near reacr .. 
intermediate reach and far reach." (Dell. 1977, p.47) 

General Space: 
• " ... the environment or area in which action occurs." (Moore, Yamamoto. 1988, 
p .196) " ... all that's beyond the body's reach. " (La ban. 1966, p .22) 

Partial " Hando ut" by Alice Bloch, Dance Professor, Lindenwood Uniu. 
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'Procfucticm Staff 

'Box Office Jvt.ana13er .. .. .. .............. .... Teresci (grosedose 
Costunie 'Desi.gners .. ....................... .. Liz cma .'A11gie 
Jfuuse Jvlana.ger ............... ..... .... ....... Larry Q.uiggins 
Lfgfiting ....... .. ..... .. ...... ................... .. Steyha:nie no6inson. 
'Progra:m ...................... ....... .. .. ......... £11.a:na 'E[y 
1}roys ....... .... ...... ........ .. .. ........... .... ... Luana 'E[y 
Soundboarcf 0yerator ........... ........ .. Luana 'E{y 

Stage :Mana.gev ... .. .. ........................ Si111on .'An.1necf 

SJ!_ecia( '11ian lis 

Jvla.rsfia J-{o([cmcCer Ta,,fi.er, 'Dean of :fine .'Arts 
'lto6ert Scoggins, 'Director of Vance 

.'Auce 'Bfocn, .'Associate 'Prcfe.ssor of 'Dance 
Jan Strzefec, Professor of 'Dance 
'T'e,l Gregory, 'Director of 'Tfieater 

.;<1.6·0, syecia[tfia11fis to tfie "'l'rimonua['Proyliecy" cast for tfieir 
y rofessia1tat1Sm, talent, a·1·1~to1·011_P suyyort, es_peciatry to tliose of you 
wlio _put Jortli tlie extra eJlort (you know -wlio yo11 are)- 1 e1yyreciate it. 
'11ian.€s Jimmy am{n.usty for r ecortf'fne tlie music. 

Luana 'Ely is an Jl'l:f:4. rnmaaate in ·rneater witfi a. cfa.nce emyfiasis mu{ 
is yreynrin£J for 13rndi1ation :}.•lay 2005. Sfte wisfi.es to tli.a.1& lier fa.nu(y, 
yrofeswrs, teac/i.e.rs,yeers, awffcdlow dimce students fpr tfierr yatience 
a11tf s1.1_Pyntt and' yfans to co11tin ue teacfi.in9, clioreo9rayfiing/d1recti11g, 
am( cfa:nci.11g after arncfrmtfon. 

(,jirnudi11LY. ]Mn. 011tf111e, 'Rl111.di•m ;1{v11se, :Wew )Jorli, Ct!J,•yri9li1, ns u11 

flt !JIUUflsli,uf'11'orli, 1.951, 1.953, 6y :Atn11rln1 Valency, Coyyrfolit 1954, 'By :.Mr111rlce 
l 1nC1111cy (11ll((e1· tlie tit(e Q.uwJ.J& Gy Jen11 (jfl-011t1im.,,:, •fner1sli vcrsttm Oy :Mr111rice 
, ·nfrncy) 

:fa·c,nyts fnm1 tli~ yra ylnovel: Q111i1ru1, Gy Jean (jirn urfoux , rre t!Serf In tli rs 
yrese11tntio11. '71ie riofits to tfie pfi11; 11re ll'Vn(fa(,(e frnm £ie6fi11y-11'oon, :New 
lJ<ll'R. 

LINVT.:N'WOO'D V.:NIVT.'RSITy 

'P'R'ES'E:N'T'S 

"P'RI:M. 01lVI .'AL P1lOP J-fECY" 

.'A 'P'E'RJ'O'RJvUJV'(j .JIB.TS CO:NC'E'RT 

In _partialfalfi.{[numt of tfie 
:M.J' .'A in 'In.eater 

SaturcCay, Jvt.ay 7, 7:30 _p:m. 
Simday, Jvt.ay 8, 2 :00 y :m. 

Luana 'E(y, 'Director ancC Cfwreogra_pfier 

'Excerpts from tlie _p{a:y "Onaine," 
'By Jean (jiraiu{oux 



, , .. . wu,1 ,t1,1.1wn: '/11r water syinl/ 111ennm1f011dine IS at st>a wil/i /ier 
fami(y,prim· to hl'r acfoptn•e /i111111111yt1n!l1ts (J\11911ste a11cf'E11l1e11ie) 
catri119 /ier i11Sicfe to meet J-lc111s, tfie ll11igfit w1tfi wfiom sfie Jan,r 111 fovr 
nmftiiter mm-rics. 

C{iaracters 

Ond1ne (Water Sylrit) 
1Utter Jfa,is 'Von Wittenstein (71i.e X nifllit) 
.'Auguste (1fie j i.slierman) 
'.Et19enie ('Ifie :Fi.sfterman's Wife) 
71i.e XirlB of t/ie Sea. 
'Voices of Ondlnes (Sister 'Water Sy irits) 
'Voices of Ondlnes (Sister Water Splrl.ts) 

~ 

Candlce 'Bai er 
'Pren tice W liitlow 
Simon.'Afimea 
(ieor9i.na. Sy efvin 
'JhuselT'ltee'Ves 
'Vanessa. 'E{y 
Geor9 ina. Sye{v tn 

1'eriod: :J>ted1evn('I1mes 1'(ace: .'A 'IJ(acli. J"orest ft1 (ienna11y 

'.P{ay Synqps{,s: Oiu(lne a11a:Jfansfa({ln Cow at first si9fit ancfy{an tn 
marry, fio wever rfie Xin9 of tfte Sea P"~pliesies :Hans' Eetraya{ mta 
Emds Ond'lne to a _pact Gefore marryi119 Jfans . .'A.ccordlna to tfie yact, 
:Hans wt« dre after 13el'rayi11a O11d111e, a11cf o,uii11e wtflfo,·net lier li>ve 
for :Hans 1111cfret1m1 to tlie sea. Ond111e aislienevina tliat Jfa11s wou(cf 
ever lietray fier ma lies tlie yact witft tlie Xtna of tfte Sea. 

.'After five yea rs of marriage, Ond111e 's JaiCiire to ad}llst as :J tans' wife 
am( as a (acfy at court, mtc to t/ie y ,·etenses of liwnanlt y, causes Jfans 
to 6ecome more comfonali(e witfi Ii.is Janner f1ancee 1'rinces 1Jertlia, 
therefore, lieart6ro~en, Ond1ne returns to tlie sea. Jvtecm·wfii{e, Jfans 
ana11enrui yreyare for tliefr weadlng aay, as afislierma11 captures 
O11di11e In fiis net. 71ie ;uc(aes, wlio m·e wftcfi lltmters, lnte ,-ro9ate 
O11d1ne find1119 enougfi faults to y(ace lier on t rfa( for susylcion of 
sorcery. 

'D11l"i119 lier tnalfor witcfi.cn!ft, Ond'ine atlemyts to save :Hans frorn 
tlie yact 6y y retend°i1111 tFtat sli.e was w1.fait f,fu{(n lier 111arr fa9e to /i rnr 
fint. J-(ans, after liea1i119 of On.mne 's cayt1Lre, retw,.,,.s, after cf,,mcina 
witli 'Bertfitt yrfo1· to tfteir wead1niJ, to see O11d111e in d'esyair against 
tfle wan: 'lvo one, incti1dlnn :,.fans, 6el1eves lier story, ana tfie judi)es 
sentence he1· to d:eatfifo1· 6et11e an 011d'we caya6(.e of w ftcli.craft. :;{ans, 
reaOzf11g tfie fio11esty of O11&11e's [ave.faffs in {ove w /t/i, lier arr over 
again. Jfans liegs On.dine 's fo 1'l)ive11ess, on,{ slie sa,:([y ~1ccepts Ii ,s 
apot'o9y 1111ali(e to prevent tlie inevita6(e )mmoreOa{ yro_pfrecy" of tfte 
X illEJ of tlie Sea frnm vecom /119 rea{ity. 'Defense(ess, Omf'ine watclies as 
lier sisters initiate tfie _pact w1.i61e to cease tlic conseq11enccs. 

"Pr lm.orcua.t:;" 1·cyrese11ts O11rl111c's fife nt sen wflli lierfm111(y. 

.'Artist/ Jvlusic: 1Je{erl.um, Semantic Sya.ces, ''y(a.t{a:nas" 
1Jancers: Xatie 'Boye(, 'Emt{y :Jagan, X a.rl X no6efocli, 
'Va{encfa. Prentice, 'R..usse«'Reeves, a:naSteyftan ie Surg ant 

"'Exceryts from Ondlne." 6y Jean <;;ira.ud'oux, cufaytecC 6y 
::Maur ice 'Va.fency from .'Act I 

"'TTie 'Betra.ya.C" Is a Gypsy soc1a(aa11ce 6etwce11 Jfm1s a11r{'Pl-i11cess 
'Bci-tlia 011 tfieh· weadi.ng aay . 

.'Arttst/ Jvlusic: :N"a.sta, "O{cC Gyysy Vance Song" 
1Jancers: Prentice 1Vliitfow a.na :Frankie Watson 

"'TTie Pact" is a a,111ce of tfie sister 011dt11es itlitiat(nlJ tlie ycict, at tlie 
se.01 tii119's command; reyresenti119 ti111e O0/119/orwnrcf ca11sf>1[:] :Hn11.s' 
deatli, a11d'tfieyast retrm1ln9 Ond111e to rfie sea wltfi no memory of fie,· 
{o,•e for :Jfans. 

.'Arttst/ Jvlusic: Sa.int-Saens, .Ce Carnava.{Ves .'Animaux 
(original irutntmenta.C ".'Aquarium" 
1Ja.ncers: 'Emily :Jaga.n, Xa.ri Xno6eCocli, Steylianie 
Surgant, Xa.tte 'Boyt£, 1Ja.na Ca.stre«on, a.na .Linda 1Jur ee 

"'11ie £.a.st 1Jance,"yortrays Jfmi's desire to rec011ctle wltfi Ond111e, 
am( tliei,• attempt to rntrve past memories, refa11dle tfretr co11rtslii_p, 
a11d· cf111tJ fioyefess{y to tlieir ro,,e. 

.'Artfst/ Jvlusic: :N"a.sta, "O{i;[ <;;yysy Song of t fie Loss of a 
LovecC One" 
1Ja.ncers: Prentice )Vlilt{ow ancC Candtce 'Ba.Fi.er 

"'Exceryts from Onaine." fry Jean (iira.uaou x , aaaytecC 6y 
:Maurice 'Va.{ency from Jtct III 



Marsha Parker 
Ted Gregory 
A lice Bloch 
Ooctine Excerpts 
TA 600 Master's Thesis 
April 4, 2005 

Ely l 

Previous Action: The performance opens with a modem am.I ballet dance depicting Ondine's 
true life at sea with her family prior to her adoptive parents calling her inside their home. 

Excerpts from Ondine, bv Jean Giraudoux, adapted bv Maurice VaJeocv 

Characters 

ONDINE (Water Spirit/Melll)aid) 
RITTER HANS VON WITTENSTElN (The Knight) 
AUGUSTE (Step Father) 
EUGENIE (Step Mother) 
ONDINES, VOICES OF (Water Spirits/Mermaids) 
THE KJNG OF THE SENSECOND FISHERMAN/ 

THE OLD ONE (King ofthe Water Spirts) 

ACT J 

Inciting Action 

AUGUSTE (befuddle, criticize, concern. query) 

What can she be doing out there at this hour? (3) 

EUGENIE (assess. chide, convince. mock/ridicule) 

Don' t worry about her. She can see in the dark. (3) • 

AUGUSTE (query, concern) 

In this storm? (3) 

Candice Baker 
Prentice Whitlow 
Wayne Easter 
Meloney Jones 
Meloney JonesNanessa Ely 
Rusty Reeves 

Director's Beat One 

EUGENIE (convince, chide, asses. mock, clarify, concern. am aze, mystify. perplex. 
reprimand, coerce, appeal) 

(Eugenie walks over ro the window) 

She's quite safe. The rain doesn' t wet her. (3) Now she's on lop o f the waterfall and now in the 
midd le of the lake. (4) She's never been like anyone else. (5) Ondine, you ·re annoying your 
father. It ·s time to come in. (7) 

- J-
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AUGUSTE (command, coerce) 

Ondine ... -I (7) (The door springs open. A knight stands 0 11 the threshold.) 

Ely 

Director's Beat Two 
RlTTER HANS (acquaints, alerts, approaches, astound) 

(Clicking his heels.) 

Ritter Hans von Wittenstein. [zu W ittenstein] (8) 

AUGUSTE (acquaints, bumble, appeal, bid) 

(Bows) 

My name is Auguste and this is my wife. Eugenie. I am a fisherman. (8) The house is yours, my 
lord. (9) Bul wb.al sent you. ifl may ask., into the black forest? (14) 

HANS (condescend, clarify, worship) 

What do you suppose? A woman. ( 14) Her name is Benha. Have you ever heard such a 

be.autiful name? 

AUGUSTE (conciliate, accep t, query, deduce) 

H's beautiful, my lord. Are we speaking of Bertha, the Princess Bertha? (15) 

HANS (elucidate, worship, sanctify) 

Yes, and she is Oawless. 

Director's Beat T hree 

AUGUSTE (astound, chide) 

(Ifie door opens slowly. Ondine appears 0 11 the threshold. She scands there moLionless for u 
moment.) 

Ondine! ( 17) 

-2-
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Turning Point 

ONDINE (amaze. arouse. mesmerize) 

How beautiful he is! (17) 

Ely 

Director's Beat Four 
AUGUSTE (clarify, amend~ berate) 

It is our daughter , m y lord. She bas no manners. (17) 

ONDINE (arouse, flirt. flatter) 

Tt · s thrilling to know that men are so beautiful. My heart is racing. ( 17) 

AUGUSTE (berate, chide, scold, cbastize) 

Will you keep still? {18) 

ONDTNE (elucidate, arouse, tantalize/tease) 

rm trembling from head to foot. (18) 

AUGUSTE (excuse, e..-yplain) 

She's only sixteen. my lord. ( 18) 

ONDINE (m1derstand. deduce) 

1 knew there must be some reason for being a girl. The reason is that men are so b eautiful. (1 8) 

AUGUSTE (reprimand, displease) 

You are embarrassing our guest, Ondine. ( 18) 

ONDlNE (contesL challenge, clarify. query) 

(Coming closer.) 

rm not embarrassing bim. He likes me. What's your name? ( 18) 
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AUGUSTE (corrects, reprimands) 

That's not the way 10 speak to a knight. my chi Id. ( 18) 

HANS (clarify, acquain~ conciliate) 

My name is Hans. (18) 

ONDINE (query, boost, court, convince enchant) 

Why have you come. Hans? To take me away? ( 19) 

AUGUSTE (chastize. berate. scold. reprimand) 

Thal will do, Ondine. Go to your room now. {19) 

Ely 

Director's Beat SLx 

ONDINE (dodge"' dare, confuse, admonish/warn, dramatize, motivate) 

There is someone out there w ho knows about men. So far, I have refused Lo listen to him. Now 
lhat's over. I shall listen. (21) 

(She nms out imo the darkness.) (22) 

HANS (charm, amend) 

My compliments. You've brought her up well. (22) 

AUGUSTE (declaim, cover) 

God knows 1 scold her often enough. (22) 

EUGENIE (deduce, criticize. comfort, humble) 

Oh, where are my manners? You must be hungry. 

HANS (affirm) 

rm starved. (23) 

AUGUSTE (delight) 

We have smoked a ham. (23) 
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EUGENIE (elucidate, excuse) 

It's hanging in the celJar. Excuse us. my lord. we will go and get it (23) 

Ely 

(Re goes out with E ugenie.\ Ondine comes in noiselessly and stands j us t behind him. He does11 't 
hear her ri/1 she speaks.) 

ONDlNE (reacquaint, amend) 

My name is Ondine. (24) 

HANS (flatter) 

(WW1out turning.) 

It's a pretty name. (24) 

Director's Beat Eight 

ONDINE (confirm, Oatter. Oir4 enchant, suggest. declare. seduce, charm) 

Hans and Ondioe. There are no more beautiful names in the world. are there? (24) Say you 
don' t love me. You' U see ifl don' t die. (26) 

HANS (challenge, tease) 

Fifteen minutes ago. you rudn 't even know I existed. (26) 

ONDINE (snare, motivate, charm) 

I want to be caught. (26) 
Director's Beat Nine 

HANS (check, confirm) 

ln spite of your mysterious friend outside? (26) 

ONDINE (clarify, ridicuJe, defame. caution, enlighten) 

J learned nothing from him that J didn' t already know . . .. He's very near, and he"s very 
dangerous. (26) 

HANS (query) 

Wl10? (26) 
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ONDINE (elucidate., clarify) 

The Old One. (26) 

HAN S (prod, query. prompt) 

T he Old One? (27) 

ONDINE (clarif)', challenge, dominate) 

The King of the Sea. l' m afraid, Hans. (27) 

H.ANS (prod) 

You·re afraid of what? (27)' 

ONDINE (enlighten, verify) 

I'm afraid you will deceive me. That's what he said. (27) 

HANS (deter, natter, flirt) 

Do you know lhat you ' re beautiful? (27) 

ONDtNE (humble, lure. declare) 

Ely 

Director's Beat T en 

No. I don' t know it yet. But. 1 can be beautiful on ly if! love you. (27) 

HANS (scrutinize. query, propel) 

You·re an odd ooc. OncLine. Ts lhat all he told you? (27) 

ONDJNE {dare, bewitch. elucidate) 

He said that if ever I kissed you. l would be lost. (27) 

HANS (lure, catch, arouse, inspire) 

And now are you think.mg of it? (27) 
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ONDINE (affirm, entrap, ensnare, anticipate) 

Very m uch. (28) 

HANS (tease, caution, alert, allure) 

Well, there is no ha1m in th inking. (28) 

ONDINE (allure, dare, beckon, seduce, catch) 

Kjss me. Hans. Kiss me. (31) 

Elv 

Director's Beat Twelve 
AUGUSTE (reprimand, admonish. chastise) 

(Auguste and Eugenie come in.) 

Oncline? Have you no shame? (32) 

ONDINE (deter, assess, declaim, delude) 

]'ve not wasted my tjme. He's going to marry me. (33) 

AUGUSTE (excuse, condemn, amend) 

Pay no attention to tbe child. my lord. She doesn' t know what she·s saying. (34) 

ONDINE (confirm, reiterate, convince) 

I Jove you. Hans. (34) 

EUGENIE (am end, diverL overlook, chastise) 

She's young. It's nothing. (34) Your father wishes to speak, Ondine. Quiet. (36) 
Director's Beat Thirteen 

AUGUSTE (elucidates, deter, prompt) 

The knight is going to marry the Princess Bertha, Ondine. as soon as he returns lo collrt. Ls11·1 
that so. my lord? (38) 

ONDTNE (resist, rebuke, check, coax) 

It's not so at all? (38) 
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HANS (appeaJ. ease) 

My little Ondine- Let me expla:in-{38) 

ONDINE (induce, prompt) 

Is there a Bertha? Yes orno? (38) 

HANS (confirm, denunciate, cover, confide) 

Yes. There is a B ertha. No. There was a Bertha. (38) 

ONDlNE (anger, chaUenge, denunciate, berate, discredit) 

Ely 

So, it's true. what he told me about men! They"re al.I deceivers. They draw you lo them wilb a 
thousand tricks .... (38) 

HA NS (correct, beg) 

1 did nothing like that to you, Oadine! (38) 

ONDINE (attack. demean, convince, dramatize, crush, torment) 

Don't come near me ! Or, I' U throw myself into the lake! ( 40) 

HANS (conciliate, conceal) 

T think there is no longer a Bertha. Ondine. ( 40) 

ONDINE (dramatize., chastise, eschew/avoid, frustrate) 

You lie! Farewell! (40) 

(She runs i1110 che rain.) 

HANS (query, u.rge, deduce, understand, evaJuate) 

She' s not your daughcer . is she! (41 ) 

EUGENIE (confirm) 

No. my lord. (4 1) 
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AUGUSTE (elucidate. affirm) 

We had a daughter. S he was stolen from the cradJe. (41) 

HANS (prod, prompt. query) 

Who le ft Ondine with you? (41) 

AUGUSTE (elucidate) 

Bly 

We found her at U1e edge of the lake the day our daughter djsappeared. She cal ls us her parents, 
my lord. {41) 

Director's Beat Fifteen 
HAi"JS (propound/declare, charm, induce/persuade) 

Then. my friends, 1 have the honor of asking you for the hand of your daughter. ( 41 ) 

AUGUSTE (thwart, divert. deter) 

BuL my lord. you already have a band for iliat. (42) 

HANS (dodge. retract~ deny) 

Whose hand? (42) 

AUGUSTE (reiterate) 

The Lady Bertha. (42) 

HANS (rebuke, substantiate, declare) 

Bertha? Now that I know Ondine. (42) 

Director's Beat Sixteen 
AUGUSTE (appeal, cou, chide) 

But is not a knight required to he loyaJ? (42) 

HANS (promise. pledge. substan tiate. understand. worship) 

1 shall be loyal J have found a treasure and I shaU keep iL W11ether or not 1 knew iL my quest 
was Ondinc. l have fo und Ondjne. and l shaJI marry Ondine-and nobody else in ilijs world. 
(42-43) 
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EUGEN1E (contest, warn) 

You are making a mistake. my lord. (43) 

HANS (command, condescend, propel) 

If there is any reason why 1 should not have Ondine. reU it to me now. (44) 

AUGUSTE (avoid, cloak, admonish/warn, deter) 

She's not ours lo give. (44) 

HANS (appeal, beseech) 

You must have some idea who her parents may be? (44) 

AUGUSTE (clarify, elucidate/educate. warn) 

Ely 

With Ondine. it's not a question of parents. There is more than beauty in Ondine. There is 
power. It's not that she's in the storm. She is the storm. (44) 

HANS (patronize, prod, suggesL mock) 

What do you suggest? That J apply co the lake for permission to marry? (45) 

AUGUSTE (admonish/warn, con.firm. clarify) 

Ondine belongs to the lake. Oodi11e is the lake. my lord. (45) 

HANS (accepts. brainwash) 

Then. I shall g ladly take lhe lake lo my bosom. (45) 

Oirector·s Beat Seventeen 
EUGENIE (placates, excuse. free) 

Auguste, you' re tired. It 's time you came to bed. (46) Pemiit us 10 retire. my lord. 1 will sho'-' 
you to your room. (47) 

llA S (contesL deter. suggesl) 

Thank you. I shall stay here a li ttle longer. ifT may. (47) 
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EUGENIE (excuse) 

Good nigbL my lord. (47) 

HANS (excuse) 

Goodnight. (47) 

(Auguste and Eugenie leave.) 

HANS (catch, entrap) 

(Ondi11e appears suddenly. and he zakes her in his arms.) 

Little Ondine. (50) 

ONDINE (warn. elucidate, deny, contest) 

Ely 

Director·s Beat Eighteen 

They don't want me to love you. They say anyone can have you for the asking. But. they're 
wrong. (50) 

HANS (query, prod, propel) 

What are they tailcing about? (54) 

Dir-ector·s Beat Nineteen 
TI-IE FIRST ONDTNE (Voice) (summon. approach. dare. arrange. abet) 

Then you agree? You make the pact? (54) 

HANS (query) 

What pact? (54) 

ONDINE (abet, verify. deny !Hans· humanism)) 

Yes. 1 agree: 1 make the pact. (54) 
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VOICES OF ONDINES (alarm. warn, chastise, d_iscoocert) 

(Whispering and Sighing) 

Then you agree? You make the pact? 
Ob, Ondine! He can be had for the asking! 
Beware, Ondine, you·re not ofhis wo.rld 

HANS (assess, chide. deny rthe wamingl) 

What a fuss! What a racket! (55) 

ONDINE (cover, accept) 

(First OncLine) 
(Second Ondine) 
(Third Ondine) 

Naturally, it '-s the family . I You're caught my little Hans? (55) (lure) 

Ely 

Director's Beat Twenty 
HANS (accept, hypnotize, enchant) 

Body and soul. (55) 

ONDINE (tease. berate) 

So, it takes twenty minutes to catch a mao. Tt takes longer to catch a bass. (56) 

HANS (berate, elucidate, charm, query) 

Don' t flatter yourself. It took thirty years to catch me. All my life. ever since Twas a child, T've 
fell something drawing me toward this forest and this lake. rt was you? (56) 

ONDINE (con.firm. tease. lure. lead, woo) 

Yes. And now after thirty years. would it be too much if you told me at last that you love me? 

(56} 

HANS (woo, confirm, ensnare) 

I love you. (56) 

ONDINE {appeal. beckon) 

And you swear that you wi ll never leave me? (60) 
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HANS (concilfate, deter) 

Ely 

Yes, Ondine. (60) We' re leaving at dawn. l ough1 to see if my horse is bedded properly. 
Goodmght. (62) 

(Hans kisses her on the cheek and leaves.) 

ONDINE (entrust) 

Goodnight , my love. (62) 

Director's Beat Twenty-One 
THE KING OF THE SEA (Voice) (embroil, caution, admonish) 

Ondine! (63) 

ONDINE (release, free, avoid) 

Farewell. Old One. (63) 

THE KING OF THE SEA (Voice) (caU, beseech, beg, placate) 

Don' t leave us, Ondine. (63) 

ONDINE (release, denunciate) 

J have left you, Old One. (63) 

THE K.lNG OF THE SEA (calculate, warn, alarm) 

The world of men is not your world. Ondine. lt will bring you sorrow. (63) 

ONDINE (contest., deny) 

1t will bringmejoy. (63) 

THE KJNG OF THE SEA (warn. educate) 

The man will deceive you. He w ill abandon you. (63) 

ONDINE (deny. contest. resist) 

ever! Never! (63) 
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THE KING OF THE SEA (pledge. abase. reiterate, recreate, warn, provoke) 

Ely 

And when he deceives you? When be abandons you? You will remember our pact? (64) You 
agree that he shall die if he deceives you? ( Acl fl. I 16) Your s isters will call you lhree times, 
a11d you will forget everything. (Act ITI. 174) Remember our pact. (64) 

(His voice recedes.) Rem ember, Ondine. (64) (release, warn) 

THE ONDINES (release, warn) 

(Their voices are like the murmur of wacer.) 

Remember, Ondine. (64) 

ONDINE (conciliate, worry) 

Oh dear, from this time on how much I shall have to remember! (64) 

{Lights dim as On.dine slowly walks off smge.) 

ACT O (excerpts from Act ill) 

A shon f ast and syncopated Gypsy style dance (less than rwo minutes) between Hans and Bertha 
will rake p lace showing that he was not rme to Ondine. Ondi11e will appear towards lhe end of 
the dance and fall to the floor against the wall in desp<Iir. stage right. unl..?1ow11 co Hans and 
Bertha. Hans and Bertha will exit stage left as On dine stays against the wall as if ried co ir. 
similar to her fate before her trial as a sorceress. A short Pointe piece (2: 18 minures) follows 
symbolizing the pact. Six Pointe dancers represellling the 011dines will perform in a circle going 
to the right and a line going co the left. representing ,ime goi11gfon11ard and the past com ing 
back, to classical music. •·carnival of AT1imals. Aquarium. ·· The line of dancers will exit prior to 
the circle performing pique turns symbolic offinishing t!te initiation of the pact. As the sad 
Gypsy song begins, H ans walks 0 11 stage to find Q,,di11e against the 1val/ as the 0 11dines recede 
imo the background off stage ominous(r waving sine\\)' arms and hands at Hans. The duer 
begins wit/, Hans going 10 Ondine and picking her up. Towards the e11d of the dance, Hans 11·ill 
fall and Ondine will kneel beside him. 
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Climax 

Ely 

Director's Beat Twenty-Two 
(Hans falls and dies: Ondine looks abour in surprise.) 

ONDlNE (confound, amaze, deduce) 

Denouement 

How did J get here? How strange? lt 's solid. 11 ' s empty. I t's the earth? ( 183) 

(The Second Fisherman [The King of rhe Sea - n,e Old One} appears.) 

SECOND FISHER.i\.1.AN (The JGng of the Sea- The Old One) (con.firm, patronize, 
brainwash) 

It is the earth, Ondine. It 's no place for you . Come, little o ne. let us leave it ( 183) 

ONDINE (resist. contest) 

No-{ 183) /The Ontlines are heard singing in the dis,ance.) 

SECOND FISHERMAN (reiterates, brainwash. hypnotize) 

Come, little one, let us leave it. (183) 

ONDINE (accept. sedate) 

Oh yes. Let us leave it. \ (She rakes u few steps. !hen stops before the body of Hans.) Wail. 
Why is this handsome young man lying here? Who is he'? (183) (oppose. resist. appeal. query) 

Director's Beat Twenty-Three 
SECOND FISHER.TM.AN (enlighten) 

His name is Hans. ( 183) 

ONDINE (arouse, perplex) 

Whal a beautifu l name? But why doesn' t be move? Is tJ1ere something wrong with him! ( 183) 

SECOND FlSHERMAN (enlighten. elud date. vanquish) 

He is dead. 11 83 ) 
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FIRST ONDINE {Voice) (call) 

Come. Ondine. (183) 

ONDINE (oppose, appeal) 

Ob, J like him so much! Can you bring him back to life. Old One? (183) 

SECOND FISHERMAN (divert. squash. uproot) 

Impossible. (183) 

ONDJNE {challenge. dispirit. disheartened. dramatize, accept) 

'vVhat a pity! How l should have loved h.im! (183) 

(Lights dim. cimam.) 
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Reference 

G1raudolLx. Jean, Ondine. Random House. N.Y., Copyright. as an unpublished work. J 951. 1953. by 
Maurice Valency. Copyright 1954. by Maurice Valency (under the title Ondine by Jean Giraudoux .. 
English version by Maurice Valency) 

(Call NumbcrPQ26 13 l74062 at Washington University) 

Marsha. 

Please note that the follow ing caution is in the book. Do we need to do this? 

CAUTION: Professionals and amateurs are hereby warned that Ondjne. being fully protected under the 
copyright laws of the United States. the British Empire including the Dominion of Canada, and all other 
countries of the Copyright Unjon. is subject to royalty. AJJ rights including profession, amateur, motion 
picture. recitation. lecturing. public reading, radio and television broadcasting, and the rights of 
translation into foreign languages. are strictly reserved . Particu.lar emphasis is laid on the question of 
readings. permission for which must be obtained in writing from the Author's representative. AJI 
enquiries should be addressed to the Author's representative. Licbl.ing-Wood (in association \'lith Madame 
Ninon Tallon). 551 Fifth Avenue. New York 17. N.Y. 



Place: 

Time: 

Choreographer/: 
Director 

Rehearsal Ti me 
And Place: 

INFORMATION FOR 

MFA THEATER/DANCE CONCERT 

Jell-yl Theater (Lindenwood University) 

Saturday, May 7, 2005, 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday, May 8, 2005, 2:00 p.m. 

Luana Ely (314) 427-2050 

Tentatively Tuesdays and Thursdays, 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
or Friday, 3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Hannon Hall. Room 209 

"Primordial Prophecy" is a theatrical and modern/ba11et presentation based on the 
play "Ondine," by Jean Giraudoux. ram seeking modem dancers, Pointe dancers, 
and actors available for rehearsal spring semester 2005. The dancers will have 
rehearsal beginning spring semester, and the actors will have rehearsal beginning 
March. I will contact you regarding the de.finite rehearsal time spring semester. 

"Primordial Prophecy" will consist of five sections: A modem and Pointe dance. 
acting with narrative, a simulated Mazurka style dance on Pointe, a modern duet, 
and acting with narrative. It represents Ondine's water spirit/mermaid life at sea 
prior to faJling in love. Ondine's and Han's love at frrst sight, the sea king's 
p rophecy of betrayal. the pact, and the fate of Ondine and Hans. 

lf you have been cast, then please place your initials and phone number by your 
name. If you are interested in performing for the concert, then sign your name and 
phone number next to your desired part. (If I don not have your last name listed. 
and r have spoken with you, please prim your fuJI name also.) 

You should speak w ith your advisor regarding college credit for this performance. 
TI1ank you. 



Ondine: 

"PRIMORDIAL PROPHECY" 

PARTIAL CAST LIST 

Valencia (dancer. first dance and Candice Baker, narrative and modem duet 
(dancer/actress) 

Voices of Sister Ondines: Me loney Jones. Vanessa Ely. Other cas1 members. if necessary 
(Narrative consists of a few lines and some singing) 

Eugenie: 

Auguste: 

Hans: 

Meloney Jones (actress) 
(Approximately 15 lines. You will have Lime Lo quick-change back stage after 

your exit dancing.) 

_______________ (actor) 

_______________ (dancer/actor) 

(Narrative and modem duet - I prefer to have a male actor/dancer for th_is part. however. two people can 
be cast separately for the acting portion and for danc1ng a modem duet W1th Ondine.) 

Sea King: Rusty Reeves (dancer). firn dance representing the previous action. 
Sea King (also called Second Fisherman/The Old One): ___________ (actor) 
(Short narrative. Rusty, if you are an a.ctor and are interested in the acting portion. p lease let me know. H 
consists of 6 lines as a voice off stage and 5 lines on stage.) 

Sea Queen: Katie Boyd (dancer). first dance representing the previous action. 

Sea Creatures: M elony Jones (dancer), first dance representing the previous action. 

Three Ondines (the sisters): Emily Fagan. Stephanie Surgant, Kari Knobloch 
(Pointe section of lhe :first dance and simulated Mazurka) 

Three extra Pointe dancers (lnteDJJcdiate/advanced level) for tbe Mazurk-a style dance representing the 
pact. 

Katie Boyd 

(Total of six Pointe dancers for the Mazurka style.) 



MALE ACTOR NEEDED (Non-dance part) 

Role: 

Place: 

Ti.me: 

Choreographer/: 
Di.rector 

Rehearsal Time: 

FOR MFA THEATER/DANCE CONCERT 

Auguste (Step Father) 

Jelkyl Thearer (Li.ndeowood University) 

Saturday. May 6, 2005, 7:30 p.m . 
Sunday. May 7. 2005. 2:00 p .m. 

Luana Ely (314) 427-2050 

Tuesday anJ. Thursday. 6:45 p.m. - 7: 15 p.m. 
Beginning Tuesday. March 8, 2005 (for actors) 

"Primordial Prophesy'' is a theatrical and modern/ballet presentation based on the play 
" Oodine;' by Jean Giraudoux. I am seeking a male actor for the role of Auguste. step 
father of Ondine (the water spirivmermaid). This is an acti:ng role only. 

" Primordial Prophesy'' will consist of a modem and Po.inte dance, acting with narrative, a 
Gypsy-style dance, a Pointe dance, a modern duet. and more acti.ng with narrative. The 
entire performance wi ll be approx imarely 25-30 minutes, and the acting portion will be 
about I 0- 12 minutes. Ic represents Oadine' s water sp irit/mermaid Life at sea prior to 
falling in love, Ondine ' s and Han's love at first sight, the sea king ' s prophesy o f betrayal, 
the pact, and the fare of Ondine and Hans. 

If you are interested in the role, please s ign your name (print clearly) under actor along 
with your telephone number. If you are interested in co llege credit for this performance, 
please meet with your advisor. Thank you. 

Luana Ely 



February 2. 2005 

MF A CAST LIST 

"Primordial Prophecy" 
Director and Choreographer: Luana Ely 

Rehearsal Time: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 5:45 p.m. to 7:15 p.m. 

Performance: Saturday, May 7. 7:30 p.m. and Sunday, May 8, 2:00 p.m .. Jclkyl Theater 

Please print your ful I name and phone number if you are available for the rehearsals and performances. 

Linda Duree 

Candie Baker 

Emily Fagan 

Frankie W.itson 

Kan Knobloch 

Katie Boyd 

Meloney Jones 

Prentice Whitlow 

Rusty Reeves 

Stephanie Surgant 

VaJencia Prentice 

Dana Castrellon 

Modern and Pointe Dance: 

Actors: 

Gypsy Style Dance: 

Pom1e Dance: 

Duet: 

Signature and Phone Number 

Linda. Katie. Me loney. Rusty, and Valcncrn (Modern) 
Emily. Kari. and Stephanie (Pointe) 

M cloney. Candice . .Prentice. Rusty 
(plus one more actor for the part of the step father and 

Vanessa E ly as a voice and singer off stage) 

Frankie and Pn:ntice 

Emily. Kari. Stephanie. Kalie. Linda. Dana 

Candice and Prentice 



TO: 

FROM: 

"PRIMORDIAL PROPHECY" 

REHEARSAL AND PERFOR1\1ANCE SCHEDULE 

.MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

All Members of the "P rimordial Prophecy" Cast 

Luana Ely, Director and Cho reographer 

Rehearsal and Perfonnance Schedules 

LOAD IN: We are moving the floor from Hannon to Jelkyl on Monday, May 2, 2005, at I :00 
p.m. If you do not have class at that time, please show up and assist everyone . Intennediate 
ballet class will resume after removing the floor. (Sorry for the inconvenience.) 

The rehearsal schedule is as follows: 

PLACE: Jelk-yl Theater 

TIME: Tuesday. 6:00 p.m .. May 3, 2005 - Spacing Rehearsal; Call 5:00 p.nL 

Thursday, 6 :00 p.m., May 5. 2005 - Tecb and Dress Rehearsal; Call 5:00 p.m. 

Saturday, I :30 p.m., May 7, 2005 - Dress Rehearsal (after Cory's): Call 12 :00 p. m. 

The performance schedule is as follows: 

"PLACE. Jelk-yl Theater 

TIME: Saturday , 7 :30 p.m .. M ay 7. 2005: Call 6 :00 p.m. 

Sunday. 2 :00 p.m .. May 8, 2005; Call 12 .30 p.m. 

(If possible. bring your Moms - Tt is Mother·s Day!) 

These rehearsals are mandatory for a good petformance. 1 greatly appreciate your participatio n 
and cooperation. Thank you so much. EVERYONE MUST STRIKE SUNDAY AFTER THE 
SHOW. CF WE WORK TOGETHER, IT \VJLLBE DONE QUJCKLY AND EFF ICIENTLY. 
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SCENE BREAKDOWN OF 

ONDINE 

Bv: Jean Giraudou.'t. I 939 (Comic Tragedy) 

Scttint?: Medieval T imes (Germany) 

Ely I 

Oodinc: She is an mnocent 16-year-old water spirit/mennaid searching and yeammg for her DllC desuny w life. 
She is the ideal specimen of the cosmos-naive. hoaesi.. and 1IDprepan:d for the reality ofbumarusm. She and 
Princess Dertl1a are switched at birtl1. 

Riuer Hans Von Wmenstem: He 1s a kmghr of ordinary stature and pasonality symbolic of the reality of 
humanism. 

Auguste : He is Ondine·s adoptive father. an honesL hospitable. hard-working rasherman. wbo 1s a good father. 

Eugenie : Ondine·s adoptive mother. nn honesL hospitable, and hard-working wife oftbe fish erman. who 1s a good 
moth.er. 

The Kin!! of the Sea: He is K.mg of the Sea (and king of the water spints). and as such he is bond by ancieut ,,<111:1 

folk law and way of life to keep ordcr and peace among his kind. He is i>rophetic. powerful. patroruzmg. aad 
unyielding once lus ruling has been declared.. 

Ondincs: Ondiae ·s more sopbtsticated sisters water spi rits/mermaids wbo are bond to water folk lifestyle. 

Princess Bertha: Sbe is 001 in the p lay with narrouve but dances with Hans o a their wedding day well rnto the story 
ofOndine. She 1s brought up as royalty (a lady at coo.rt). the adopted daugble.r of the king. rat.her than as her true 
self. the daughter ofa fisherman. Sbc and Ondine are switched :it binh. 

Previo1L,. Action. Ondi11e is or sea with her water folkf mnifr pnor 10 her adoptive pm-ents callrng her ins11Je 0111 o.f 
tire stonn. because II is an11011mg to her step f ather rhm she i.~ "worshipping " ii 

ACT I 

Director· s Beat One 

Inciting Action (see scene handout) 

Activ ity: Auguste and Eugenje are engaged in conversation about Ondine·s s trange activity 
outside in the stonn. They move c loser 10 the window upstage right for a closer look and to 
order Ondinc back inside their home. 
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D irector Beat Two 

Ely 2 

Activfrv: Hans clicks his heels and introduces himself on the threshold stage left, while Auguste 
bows and introduces himself and Eugenie (who courtesies) u pstage right. They move center 
downstage to engage in conversation. 

Director' s Beat Three 

Turning Point (see scene handout) 

Activitv: Ondine opens the door stage left slowly and appears on the threshol<l. She s tands there 
motionless for a moment Auguste, Eugenie, and Hans turn to look at ber. and Auguste 
reprimands her for rudely staring and being blunt. 

Director's Beat Four 

Acti..,itv: Oncline moves inside a litter closer downstage for a better look at Hans. placing both of 
her hands on her chest, because her heart is racing . Auguste waves his hand toward Oodine 
acknowledging her as his daughter, points his fi.oger at her as a warning, and shakes his head in 
disbelief at Hans for forgiveness. Hans smiles in amusement. Eugenie shakes her head in 
disbelief, embarrassed. They remain downstage center staring at Ondine. 

Director·s Beat F ive 

Acthiry: Ondine comes closer do-wnstage left to speak with Hans. Auguste stands ready to 
intervene. Eugenie nods agreeing with Auguste about Ondine embarrassing Hans. Hans smiles 
at Ondine facing her. 

Director 's Beat Six 

Activitv: Ondine looks into Hans' face as Auguste puts his hand on her shoulder to stop her. 
Hans looks at Ondine with concealed p leasure. Eugenje is patiently letting her husband handle 
Ondine but shows her disapproval with facial gestures and movement 

Director' s Beat Seven 

Activitv: Hans. Auguste. and Eugenie converse center dovmstage. until Hans and Eugenie 
excuse themselves to get the ham from the cellar. They exit through tbe ceJlar door stage right as 
Hans s tands \vhere be is watcbing tbem leave. 
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Director's Beat Eight 

Ely 3 

Activity: Ondine comes in n oiselessly stage left and stands just behind Hans center downstage. 
He does not hear her until sh e speaks. Oodine reacquaints herself and Hans teUs her that her 
name is pretty without turning. To con tinue conversing. Ondine steps forward downstage and 
Hans steps aside stage right to intimately speak wi th one another. 

Director' s Beat N ine 

Activitv - Hans and Ondine converse together center downstage. Ondine moves closer to Hans 
as they discuss the sea king. Hans embraces Ond ine after she says that she is afraid. Ondine 
looks at Hans as she says that she js afraid he wi II deceive her. 

Director·s Beat Ten 

Activity: Hans touches Ondine' s cheek as he tells her that she is beautiful. Ondine s tares at him 
love struck. 

Director's Beat Eleven 

Act ivity: Hans and Ondine remain in an embrace cen ter downstage. 

Director's Beat Twelve 

Activity: Hans and Ondine are embracing center downstage as Auguste and E ugenie enter from 
the cellar stage right. lmm ediately afterward (because Auguste reprimands Ondine). they 
separate moving back a little stage left, so Auguste and Eugenie can stand next to them stage 
right. They are now all cen ter downstage. 

Director's Beat Thirteen 

Activitv: Hans moves closer to Ondine center downstage (towards stage left) to exp lain about 
Bertha. Ondine backs away in anger and runs out the door stage Jefl. Auguste. Eugenie, and 
Hans remain center downstage. 

Director's Beat Fourteen 

Activitv: They rem ain center downstage conversing. E ugenie shakes her heal.I no. A uguste 
waves towards the direction o f the lake slagc right. 
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Director's Beat Fifteen 

Ely4 

Activity: Hans opens both palms toward Ondine's parents before asking for Ondine's hand in 
marriage. They shake their heads no. Hans shrugs his shoulders saying, --whose hand?'" (i\ .fter 
Auguste exclaims, "Don't you already have a hand for that?") Hans shakes his bead ao at the 

name B ertha. 

Director's Beat Sixteen 

Activitv: Eugenie, Auguste, and Hans remain center downstage conversing. Auguste puts bis 
hand on his chest gladly taking the lake to his bosom. Eugenie shakes her head defeaceci 

Director's Beat Seventeen 

Activity: Eugen.ie, Auguste, and Hans converse center downstage. Eugenie and Augus le exit 

upstage left to the bedroom. 

Director's Beat Eighteen 

Activity: Ondine appears suddenly, and Hans takes her in his arms. Oadi ne slightly sobs 
looking at Hans. Hans strokes her hair. 

Direccor·s Beat Nineteen 

Activitv: Hans and Ondine move farther apart center downstage and lis ten to the voices of the 
ondines, looking out at the audience (the direction of the Jake). 

Director' s Beat Tweatv 

Activirv: Hans and Ondine are center downstage, moving closer together as they speak. Hans 
holds both of Ondine · s bands as he explains that al I his Ii fe he was drawn toward this forest and 
lake. Hans kisses her on the cheek and leaves exicing stage left to check on bis horse. Ondine 

remains center downstage. 

Director's Beat Twentv-One 

Activitv: Ondine is center downstage facing the audience. She speaks to the audience as if the 
King of the Sea's voice is coming from them. Lights dim as Ondine s lowly walks off stage, 

exiting ups tage left through the bedroom. 

(END OF ACT I) 
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Ely5 

A shorr fast and syncopated Gypsy style dance (1: 15)) het,1:een Hans and Bertha will take place 
showing that he \\'OS 1101 true to O11di11e. O11di11e will appear 10wards the end of the dance and 
fall to rhe floor against the wall in despair. stage right. unknown co Hans and Ben ha. Hans a11tl 
Bertha will exi1 srage left as Ondine stays against the wall as if tied to it. similar to her fate 
before her trial as a sorceress. A short Pointe piece (2: I 8 minllles) follows symbolizing the pact. 
Six Pointe dancers represem ing the O11dines will perform in a circle going to the right and a line 
going to the left. representing time goingforward and the pas, coming back. 10 classical music. 
Carnival of Animals. "Aquarium. ·· The line of dancers will exit prior 10 1/ie circle performing 
pique turns symbolic of finishi11g the 111itiatio11 of the pact. As the sad Gypsy song begins. Han.~ 
walks on stage to find Ondine against the wall as the O,ulines recede into the hackgroimd off 
stage ominously waving sinewy anns and hands at Hans. The duel begins wirh Hans going to 
Ondine and picking her up. Towards the end of the dance. Hans will fall and O11dine will kneel 
beside him. (Also pan of dimax) 

ACT ll (Excerpts from Act DJ) 

Climax (see scene handout) 

Director' s Beat Twenty-Two 

(Hans Jails and dies: Ondine looks ahout in surprise.) 

Denouement (see scene handout) 

Activity: Hans is lying on the ground center downstage, and Ondine is behind him. The King o f 
the Sea appears from stage left and stands beside Ond.ine. He places his right hand on her left 
arm to leave. 

Director's Beat Twentv-Tbree 

Activity: Ondi.ne takes a few steps do""11stage breaking the grip of the sea king. then stops 
before the body of Hans. The King o f the Sea moves closer to Ondine beckon.ing her to come 
but she stays where she .is. 

(Lights dim. curtain.) 
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POINT£ DANCE (THE PACT) 

Ely 1 

Saint-Saens, Le Cor11aval Des A 11imo1,x (origi11a/ i11strume11tal). "Aquarium " (2:18) 

Three dancers going to the right in a circle and three dancers going to the left in a line (upstage 
dancers 3 and 5 facing stage right as they progress in a circle to the te n - beginning with section 
2 - and dow:nstage dancer 1 facing stage left). The pact represents time going forward (the 
circle to the right). and the past returning (circle to the left in a linear fashion). The pact causes 
time to fast forward initiating the process ofreturning the water spirillrnennaid Ondine to her 
fom1er life without memory of her marriage to Hans. 

Section (divided for choreographic purpose) 

I 4 sets of8 (slow) 
2 4setsof8(fasc) 
3 4 sets of 8 (slow) 
4 4 sets of8 (fast) 
5 2 secs of 8 (slow) 
6 2 secs of 4 (emphasis on one) 
7 l set of8 (syncopated. emphasis on 6 - 12345 6 78; I set of 4 - emphasis on one. 

two - 12 34) 
8 1 set of 5 
9 l set of 8 (fast) 
10 2 sets o f 8 (moderate) plus 2 counts 

Canon Every Four CoUJ1 ts for the Entrance 

Stage Right 

5 (Lind:.i) 

3 (K:11-ie) 

I (D;aoa) 

Upstage 

6 (Emily) 

Downstage 

4 (Siephanie) 

Stage L ..:ft 
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Section 1 (4 sets of 8 - slow) 

E ly 2 

Tombe. pas de bouree, glissade, grand jete (second arabesque) step, step (cotm.1), saut de basque. 
epaule. fourth position lounge 

1. and uh 2. and 3. 4, 5 &. 6 7. 8 {Hold - Line until count two of third se1 of eight; Circle until 
count four of fourth set of eight) 

Dancer I - stage left to stage right: Dancer 2 - stage right to stage left 

Chase, step. cabriole efface, pique (pose), sousou (en haute). fourth position lounge 

1 & 2, 3, 4 5 6. 7 8. 1 2 

Dancer 3 - stage left to stage righL Dancer 4 - stage right to s tage left 

Glissadc.jete (or jete battue),jete. assemble, royale, royale, sissone change 

& 1. & 2. & 3, & 4. & 5. & 6, 7 8 (Llne sousou on 1 for next eight; Circle epaulc I for next 
eight) 

Dancer 5 - stage left to s1age righL Dancer 6 - stage right to stage left 

Line - (Third set of 8) Dancers I and 3 - I 2, epaule, 3 4 tum efface (low third}. 5 6 pique. 
sousou (en bas). 7 8 1 hoJd 

Circle - (Founh 8 for Circle) Dancers 2 and 4 - 1 2 3 4, epaule, 5 6 tum eITace, 7 8 I pique. 
sousou (en haute). Dancer 6 (due to canon is 4 counts into set 8) After sissone change, count 
with other dancers in the circle 5 6 rum e fface. 7 8 1 pique sousou (enhaute). 

Line - {Fourth 8 for Line) Dancers 3 & 5 - l sousou (left in front), 2 plie fifth slide right leg 
forward with lyrical arms upward - look at pahns (push forward s light) 3 4 5 6: s lide back to 
fifth 7 8. sousou on I (en hautc) 

Dancer 3 to lht: right. dancer 5 to the left 

Dancer I - From sousou on 1 - 2 plie. with left leg extended reverence forward and back 3 - 7. 
pique sousou on 8 I (en haute). This is supposed to s imulate the formation ofa mermaid. 

(All dancers shou ld be in sousou fifth en hau1e on 1 for section 2) 
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E ly 3 

Section 2 ( 4 sets Of 8 - fast) (Sam counting right :ilkr the s low scct,on, be= then: arc rest< that I am counung.J 

C ircle - From sousou (separate feet to 5th position) ,vith ·'S" arms (left a.rm in front) bouree in a 
circle 2- 7; plie on right foot with left in coupe derriere on 8. 

Next three sets of eight - balance left, right, left, right, left, right moving in a circle (half-way 
around). On the last balan ce. make sure everyon e is facing do\\'11stage. The counrs are 
developpe 1, ba1ance2 3 4; repeat. lt is quick. 

Line- From sousou (separate feet to 5th pos ition) with "S" arms (right arm in front) bouree in a 
circle 2 - 7; p Jje on left foot with right in coupe derriere ou 8 (or to fifth on both feet) . 

Next three sets of eight - balance. right. left. right, left. righL left moving in a circle in linear 
fashion (half-way around). (Upstage dancers 3 and 5 facing stage right as they progress in a 
circle to the left - and downstage dancer l facing stage left). On the last balance, make sure 
everyone is facing downstage. The counts are developpe l. balance 2 3 4; repeat. ll is quick. 

Section 3 (4 sets of8 - slow) 

C ircle-Pique arabesque (left leg) 1 2. faille 3 4 , pique pas de bouree, plie fifth 5 6 7. Graham 
arms with body sway to the right with left leg extended 8 I 2. repeat le.ft with right leg extended 
3 4 , repeat right witb left leg extended 5 6 7 8. Pique to second position with left leg while wind 
milling '"S'' arms overhead to plie right leg in coupe 1 2 3 4; pique to second position with right 
leg while wind milling " S" arms overbead to plie left leg i.n coupe 5 6 7 8. Repeat pique to 
second left side moving arms through second position Lo the "'S" sbape l 2 3 4; repeat lo the right 

5 6 7 8. 

Line - Pique arabesque (right: leg) l 2, faille 3 4 , pique pas de bouree, plie fifth 5 6 7. G raham 
arms with body sway to the left with right leg extended 8 l 2, repeal right with left leg extended 
3 4 , repeat left with r ight leg extended 5 6 7 8. Pique to second pos ition wiih right leg while 
wind milling "S'' anus overhead to plie left leg in coupe I 2 3 4; pique to second position with 
left leg while \vind mil ling "S" arms overhead to plie right leg in coupe 5 6 7 8. Repeat pique to 
second right side moving aJlllS through second position to the ·•s·· shape I 2 3 4; repeat to the left 

5 6 7 8. 

Section 4 ( 4 sets of 8 - fast) 

Circle - From sousou (separate feet to 5tb position) with "S" arms (left am, in front) bouree in a 
circle 2 - 7 right: plje on right foot with left in coupe derriere on 8. 

Next three sets o f eight - balance left. right. left. right, left, righr moving in a circle. On the last 
balance. make sure everyone is faci.ng downstage (half-way around to entrance poinr). T he 
counts are developpe I , balance 2 3 4 ; repeat. Jt is qui.ck. 
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Section 4 (4 sets of 8 - fast) - Continue£! 

Ely 4 

Line - From sousou (separate feet to 5lh position) with "S" a.ans {.right arm in front) bouree in a 
circ le 2 - 7 left; pile on left foot with right in coupe derriere on 8 (or to fifth on both feet). 

Next three sets of eight - balance. right left, right. left. right, left moving in a circle in linear 
fash ion (half-way around to entrance point). (Upstage dancers 3 and 5 facing stage right as they 
progress in a circle to the lefl - and downstage dancer 1 facing s tage left). On the last balance, 
make sure everyone is facing downstage. The counts are developpe 1, balance 2 3 4 : repeat. It is 
quick. 

Section 5 (2 sets of 8 - slow) 

Circle - Pas de basque on Pointe with anns swimming through fifth left. right, left. right left. 
right, left, right soutenu tum en avant J 2. 3 4. 5 6. 7 8. 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8. 

Line - Dancers 3 & 5 - l plie fifth left in front, s lide r ight leg forward with lyrical arms upward -
look at palms (push forward slight) 2 3 4 5 6; slide back to fifth 7 8. sousou on 1 (en bas). 
Repeat on opposite side 2 3 4 5 6: s lide back to fi fth 7 8. sousou on 1 (en bas). 

Dancer 3 to the right, dancer 5 to the left; repeat on opposite s ide. 

Dancer I - From balance le.ft, plie J 2 with left leg extended reverence forward and back 3 - 8. 
repeat reverence forward and back 1 - 7, pique sousou on 8 (en bas). 

Section 6 (2 sets o f 4 - emphasis on one) 

Circle - From sousou (right in front) step back o n left leg, extendjng right in tendu, while 
crossing anns in a flick on I in front of cbest. Cross anns across body and out lo second while 
enveloping to coupe and back to fourth behind with right leg with a swing back - left leg off the 
floor 2 3 4. Bring weight forward OD left leg w hile flicking hands upward overhead on I - right 
leg off the floor, sh ift weight onto right leg bringing le ft leg to coupe derriere, while bringing 
rums down wrapped across body to second 2 3 4. 

Line - From sousou (left in front) step back OD right leg. ex·t eoding left in tendu. while crossing 
arms in a llick on I in front of ch est. Cross arms across body and out to second while 
enveloping to coupe and back to fourth behind with left leg with a swing back - right leg off the 
floor 2 3 4 . Bring weight forward on right leg while flicking hands upward overhead on I - left 
leg off the floor. shift weight onto left leg bringing right leg to coupe derriere, while bringing 
arms down wrapped across body to second 2 3 4 . 
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Section 7 ( I set of 8 - svncopated. emphasis on 6 - l 2345 6 78; 
1 set of 4 - emphasis o n one. two - 12 34) 

Ely S 

Circle - Bouree in a circle w ith .. S" arms to the right I 2 3 4 5; plie on left leg extending right to 
a la secoodc waving left arm in and out on 6. Wave bands inward together turning efface right 
on 7 8. Pique 41

h position waving hands io front of your torso over, under 12 34 . 

Line - Bouree in a circle with "S" anns to the left 1 2 3 4 5: plie on right leg extending left co 
a la seconde waving right arm in and out on 6. Wave hands inward together turning efface le ft 
on 7 8. Pique 4111 positfoo waving hands in front of your torso over, under 12 34. 

Section 8 ( I set of 5) 

Circle - Bouree in a circle with "S,. anns to the right 1 2 3 4, plie on right leg. left coupe derri.ere 
on 5. 

Line - Bouree in a circle with ''S" arrns to the le ft I 2 3 4. plie on left leg, right coupe dcrriere on 
5. 

Section 9 ( I set of 8 - fast) 

Circle-Shift weight back on left: leg, extend right leg to tendu fourth position devanL while 
bringing arms to second position 1 2 3 4 ; prepare for pique turns, arms third 5 6 7 8. 

Line - Bouree off stage righL left, right. left. right. left. etc., s tage right. (As many as it takes t0 

exit) 

Section IO (2 sets of 8 - moderate - plus two counts) 

Circle - Six pique turns to the right l 2, 3 4. 5 6. 7 8. 1 2. 3 4: souteou ½ tum right 5 6 (arms 
fifth): plie. extending right foot reverence port de bras anns to second 7 8. Rond de jam be right 
leg to B+ for ending port de bras arms en bas. End of Po inle dance. 

The Pointe dance symbo lizing the pact occurs after the Gypsy-style <lance with Prentjce (Hans) 
and Frankie (Benha - Hans' first tiancee). Candice (Ondine) enters stage righl towards the end 
of the dance and falls in despair against lhe waJI. She remains as if chained to ii throughout the 
Pointe dance. (fn U1e p lay. Ondine \Vas chained awaiting her trial as a sorceress, as Hans and 
Bertha were preparing for their wedding.) Prentice will enter stage left at the end of the Pointe 
dance seeing Candice. The Ondines (Pointe dancers) wi ll walk bad ... ward and sideways off stage 
ominously waving sinewy arms and hands at Prentice as the sad Gypsy song begins. finaliz ing 
the pact. As the Ondines exiL. Prentice will pick up Candice beginning their duet, uoti I he falls 
and dies. Afterward. the conclusion of tbe play will commence. 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Marsha Parker 

Luana Ely 

March 26. 2004 

MF A Thesis on Tex.l Excerpts from Ondine and the 
Incorporation of Text in Conjunction with Dance 

As you requested, here is th.e proposed excerpts from Ondine, -primarily taken from Act I and the :final 
page from Act ID. l incorporated a single line from Act II and Act lJ into the ending of Act 1 verifying 
the meaning of the pact.. if this is acceptable. 

I feel Act I portrays Ondine's life as a water nymph and as a creature living in a human world trying to 
live the life ofa normal woman in love. It portrays her innocence of mankind. happiness. and 
determination to obtain the man she suddenly loves. It also ex---plains Hans' prior commitment to Bertha. 
his love and desire for Onctine, proposal of marriage to On dine, the pact that On dine is forced to make 
with the Sea King. and the Sea King's prophecy of Hans' betrayal deceit, and event11al death. 

1 would like lo have four actors portraying Eugenie. Auguste. Ondine, and Hans at the beginning of the 
performance. The actors portraying Hans and Ondinc should also be dancers in order to dance a modem 
{barefoot) pas de deux. There may be some overlapping of character parts such as Auguste as the Sea 
King and the other actors portraying voices of the Ondines. ll1ese actors can then merge into the dance 
by silting on steps as sea creatw-es or maybe as octopuses sining back-to-back utilizing arm. leg, and torso 
movement and dogfish soldered side-by-side. as preferred by Ondine. 

At the end of Act L 1 would like to begin the dance displaying the essence of Act 1. such as Onctine's love 
of the sea. the sea itself and the elements. the sea creatures. the love of Ondine and Bans, the broken pact 
and Hans' fall and sudden death. The excerpts from Act I should clarify the meaning of the dance. even 
the section where the pact is broken and Hans dies. The abstract movement of modem dance and at times 
ordinary gestw-es can convey the essence of the story in dance form. I would like to depict a canon of 
ocean waves, the sea creatures at play. the meeting of Hans and Ondine. their love. and the stormy death 
of Hans. The modem dance pas de deu,x will convey the meeting and marriage of Ondine and Hans, and 
Hans' fall and death. Most of the dance will be modem, however. J prefer the other Ondines to be on 
Pointe in order to achieve a more mystical appearance. The Pointe section will occur before the pas de 
deux in order to reflecl time going forward and Ondine going backward to a life and memory loss b efore 
Hans. The pique turns w:ith three dancers, and other Pointe work building up ro it. going ma circle to the 
right in conjunction with a line orthree dancers circling to the lefl doing sirrular movement conveys the 
passage of time forward and returning to the past going backward. It also reflects a mirror image of tht: 
Ondines forwarding the present and reversing the memory of Ondine to the past. lt also displays the 
stormy broken pact about to occur and the prophecy of Hans· betrayal and death. The Point work will not 
be overly difficult and executed primanly from pique utilizing spatial design and basic technique. 

Finally. the ending text from Act IJ will convey the s1om1y pact at 11s conclusion. Hans' death. Ondine's 
loss of memory of _Hans. her regret at not haVlng. a chance to love him if he were alive. and her return to 
the sea prompted by the Sea King. other Ondines. and sea creanrres. 



Page Two 

The combination of modem dance, ballet and theater encompasses my diverse training and represents 
ne\v terntory of development for me, conveying dance techn ique, the essence of emotion. the element.s. 
and nature with thematic material. 

Please let me l'llOW if you feel the selected areas oftexl convey the essence of the story. l prefernot Lo 
relay more than Acl T and the ending of Act II, because it may become difficult and chaotic. 

Thank you for referring the play Ondine to me as a way to develop my original idea of utilizing the sea 
and its e lements for a dance. ln modem class. if a professor!teacher instructed the class to convey a 
happy memory as an improvisation in dance, I have often ponrayed the beach and ocean as 
developmental material in composition, because I have happy memories there with my family members 
and i t creates lovely movement. This bas always been one of my favorite elements in nature to convey in 
dance. Of course, the dance will be new material, and I have not yet created such a vast group projec t. 
especially along with incorporating thematic narrative and material. I have included much more text than 
1 had originally thought that T would. but I feel that most of it is necessary to convey the story. It wi 11 
probably take about twelve minutes to relay the tex t, and l plan on making the dance about ten minutes 
long. Hopefully. this is acceptable for the student dance nex"t fal l. 

Since I feel it is unfair to ask studenrs to understudy if they are not able to perfonn, I have chosen to 
understudy th.e choreography for the extras in the Pointe section and other parts. if necessary. This will 
occur only in an ex"treme emergency such as injury or illness of one of the dancers. l am not sure if the 
actors will need understurues. If you fee l it is necessary to have understudies for the actors. please let me 
know. 

Le 

P.S. l will probably need to extend my graduation to Spring of 2005. Ir will be difficult for me to 
complete everything by the fall of this year as l previously expected. I wish ro allow enough ttrne to 
complete everything meticulously. Also, 1 would like to continue dancmg for the next year ia order to 
demonstrate choreography without injury and maintain my capability as a dancer. Of course. I plan lO 

dance and learn as long as possible, even when r start teaching . 



TO: 

F ROM: 

DATE: 

Stephan ie Robinson, Ligbling 

Luana Ely 

April 4. 2005 

LIGHTTNG SPECJFJCATJONS FOR MFA THEATER AND DANCE CONCERT 
"PRIMORDIAL PROPHECY" 

May 7. 7:30 p.m. and May 8. 2:00 p.m. 

See the attached program for de1ails regarding U1e performance. 

Act J 

(Medieval times) (The main lighting colors are Blue, Pink, Salmon. Purple. and Soft White) 

"Primordfa1:· js a modern and ballet dance representing Onctine 's (water spirit/mermaid) Ji feat 
sea. The mood is m ystical and serene. (ABA format) A = modem section - blue with pink 
highlights ; B = Pointe section - pink with blue highlights; A = modern section - blue with pink 
hjghlights - fade out at ilie end for plav narrative. Time: (7: 13) 

"Excerpts from Ondine." by Jean Giraudoux. adapted by M aurice Valency from Act La 
fishern1an ' s hoose. A humble and homey effect- soft white lil!ht with a salmon hue. Fade out 
for Act IT beginning with a Gypsy dance. Time approximately (1 0:00) 

"The Betrayat: · is a social Gypsy-style dance b etween Hans and Princess Bertha on their 
wedding day. The mood is sens ual. Tum down the white light for a deeper salmon hue. Short 
fade out for the n ext dance. Sho1tly after the two dancers walk off s tage together, the six Pointe 
dancers begin their dance symbolic of ini1iating Lhe pact. Time: (2: 15) 

·'The Pact '· is a Pojnte dance of the si ster ood.ines initiating the pact, at the sea ki:ng ·s command . 
The mood is m ysterious and ominous. Purple with Salmon highJjQ.hts. Dim the lights s lightlv 
for the duet. wbjch starts as soon as the Pointe dance is finished . The mermaids wave sinewy 
arms al Hans (Prentice) entering stage left to meet Ondine (Candice) who is against the wall 
s tage right, as they exit upstage. Time: (2: 18) 

"T he Last Dance." is a final modem duet between Hans and Oodine. Passionate, sad, and 
ominous. Purple and pink- turuiog purpler towards Lhe end of the dance, because Hans falJs and 
dies. (M ore purple the Jast I 5 seconds) Dim lights s lightlv for the final excerpts from the play. 
The actors will enter on stage. Time: (3: 15) 

"Excerpts from Ondine,'· closes the play with u,e King of the Sea and ondines calling Ondine 
back to her life at sea with no outward memory of her love for Hans. Otherworldly and tragic. 
B lue. purple. and pink. Fade ouL Tin1e approximately ( I :00) 
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